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Abstract

In this study, an Islamic perspective was used to examine the development of

disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. As disability research in Saudi A¡abia has most

often been approached from a medical perspective, the purpose of this study was to focus

on a social model of disability as well as the Islamic model of charity. Using inductive

analysis of interviews, documents and website data, both the Islamic perspective of

charity and the social model of disability were evident throughout the research. The

findings concluded that the deveiopment of disability orgaruzations have been and

continue to be affected by charity, stafi Islamic beliefs and values, their role in society

and the need for a place. The development and continuation of disability organizations

were also strongly supported by dedicated Head Managers and staffwho loved their work

and especially the children, and felt they would be rewarded by Allah tcodl.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Presentation of the Study

This study explored the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia

and the connection that Islam has had in that process. As a country whose only offrcially

recognized religion is Islam and whose native population is known to be 100% Muslim,

the beliefs and practices of Islam cannot be separated from government policies, cultural

attitudes and the day-to-day life of each citizen. As Saudi Arabia has undergone

tremendous economic change since the discovery of oil, this study also recognizes the

impact of oil discovery on the development of services for people with disabilities in the

country.

Through the lens of the social model of disability and the charity model in Islam,

the development of disability organizations was explored using face-to-face interviews

with Head Managers (Iilvf) of disability organizations, the public relations brochures for

those organizations, and the websites of other disability organizations referred by the

HMs. Although 'disability' has been most often approached using a medical perspective

of disability research in Saudi Arabia, it was the purpose of this study to focus on

exploring the development of disability organizations in the country from a social model

of disability as well as the Islamic model of charity.

Situating the study in the last two decades, there has been substantial growth in

the number of government and private organizations that provide services for people with

disabilities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Thirty-six disability organtzations have

come into existence in the last2O years (Al-Turakir, 1996);however, the actual

recognition of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia began ten years earlier with the
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planning of economic and social development programs in the country (Al-Maghlootll

teee).

This chapter begins by giving an overview of Saudi Arabia and the significance of

its only recognized religion, Islam. Because charity is an important belief and practice of

the Islamic tradition, I cover its historical significance and implications both for Saudi

Arabia and disability organtzations. Islam in The Kingdom of Saudi A¡abia is a religious

entity that cannot be separated from the day-to-day life of Saudis. For that reasorL I also

present the role of the Saudi government in the development of disability services and

organizations in the last three decades. Finally, the aims of this study and the main

research questions are presented.

Overview of Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia occupies around four-fifths of the Arabian Peninsula and lies to the

extreme southwest of Asia (Saudi Ministry ofForeign Affairs, 2006). On its northern

border lies Kuwait, Iraq and Jordan, and to the south are Yemen and Oman. It is bordered

on the east by the Arabian Gul{, Qatar and United Arab Emirates, and on the west by the

Red Sea. The Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs (2006) reports that according to the

census of 2006, an estimatedZl.4 million people live in Saudi Arabia, of whom 16

million are Saudi citizens. Saudi Arabia ranks first in world oil production which

accounts for the largest part of its economy (Saudi Ministry of Foreign Afflairs, 2006).

Saudi Arabia is the birthplace of Islam, the only state-recognized religion and the second

largest religion in the world with an estimated 1.5 billion followers (Robinson, 2002). As

the homeland of Makkah (Mecca) and Madinah (Medina), these two holy cities for

Muslims are situated in Saudi Arabia (Saudi Ministry ofForeign Affairs, 2006).Each
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year, hundreds of thousands of Muslims from around the world journey to Makkah to

perform Hajj, "the pilgrimage to the holy city of Makkah and its surroundings at a

lpeciflrc time every year" (Al-Qaseer, 2006, p. 1S). As Islam is the only offrcial religion

in Saudi Arabia, non-Muslims are allowed to live and work in the country but cannot

practicetheir religion in public (Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2006).

After giving a brief overview about the country of Saudi A¡abia, it is vital to

discuss the importance of religion there. This is because Islamic beliefs play avital role

in the day-to-day activities of people in Saudi Arabia" which means their beliefs and

actions are connect ed (N-Zahraru,2007).Islam is based on five practices called the five

pillars of Islam (Hallaq, 2005). These pillars consist of "shahadah, Salah, Zakah, Sawm

andHalj" (Hallaq, 2005, P. 208).

Shahadahls 'the Muslim declaration of the oneness of Allah2 and the acceptance

of the Prophet Mohammad as his final prophet" (il4inistry of Islamic Affairs,

Endowments, Da'wah and Guidance, Introduction to Islam section, Para, 5, n.d.). This is

the most important pillar of Islam as it sets the foundation for all the other practices.

Without the declaration of shahadøh, none of the other practices will be accepted

(Hallaq, 2005).

The second pillar of Isl amis Sqlah, which is to pray five times a day at specific

times facing Makkah (Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da'wah and Guidance,

n.d.). Satahis more than a physical prayer to Allah; it is "personal communication"

between Atlah and his followers (Chastai4 1995, p. 161).

The third pillar of Isl am is Zakah, or Zalcat al MøL, which requires every Muslim

to pay a minimum specific percentage of their Zakatable assets every lunar year to the

poor or needy people in their society (ZakatFoundation in Americ4 2008). Zakatthen is
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required of all Muslims and all Islam countries.

Sawm, the fourth pillar of Islam, requires fasting during the month of Ramadan

(Ministry of Islamic Affairs Endowments, Da'wah and Guidance, n.d.). During fasting,

all Muslims are to abstain from food, drink and sexual intercourse from dawn to sunset.

Of the important moral lessons of that fasting during Ramadan are to express one's

obedience to and love of Allah, practice discipline and selÊcontrol, and experience the

hunger the poor feel for the entire year, which should encourage more charitable

donations to those in need @adawi, 1991, p. 4).

The fîfth pitlar of Islam is Hajj,the pilgrimage to the holy city of Makkah. Every

Muslim who is physically and financially able is obligated to perform Hajj at least once

in his or her lifetime (Ayub, 1986).

Islam is a religion that maintains its importance in all aspects of life (Ayub, 1986).

It is not just a set of several practices that every Muslim should perform. Instead, it is a

guide for Muslims in all aspects and phases of their lives. According to Hallaq (2005),

the Qur'an and Sunnah3 contain all the behaviors that conüol and regulate every aspect of

a Muslim's life. The seventh item of the basic system of governance of the Kingdom of

Saudi Arabia dictates that "rulers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia draw their authority

from the book of Allah [Qur'an] and the Sunnah of his Prophet" (Saudi Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, 2006, political system section, Para. 6).

The Kingdom of Saudi A¡abia bases its laws on Islam. The four basic references

in Islamic law are the Qur'an, Sunnah, iima'furistic consensus) 
a and qiyasfuristic

analogy).s However, "the application of Islamic law is subject to a high degree of

flexibility and development" (Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da'wah and

Guidance, flexibility of Islamic rules sectioryPara.4,n.d.).It is acceptable for a new law
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to be added or for an old law that no longer works to be changed as long as the new law

does not violate any of the Qur'anic verses or the Prophet Sunnah's. An example of this

would be the now widely accepted practice of blood transfusion procedures, which did

not exist in the Prophet's time. Although under particular circumstances laws can be

changed, the general population does not make those decisions. "It is not the task of

every Muslim to invent a new law; it is the work of a specific group of people who are

specialized in Islamic studies, known as Fuqahaa meaning jurists" (Ibn Taymiah, 1995,

p.227).

Since the context for this study is Saudi Arabia, the homeland for the Muslims'

holy cities, it is vital to give a historical account of the connection between Islam and the

beliefs pertaining to charity institutions during the different historical Islamic eras in

which they flourished. These charitable institutions are the basis of today's disability

organzations in Saudi Arabia.

Historical significance of charitable institutions and waqf in Saudi Arabia.

Because of the religious importance ofMakkah and Madinah for all Muslims and

because Makkah has been the centre for pilgrimage for nearly 1,400 years, its history of

charity and charitable institutions is more unique than in other parts of Saudi A¡abia.

Muslim rulers during the different Islamic historical eras took extra care to

establish cha¡itable waqfs6 - an income that would beneflrt the two holy cities (Bearman'

Bianquis, Bosworth, van Donzel, Heinrichs,7002). waqfs were the main ftnancial and

gift source for the maintenance of the two holy mosques (Al-Kibasi, 1977)' Waqf was

distinguished from other charitable sources as a permanent voluntary charity and defined

as "forbidden movement, transport or exchange of something" (Raissouni, 2008,
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introduction, para.l). Raissouni defines Waqf in "Islamic Waqlf Endowment" as'.

"A canonical Islamic concept, which refers to a special kind of charity given for

the purposes of benevolence. The word is used for charities and gifts that have

permanence and continuity, so that people can benefit from them for years,

generations or even centuries. This means that waqf endowment is made up of

entities from whose usefulness, yield and fruit people can benefit, while the capital

asset of the entity lasts and stays for a short or long period of time, such as alot, a

building, a well or a tree" (2008, Introductiory para.2).

According to Hallaq (2005), there are two kinds of waqf; the "private or family waqf'

and the "charity waqf' (p.372). The private or family waqf benefit only family members

and offspring to whom the waqf has been donated. Charity \¡iaqq on the other hand, is

addressed to all Muslims who are in need. "Persons and public utilities, such as mosques,

schools, bridges, graveyards and drinking fountains, can be the beneficiaries ofa

wal{reuenue" @earman et al., 2002, p. 60). There are two types of charitable waqf. :

"waþfsconsisting of the mosque orthe utility itself (school, bridge, fountain) andwaþfs

generating the income for the maintenance and operation ofthese utilities" @earman et

a1.,2002, p 60).According to many hi'storians, such as Sayyid (1998) and lbn-Iyas

(2007), waqf helped to serve and stabilize the different social and economic needs of the

Muslim communities. This was because of the unlimited ways in which its revenue could

be spent. Whenever there was a need in the Muslim community, the waqf revenue would

help in financing that need. It was this type of waqf that set the foundation for charity-

sustained disability organizations.

The Mumluks'8 era in Egypt was considered by many historians as the golden era for

waql which was mainly established to finance the needs of the two Muslim holy cities.
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The Mumluk sultanate was an Islamic "regime established and maintained by

(emancipated) Mamlük in Egypt" from 1250 A.D. to 1517 A.D. @earman et al., 2002, p.

319) The western part of what is currently Saudi Arabi4 including Makkah and

Madinah, was under the power of the Mamluk regime at that time. According to Shaban

(1984, p. 50), "Waqf s income was the main source of income to the two holy cities

during the Mumluk era," and the Mumlukse did establish an independent administrative

department in Egypt with a specific yearly budget to manage the different waqfs

designated to benefit Makkah and Madinah (Al-Kibasi,1977). They also allocated many

pieces of agricultural land, buildings and real estate in Egypt as waqfs for the benefit of

the holy cities. An example was the Takitit Makkah waqf established in Cairo during the

Mumluk era (Al-Kibasi,1977). Waqf revenue was directed to the development of the

different roads to Makkah and the maintenance of the Jeddah seaport for the convenience

of pilgrims who came to the holy cities every year. The Mamluk state also sent money

with its pilgrims to Makkah every year for the maintenance of the holy mosque in

Makkah and the needs of the people living there (Yakon, 1966). In additioq Ka'ba'sl0

cloth was one form of donation that Egyptian rulers were sending to Makkah every year

(Shaban, 1984).

Mumluk Egyptian rulers established many charitable educational and social

institutions to increase the educational level of people living in Hijazrr (YakorL 1966).

Educational institutions included schools, libraries, schools for memorizing Qur'an and

private lessons groups. Many people during the Mumluk era had also contributed to the

establishment of educational institutions in Makkah, such as the school established by

Yusef al Masry in 1415 inside the holy mosque at Makkah (Shaban, Tg84). Social

institutions included hospitals and houses for the poor. One of the very well known social
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institutions established at Makkah in l4O9 was Ahmad al-Turoji's house of the poor

(Yakon, 1966).

Even after the fall of the Mumluk statg the charitable institutions they established as

charitable waqfs atÍItjazcontinued to function under the Ottoman regime. The Mumluk

regime ended in l5l7 as the state came under the power of the Ottoman Empire

(Bearman et al., 2002): "a power flourished by the republic of Turkey'' (Yakon, 1966, p.

20). The Empire lasted from 1299 until1923 and at the peak of its power governed three

continents: Southeastern Europg the Middle East and North Africa @earman et al.,

ZOOZ). The Middle East, including Egypt andHfaz, did not come under its power until

1517. Similar to the Mumluks, Ottoman rulers continued to establish waqfs to benefit the

fwo holy cities (Bearman et a1., 2002). They allocated agricultural land and real estate as

waqfs with revenue spent on establishing new schools and hospitals in Makkah and

Madinah, and for the maintenance of the older ones to contribute to the educational and

health of Muslims living in these holy cities (Shaban, 1984). Ottoman waqf revenues

were also spent to maintain the two holy mosques in Makkah and Madinah (Yakon,

1966). "Wakfs networks in Ottoman lands were the essential infrastruch¡ral links in the

transmission of knowledge" (Bearman et aI.,2OO2, p. 319). The Ottoman eÍa was marked

by the establishment of many religious schools, mosques and libraries that "were almost

exclusively subsidized by walf" (Bearman et al-, 2002, p- 319).

Many Muslims contributed to the development of charitable institutions in Hijaz

during the Ottoman regime (YakorL 1966). Mohammad Khayat and Abdulkarim

Trabulsi, for example, were amongst those who established charitable schools and public

libraries for educating not only the Makkan people, but for the many scholars around the

Islamic world (Shaban, 1984).
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The year 1923 marked the end of the Ottoman Empire and the establishment of a new

country called the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Bearman et al., 2002). King Abdulaziz,the

founder of Saudi Arabia, united Íltjæwith other cities in the Arabian Peninsula under the

name of the Kingdom of Saudi A¡abia. Maintaining the geographic and religious

traditions, the Saudis continued to give special attention to waqß (Shaban, 1984)- The

governors in the different cities of the country were assigned to supervise waqfs in their

area (Bearman et al., 2OOZ). InIg25 the Saudi government established a specific waqf

management department in Makkah to care for the maintenance and supervision of the

already established charitable waqfs tnlltjaz (the western part of Saudi Arabia today). In

l96l the government integrated that department with the newly formed Ministry of Hajj

and Awqafr'lBearman et al., 2002). According to the Encyclopedia of Islanl this

ministry had three main functions @earman et al., 2002). First, it continued to maintain

and supervise the already established charitable waqß inIltjaz. Second, it gave special

care to the maintenance and development of the two holy mosquest'. Third, it funded the

construction and maintenance of mosques around the country. In 1993 the Ministry of

Hajj and Awqaf was divided into the Ministry ofHajj and the Ministry of Awqaf

(Bearman et al., 2002). The main task of the Ministry of Awqaf became the supervision

and maintenance of already established mosques and the construction of new ones around

the counrry. Sayyid (1998) and lbn-Iyas (2007) suggested thatlúiazwas historically the

only part of the Arabian Peninsula where charitable institutions and waqfs had been

established, "due to the religious importance of Hrlazto all Muslims during the different

Islamic historical eras" (Shab an, 1984, p 26). According to Yakon (1966), charitable

institutions had only recently started to appear in other cities of Saudi Arabia due to the

efforts of the Saudi government
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Since the discovery of oil in 1939, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has undergone

modernization in many areas, especially in the development of services for its people (Al-

Turaki, ZO17).In 1970 the Ministry of Social Affairs, which advises and guides the work

of charitable and private organizations, established its flrrst department responsible for

charitable and private organizations in the country (At-Turaki ,2007).It also provided

financial support for the different needs of these organizations. According to al-

Maghlooth (1999) and al-Turaki (2007), charitable orgaruzations played a major role in

the development of people's lives living in Saudi Arabia. This was manifested in the

many programs and services established in the country. Services mainly included health

counseling programs such as smoking-cessation clinics, seniors' care programs,

educational and vocational training, conducting research about issues related to the

development of social lives of the people in Saudi Arabia, and providing financial

support to prisoners' families and any individuals or group of people who were in need.

Some charitable orgatnzations did provide educational and rehabilitative services and

programs for people with disabilities in addition to their services to non-disabled people.

One great example of this is the al-Wafa charitable organization established in Riyadh in

1972. Tlns organization has continued to provide rehabilitative and educational services

for females with disabilities, and also provides services and care for orphan girls and the

elderly.

The actual acknowledgement of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia began in

1974 whenthe Ministry of Social Aflairs established its first department to put up with

people with disabilities and address their social and economic concerns, such as housing

and employment (Al-Turaki, 2007). The government established this department in

response to the expectations and various needs of people with disabilities as well as the
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needs of disability orgarizations. These needs came to the forefront as a result of the

changes that affected the lives of people with disabilities in the last century. The situation

of people with disabilities in Saudi A¡abia has been affected by the social, economic, and

educational changes that the country and its people have experienced since the discovery

of oil ( Qurati, 2001; Shenawi, 1998).

A particular change was the migration of farmers from rural communities to urban

centers. Farmers left their land and moved to cities, searching for betterjobs and higher

salaries. V/ith this influx of people increasing the size of the cities came the need for

structural changes to meet the needs of all people. Urban life, for example, demanded

extra effort and certainly new ways of adapting for the person with a disability (Al-

Maghloottq 1999). City life could often require travelling long distances where

transportation was not conducive to meeting the needs of people with disabilities.

People with disabilities were now living within a structure where the disability

was not only limited to the scrutiny of family or a close-knit rural community. Moving

about in urban centers meant people with disabilities would have to face the challenges of

"fitting into a different social structure or group that was not accustomed to them"

(Shenawi, 1998, p. 265). Another important change as a result of moving into urban

centers was the modification of the family structure (Sharief 1998). Families were

shifting from the extended family towards the nuclear family which consisted only of the

husband, wife and their children (Qurati, 2OOl). This change led to limitations in familial

and social relationships between people, and "families had to adjust to the demands and

costs of city life" (Sharief 1998, p. 7). Some wives and mothers who traditionally stayed

at home and were the caregivers of their families started to have jobs, and those with

disabilities were left alone at home to look after themselves (Qurati, 20Ol). As a result of
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the above changes, "Saudi citizens started asking for equal services for the disabled and

non-disabled populations" (Sharif, 1998, p. 8). In response, the government began to

develop services for people with disabilities.

An important step was the Saudi government's agreement with the

recommendations of the Council of Ministers in 2000 to improve the living situations of

people with disabilities and to develop services for them. This government council was

the highest legal authority in Saudi Arabia for reviewing and releasing government

legislation and recommendations (Sharief, 1998). These recommendations therefore acted

as a "disability code" and measuring stick for all disability orgarrrzations in the country

(Qurati, 2OO1). For example, it affected the way these organizations responded to

disability and how they formulated their goals and missions- The first recommendation

defined disability, a disabled person, and the prevention of and rehabilitation of

disability. Disability was defined as "having one or more of the following: visual

disability, hearing disability, mental disability, physical or movement disabilit y,leatning

disabilities, speech and talking diffrculties, uncontrolled behavior, autisn¡ multiple

disabilities and any other disabilities vihich require special care" (Ministers' Council

Proceedings, 2000, p. 6). In the past, the dominant definition of a "person with a

disability" under the Labor and Workman Law in Saudi Arabia was "any person whose

capacity to perform and maintain a suitable job has actually diminished as a result of

physical or mental infirmity" (Umm al-Qura Post, 1969, p l). Both the old and new

definitions of disability shared the medical framework and approached 'disability' as a

physical or mental state and ignored the social aspects, such as the inaccessible

environment. Disability in both definitions is still approached as a medical problem that

needs to be fixed. However, the new definition did not state that having a disability
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would be cause for unemployment or loss of a job. One of the 16 recommendations

released by the Ministers' Council stated that "every organization in the country should

employ people with disabilities so they can earn enough income to live like non-disabled

citizens" (Ministers' Council Proceedings, 2000, p 6). However, as the new definition

approached disability from a medical framework, the social impact may continue to be

that people will continue to think that disability was a disease that needed to be frxed and

cured, and the embedded nature of a social component might be overlooked.

The second recommendation guaranteed the rights of people with disabilities to

receive health care, rehabilitation and educational services in the country, as well as

encourage private institutions to provide charitable services for people with disabilities.

The third and fourth recommendations set out the need to make surroundings

accessible for people with disabilities, stating "authorities should abide by the regulations

for architectural specifications required to provide access and accommodate people with

disabilities in all centers for rehabilitatiorl training, educatiorq medical care and public

places, as well as all other areas, to enable people with disabilities easy access of

movement and transportation" (Ministers' Council Proceedings, 2000, p. 10)

The frfth and sixth recommendations supported the rights of people with

disabilities to get a government loan to begin their own businesses.

The seventh recommendation discussed the establishment of a trust fund under

the control of the Ministers' Council, which would control all donations, endowments

and revenues from waqfs to provide services to people with disabilities and for disability

organizations. By establishing the trust fund, the government was encouraging charities

and donations that would be used to benefit people with disabilities. However, because of

the religious importance of charity in Islam, the provision of charitable services to any
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group of people does not mean they are less respected than others (Sharief, 1998). The

remaining recommendations referred to the importance of organizing a separate council,

connected to the Ministers' Council, to take care of the various issues of people with

disabilities and to work on implementing the Ministers' Council's recommendations.

As discussed previously, the situation of people with disabilities has been affected

by the social and economic changes the country has gone through since the discovery of

oil. To meet the needs of people with disabilities, the government has paid attention to

and developed disability services and organzations in Saudi Arabi4 particularly since

7974

Purpose of the Study

At present, there are no studies that explore the recent growth and development of

disability organizations and services in Saudi Arabia. The frrst purpose of this study

therefore is to fill that gap. A study that examines disability in a country that recognizes

Islam as its only practiced religion will add to the Disability Studies knowledge base.

This is important because it \¡iill provide scholars in the field of Disability Studies with

more than one view of disability and how it is perceived in another cultural and religious

context.

As discussed earlier in the history of the development of charitable institutions in

Saudi Arabia,Islamic charitable endowments have contributed to the development of

charitable institutions and then to the development of disability organizations in Saudi

Arabia. As a student in Disability Studies,Irec;ogmzed a gap in the literature regarding

Islam in relation to disability approaches and orgurizations in Arab and Muslim

countries. The second purpose of this study therefore was to discover the different ways
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that Islam has influenced the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia, a

Muslim country that "tries to implement Islam fully as a comprehensive way of life" (Al-

Maghlooth, 1999, p. 19).

Research Questions

o What are the key issues that contributed to the development of disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia?

o In what ways has Islam influenced the development of disability

organuations in Saudi /uabia?

c How do Head Managers (from disability orgarttzations) view the

development of disability organizations and the role these organizations play

for people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia?

Chapter Two: The Literature Review presents and discusses the research relevant

to disability organizatíons and people living with disabilities in Saudi Arabia. The review

is in three sections: issues related to disability research in Saudi Arabia, disability

research in Saudi A¡abia, and Western literature specific to studying disability in an

Eastern context. This review situates this study in the already existing body of

knowledge.

Chapter Three: Carrying out the Methodology was complex, as I lived and studied

in Canada, yet needed to conduct interviews and gather brochures from organizations in

Saudi Arabia. This chapter outlines how I prepared forthe interview process, the

interview questions, the gathering of brochure data, and the use of disability organization
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websites. This section also discusses the qualitative method of data gathering.

Chapter Four: My Data Findings reveal the details from interviews I conducted

with Head Managers, information from brochures and the technologically-framed

information from web sites.

Chapter Five: In the Discussion/Analysis, all data from the various sources were

information within the context of an Islamic country. This was interesting as the

discourse of 'disability' and 'disability organizations' never moved outside the realm of

government/religion that defines these organizations, their development, and their

connection to Islamic beliefs and charity. The interviews, brochures and websites -
although very different in nature - revealed a homogenous religious discourse embedded

within disability organizations in Saudi Arabia.

Chapter Six: In the Conclusion, I close the study by recognizing that during my

analysis, I expanded my scope from the development of disability organizations and the

connection to Islam and charity to'what I came to recognize as an embedded process

steeped in deep religious tradition. This tradition and way of life in Saudi Arabia seemed

to continue to evolve with the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. I

close with the conclusiorq limitations of the study, and recommendations for further

research in the area.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

The literature for this topic was diverse and covered materials from Saudi Arabia

as well as Western literature that discussed issues related to the topic. The review of the

literature of this topic is presented in three sections.

As the context of this study was placed Saudi Arabi4 it was essential to

look at the literature related to disability organizations in Saudi Arabia to

find the focus of earlier studies and what was missing from the literature.

Therefore, the first section ofthis review focuses on literature related to

disability organaations in Saudi Arabia.

The second section of the literature review explores issues related to

disability research in Saudi Arabia.

Both of these sections are important as this study was conducted in Saudi A¡abia

and would add to the body of knowledge on disability organizations in that country. It is

also essential to understand how disability is presented in research and whether this study

was going to contribute something similar or different to the existing disability research

in Saudi Arabia. Although this study was conducted about disability organizations in

Saudi A¡abia and research took place there, it was still part of a graduate degree at the

University of Manitoba, Canada. This thesis would therefore be part of the Western

literature studying disability in an Eastern context. It was important to have an awareness

of other Western research in this area. This body of knowledge presented some valuable

points that would add to the understanding of this thesis' topic.

r The third section of the literature review discusses Western literature about

disability in the East.

This chapter also discusses the conceptual framework that helped situate the
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methodology and analysis of this thesis.

Disability Organizations in Saudi Arabia

Although there are many organizations for people with disabilities in Saudi

Arabia" there are few studies or written material about these organizations or the people

with disabilities for whom they benefit.

According to the literature, there are many types of disability organizations in

Saudi Arabia. Al-Maghlooth (2000), in his lV'elfare and Rehabilitation 9f the

Høndicapped in Saudi Arabia, classified disabitity orgaruzations according to their

governing agencies and specified three types: those that are government governed;

orgaruzations that are privately governed; and those which are supported mainly through

charity. Charitable organizations could be government or privately governed. Al-

Maghlooth listed the names of all the organizations in Saudi Arabia, classiffing them by

type. He also described the services that each of these organizations provided for people

with disabilities. With regards to information about the development of disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia, he stated "I could not locate any study that looks at

orgamzations' development" (Al-Maghloothr20O0, p. 5). This complies with one of the

main arguments in this thesis regarding the need for research that explores the

development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia.

Unlike the work of al-MaghloottU al-Turaki (1996), in his Daleel al moøawaq ela

al khadamat al mutahq laho bilmsmlaka øl Arabia al suqdialA Disabled Person's Crttide

to the Services Avaitable to Him in Saudi Araåla], classified disability organizations into

three categories according to the role they played in society. Social cate andrehabilitation

organizations "provide a living environment for those people with disabilities whose

families could not take care of them because of their severe mental or physical
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disabilities" (p. 14). Al-Turaki explained this type of organuation was inaccessible to

researchers and visitors, therefore not much ìnformation was known about them. People

with disabilities in these organizations were isolated and sheltered from society. Al-

Turaki argued that disability services "should work on the inclusion rather than the

exclusion of people with disabilities from their society" (1996, p. 6). This argument

agreed with one of the basic premises ofthe social model of disability which argues for

the inclusion of people with disabilities into mainstream society. The social model of

disability was used as part of the theoretical framework which informed the discussion

about the development of disability organizations in this thesis. The second type of

organization was vocational rehabilitative, which looked "forward to rehabilitate a people

with disabilities who were working before his disability" but since lost their jobs (Al-

Turaki 1996, p. 17). This type of organization worked to bring those people who lost jobs

because of their disability back into the workforce. In addition, they also provided

vocational training for unemployed people with disabilities to help them re-enter the

workforce. The third type of organization was the "complete rehabilitative". Al-Turaki

defined these organizations as "those that combine both the social rehabilitation and

vocational type of organizations" (1996, p. 20). These organrzations provided the living

environment for people with disabilities as well as vocational training to help them join

tlre workforce. "Each one of these three types of disability organizations could be

govemed by any one of the three governing agencies in Saudi Arabia" as identified by al-

Maghlooth (2002, p. 15). The vocational rehabilitation organizations, for example, could

be governed by the government, private or charitable institutions. Both al-Maghlooth

(2000) and al-Turaki (1996) studied disability organizatians in Saudi Arabia but focused

on the kind of services these organizations provide for people with disabilities. Their
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studies acted mainly as guides for people with disabilities and their families to the

available services in Saudi Arabia. These studies did not, however, explore the

development of these organizations.

Disability Research in Saudi Arabia

This section outlines the nature of disability research in Saudi A¡abia and gives

some examples. The focus is to show how disability has been represented in research

conducted in Saudi Arabia.

Gain and Abdulwahab (1998), in Iss¿res and Obstacles in Disability Research in

Saudi Arabia, discussed the dominance of the medical model in disability research in

Saudi Arabia and the lack of research applying the social model of disability. They

argued that issues such as the attitudes of the community towards people with disabilities,

employment equality and income equity have not been addressed in disability research in

Saudi Arabia. They suggested that disability research should consider "the values and

attitudes of disabled and non-disabled people about disability" and that "a few limited

attempts at research have considered some of these issues" (p. 6) Most of the research

has focused on the physical aspect of the body. These studies explored disability from a

loss perspective without considering any aspect of ability.

An example of a recent disability study conducted in Saudi Arabia was the

Nøtional Research Studying Disability in Children in Saudi Arabiaby al-Hlazmi (2000).

This was one of the most heavily funded research projects in Saudi Arabia, sponsored by

numerous funding agencies and involving many researchers. The aim of this research was

to establish a database concerning the number of children with disabilities in different age

groups and geogtaphical areas of the country. The study also examined the different types
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of disabilities and reasons behind them. It was to provide the government with

information about the condition of children with disabilities in Saudi A¡abia and establish

"new services and programs for children with disabilities in the future" (Al-Hazmi,2000,

p. I2). The results of the study indicated that the ages of and the poor health conditions of

mothers were the two reasons behind the birth of children with "various mental and

physical disabilities" (p. 60). One of this study's recommendations discussed the

importance of increasingpregnant \¡r'omen's awareness about their health conditions.

Another recommendation was the importance of establishing libraries for children with

disabilities. "Books and other educational means within these libraries should be

available in audio and visual formats to allow for an easy access" (p. 60). This study

recommended that disability orgaruzations hold continuous training courses and

workshops in different rehabilitation areas for special educators and caregivers "to

increase their educational levels and update their information about new issues in the

disability field" (p. 61). As a final recommendatio4 al-Hazmi (2000) argued that

"sçholars and academics in Saudi Arabia should consider conducting more research in

topics related to disability, including research about the prevalence and characteristics of

disabilities in Saudi Arabia and research about disability organizations that exist in

different parts ofthe country" (p.62). This argument supports one ofthe main reasons

behind the formulation of this thesis' topic: the need for more research in issues related to

disability organizations in Saudi Arabia.

Al-Hazmi's research is important because it established a database about

disability in Saudi Arabia. His study detailed the types of physical impairments and

limitations for people with disabilities. Classifications were according to their physical

conditions whereby people with disabilities were recognized as patients. Therefore, this
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sfudy focused on the physical aspects of people with disabilities. In other words, it

focused on what people with disabilities were missing instead of what they had. The

Inchtsion of Children with Special Needs in Public Schools: Survey Studyfor the

Inclusion Programs in The Kingdom of Saudi Arabio by Kashrami (2003) is another

example of national research published in Saudi Arabia: "inclusion programs had started

ten years ago as individual efforts in some schools to include children with disabilities"

(p. 5) According to Kash¡ami, however, there was not enough information about these

programs in terms of what they were and how they were implemented in the different

schools around the country. The main aim of this study was to "explore the inclusion

programs which benefit children with disabilities at the public schools in Saudi A¡abia

and the effectiveness of these programs" (p 6). It also explored the diffrculties these

programs encountered. The results of the study indicated that over the past ten years,

there was substantial growth in the number of schools providing inclusion programs.

There was also, however, a lack of formal guidelines that defined and governed the

inclusion programs in all schools, leaving each to find its own way. Each school

determined its own program or method of inclusion (Kashrami,2003). The results of this

study also indicated that the lack of qualified special educators in most schools and the

negative attitudes of people in schools towards children with disabilities were the main

obstacles that hindered the effectiveness of inclusion programs.

While al-Hazmi's study focused on exploring the prevalence of the different types

of physical or mental disabilities, Kash¡ami's study focused on exploring issues related to

the inclusion of people with disabilities and attitudes toward them. Such issues have

rarely been explored in disability research in Saudi A¡abia. Kashrami's study discussed

children with different mental and physical disabilities within the same school where they
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received the same inclusion program. Nevertheless, the children were classified

according to their different mental and physical disabilities, thus medicalizing the issue of

disability. Much of the research about disability in Saudi A¡abia explored the health and

medical aspects of disability. More research is needed to examine the other issues that

people with disabilities face in their lives. People with disabilities, like any one, have

many other issues in their lives that need to be addressed in addition to medical factors.

As well, there is a need for more research in Saudi A¡abia that does not specifu people

with disabilities according to their physical bodies. Specifring people with disabilities by

their physical difference does not always add to the understanding of the topics being

researched. However, it would be more valuable to examine what is shared by the

disability community instead ofwhat is different.

Western Literature about Disabilify in the East

There have been few attempts by academics and scholars in the West to study

disability in an Eastern context. This section will view this body of literature in its

relationship to this thesis.

Scalengh's (2006) Being Dffirent: Intersexuality, Blindness, Deafitess and

Madness in Ottoman Syria noted the absence of discussion about disability or people

with disabilities from the history of the Middle East region. "They were omitted from

history" fu. 1). Therefore she examined the "various manifestations of embodied

difference in a particular Arab-Islamic context, seeking to reveal the ways in which such

manifestations of difference were enacted, inte¡preted and accommodated" (p. 2). She

wanted to look at "how physical differences were presented" in different historical texts

in the "Ottoman Syria" (a region that roughly corresponds to today's Syria, Lebanon,
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Jordan and Israel/Palestine) between 1500 A.D. and 1800 4.D., and whether people with

disabilities were included or excluded in these texts (p t) The primary sources she

examined included "biographical dictionaries, chronicles, fafwa collectior¡ medicine, and

treatises on a wider range of other subjects" (p. l).Her study is therefore historical in

context.

She argued that disability should be viewed in its own cultural and religious

context. This was because disability "is conceived differently in different contexts"

(Scalengh, 2006, p.260). Her study had two goals: first, "to identify and explain how

embodied differences were conceptualized and experienced in the early modern A¡ab

East" (p.260). By viewing how disability was perceived in an Eastern society, her second

goal was to provide "new insight" about disability for North American and European

scholars in the disability-related fields. The results of her study indicated that the

historical contexts that were examined did not mention the word "disability" or "people

with disabilities". Moreover, she found that people with disabilities were labeled by their

physical characteristics. Physical differences, however, did not appear to affect the moral,

spiritual and intellectual abilities of people with disabilities, and it only appeared as

"marker of differences" (p. 6).

Scalengh acknowledged the significance of the religion of Islam as a set of

"beliefs and practices" for the Ottoman Syrian society that she was studyin g (2A)06, p.

216). Similarly, this thesis also acknowledges the importance of Islam in Saudi A¡abia

and how it was perceived and practiced by people there.

Scalengh (2006) also acknowledged alack in the literature with regards to studies

that addressed disability in the Middle Eastern region and suggested the need for more

research. This supports one of the reasons behind this thesis - the need for more research
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that addresses disability organizations in Saudi Arabia which is part of looking at

disability in the Middle Eastern region,

Rispler-Chaim (2007) is another Western scholar who studied disability in an

Islamic context. In her book titled. Disability in Islamic Lsw, she points out the lack of

academic literature that discussed disability in Islamic law. Her aim was to depict the

Islamic social attitudes towards people with disabilities as presented in the "expressions

of Islamic law" (p. 93). She therefore analyzed attitudes to people with various

disabilities based on Muslim jurists' works (fiqh) in the Middle Ages and the modern era,

and argu"ed that "Islamic law does provide an insight into the basic perception of people

with disabilities in those societies that follow the Islamic path" (p. 6). Rispler-Chaim

depicted the place and status that Islamic law assigned to people with disabilities, as well

as how the law envisioned their participation in religious, social and communal life. The

results of her research indicated that "Attitudes to the disabled in Islamic law has been

marked by tolerance, acceptance, accommodation, and forgiveness regarding the

fulfillment of the religious duties or not fulfilling them" (p. 93).People with disabilities

could perform their religious duties "to the extent that their individual condition allows"

(p. 93).Rispler-Chaim has provided a description and examples of the different ways that

religious duties could be performed by people with disabilities.

Similar to one of the main premises of this thesis, Rispler-Chaim mentioned that

Islam does respect people with disabilities and their rights in society. The results of her

study indicated that people with disabilities were considered to be "an integral part of

society according to the Islamic law" (2007, p.92) since people with disabilities were

"granted the right to participate in public services" to fulfill their religious duties like

non-disabled people (p. 93). An example of that were people with disabilities
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participating.at the Holy mosque in Makkah to perform their religious duties with all

Muslims.

Similar to Schalengh (2006), Rispler-Chaim noted there was no mention of the

word "disability" in any of the Islamic texts she examined. People with disabilities were

labeled by their physical differences, however, "no emotional attitude, such as remorse,

anger, despair, or disappointment" accompanied any of these labels within the legal

literature (2007, p. 93). She also expressed that the literature was sparse concerning

issues of disability or people with disabilities in Islamic countries in general and the

Middle East region in particular. Schalengh(2006) also acknowledged the same lack in

the literature. Both Rispler-Chaim and Schalengh's studies reinforced the need for more

research that addresses disability issues in the Middle Eastern region.

Abu-Habib (1997) in her Gender and Disability: Women's Experiences in the

Middle East reviewed "disability relatedwork by Oxfam in the Middle East" (p t).14 the

objective of the Oxfam program in Lebanon was "to identifu the interaction between

gender and disability in order to improve program planning and policy making" (p. 3).

Abu-Habib's discussion reflected "the efforts of Oxfam as an advocate for change of the

status of marginalized groups of people in the Middle East region" and found that gender

did limit the access to several services for women with disabilities (p. 3). She stressed the

importance of listening to disabled women in the Middle East, and recognizingthe

policies and cultural and religious attitudes and traditions that sustained or increased

inequality, particularly those that undermined the life chances for women.

Abu-Habib argued that disabled people "have become more organized lin

Lebanon lately], taking a proactive role rather than merely remain recipients of aid,

stepping into the public arena to discuss injustice and discrimination and their root causes
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fspecifically discussing injustice with regard service provision]" (1997, p. 10). This

concept of Lebanese people with disabilities becoming more active in asking for equal

opportunities does reflect the situation of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia during

the last three decades when they started asking the government for more disability

services in the country. Abu-Habib (1997) gave the example of The Leb¿mese Sitting

Handicapped Association established in 1981 as a strong advocate for people with

disabilities in Lebanon. The main aim of this orgaruzation was to "stress the need for

equal opportunities, and unrestricted access to services, for disabled people, and the need

to increase public awareness about the issue of disability"(p. 28). However, Abu-Habib

argued that "our perceptions are conditioned by our cultural background" and changing

attitudes towards people with disabilities in society took time to achieve (p. 2). She

stressed the importance of viewihg disability in its own cultural domain which made it

easier to understand existing prejudices and challenge them.

Abu-Habib acknowledged that Islam is one of the most practiced religions in

Lebanon; however, the study did not discuss any relationship between Islam and

disability organizations and services or their development in the Middle Eastern region.

She acknowledged a gap in the literature with regard to discussion about people with

disabilities in general and women with disabilities in particular in the Middle East (Abu-

Habib, 1997). This point has been raised several times in the literature by other Western

scholars, like Scalengh and Rispler-Chaim, who studied disability in the Middle East.

This agrees with and supports one of the main arguments behind the focus of this thesis -

the need for more research about disability in Saudi Arabia.

Similar to Abu-Habib, Coleridge (1999) emphasized that disability needed to be

seen in its social and cultural contexts. This was important because every society has
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different cultural values and beliefs that impacted the ways in which people in each

particular society viewed disability and people with disabilities. In his Development,

Cultural Valles and Disobility: The Extrmple of Afgharùstqn, Colendge (1999) presented

issues and lessons learned from The Comprehensive Disabled Afthans'Program

(CDAp), a United Nations agency that helps disabled people in Afghanistan, a country

which has suffered two decades of war. Although CDAP is a foreign agency in

Afghanistan, most of the staffworking in the development programs were Afghans, with

the exception of the manager who was a foreigner. Having Afghan citizens who were

fully aware of culture, tradition, policy and expectations working onthe development

programs was, according to Coleridge, empowering to the development of these

programs. He has discussed how iszues related to the religion and culture of any

community, if viewed by a foreigner, might appear as obstacles to development- The

word "inte gratior{', for example, has different meanings in different cultures. In

Afghanistaq "segregation is the norm" for women and "interaction occurs within the

private space of home", while interaction with the outer community occurs at social

events "such as weddings and funerals" (Coleridge,1999, p. 158). Coleridge recognized

one factor leading "to the ,.grrgution of disabled people" in Afghanistan: "the

importance of being able to marry in order to conform to the social norm of acceptance"

(p. 161). He emphasizedthat"a detailed understanding of social relations and values -

especially the relevance and meaning of integration in a society that praúices and values

social segregation - is enormously important for the design of the social development

program"(p. 9). According to Coleridge, understanding the cultural and religious values

in a society is an integral part of developing services for the people.

Coleridge argued that Islam occupied an essential position in Afghanistan. He
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stated, "The one thing that is common to all Afghans is their commitment to Islam as

both a belief system and as a social program" (1999, p. 6). However, his research did not

make reference to any relationship between Islam and the development programs of

CDAP in Afghanistan. Similar to Coleridge's argument, this thesis also recognizes the

centrality of Islam in Saudi Arabia.

Identifying "Islamic charitable duty'' as one of the basic religious values in

Afghanistan, Coleridge argued that in Afghanistan as well as other Islamic countries,

day-to-day decisions and actions are done with an understanding and awareness of an

afterlife. "Helping deprived people, including disabled people, is a religious (and

therefore charitable) duty through which the giver accrues credit for the hereafter" (1999,

p. 6). This thesis also identifies the importance of Islamic charity and its role in the

development of disability organizations in Saudi A¡abia.

Another Western scholar who researched disability in the Middle East was

Turmusani, who titled his study Disabitity Policy and Provision in Jordøn: A Critical

Perspective (1999). This work provided an outline of the current existing disability

services and legislations in Jordan. A new Jordanian law had been issued for people with

disabilities in 1993. He stated that "the mission statement for this law is to ensure the

rights of disabled people for services and provisions which will promote their integration

into society" (p. l?). This law included the right of people with disabilities to

employment, education, rehabilitation, accessible transportation and many other services

in Jordan. It also included some issues similar to the ones raised by the Council of

Ministers in the disability law of Saudi A¡abia. As discussed in Chapter One, the

disability law of Saudi Arabia stressed the rights of people with disabilities to

employment, education, different types of services and an accessible environment.
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According to Turmusani (1999), disability orgaruzations in Jordan were providing

various types of services including rehabilitative services, educational services and

vocational training, while some organizations took its main task to promote employment

for people with disabilities.

The government also played a role in the employment of people with disabilities

in Jordan. The "Ministry of Labor and the Vocational Training Cooperation" were "the

two government bodies in Iordan responsible for employment policy and the creation of

economic opportunities for disabled people" (Turmusani,lggg, p. 5). However,

Turmusani noted a severe shortage of disability centers and trained staffto support

people with disabilities.

Turmusani pointed out that the medical model of disability was the dominant

model of viewing disability and people with disabilities in Jordan. He mentioned that a

medical model of disability "affected attitudes towards disability in Jordan" (lggg, p. l3).

People wiih disabilities, for example, have historically been looked at as patients that

needed to be cured. He suggested that "what is required is a transformation of this

approach to what has been called the social model of disability, which focuses on social

solutions rather than individual solutions" (p. 13). He suggested that service providers,

for example, should consider looking at other social aspects related to disability away

from the body. As has been discussed earlier in this chapter, the medical model of

disability has also been the dominant model of looking at disability in Saudi Arabia.

Therefore, similar to Turmusani's suggestior¡ this thesis suggests that the physical body

is not the only framework with which to view, think about, andrespond to disability.

Turmusani acknowledged the dominance of the religion of Islam in Jordan for

more than 92%o of the population. He also noted that "the perception of disability as a test
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of the faith and as God's will plays a major part in shaping attitudes towards people with

disabilities" (7999, p l3). However, there were no references to whether there was a

connection between Islam and the disability policies and services in Jordan that he

studied.

In summatior¡ Coleridge (1999), Abu-Habib (1997) and Turmusani (1999) were

all Western scholars who studied issues related to disability services and organizations in

Eastern countries. They all acknowledged the importance of Islam as a practiced religion

and a way of life in the countries they studied. However, there was no mention of any

effects of Islam on the disability services and organizations they studied. This suggested

the need for more research that studies the influence of Islam on the development of

disability services and organizations in Eastern countries.

Conclusions from the Literature

The body of literature that helped develop my research questions and form my

basic research ideas was classifîed under three sections. The gaps in the literature have

been identified and addressed in this thesis. Following is a summary of the gaps

identified in each section of the literature review and how this thesis addressed each of

them:

o There is a need for more research on issues relating to the development of

disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. This was because most of the

literature about disability organizations in Saudi Arabia has focused on the

kind of services these organizations provide for people with disabilities.

Issues related to the development of the organtzations have never been

addressed. In order to address this gap in the literature, the main research
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question in this study was formed.

o More research is needed in Saudi Arabia to address the different issues

that people with disabilities face outside of their physical bodies in their

daily lives. Most of the studies done about disability in Saudi A¡abia were

related to the health and medical aspects of disability. Although some

studies explored issues related to disability apart from the physical body,

the focus was with the medical terms that focused on classifying them

according to physical differences. Therefore there is a need for more

disability research in saudi Arabia that does not label people with

disabilities pertaining to the body. In orderto address this gap in the

. 
literature, this study has focused on studying the development of disability

organizations in saudi Arabia outside of any medical component or

medicalized discourse. Throughout this study they were referred to as

"people with disabilities" or "disabled people".

o There is a need in the western literature for studies that explore the

relationship between Islam and the development of disability services and

organizations in the Eastern countries. This is because the connection

between Islam and the development of disability services and

organizations has not been addressed by Western literature that studied

disability services and organizations in the East. This study has addressed

this gap by looking at the ways in which Islam has influenced the

development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia.

Conceptual Framework
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This research was informed by two models that helped frame the ideas and

enhance the discussion of the findings in this thesis. The first was the charity model in

Islam and how it was conceived and practiced in Saudi fuabia. The second was the social

model of disability proposed by Shakespeare and watson (2002).

The charitY model of Islam'

The charity model is the dominant model of disability in Saudi Arabia. The origin

of establishing disability services in Saudi Arabia goes back to charitable organizations

which started to appear around the 1970s when the Ministry of Social Affairs established

its first department responsible for charitable and private organizations in the country

(Al-Turaki ,2007). Charitable institutions in the western part of Saudi Arabia'

particularly Makkah and Madinah, however, have a long history in the region, well

before the establishment of the Saudi government' Charitable organizations in Saudi

Arabia have had a gteatimpact on increasing society's consciousness of the value of

these services, and increasing the government's awareness of the necessity of taking

responsibility for such organizations. charitable organizations accept donations from

government and private sectors (Qaruti, Sartawi, & Sammadi, 2001)' Saudi Royal family

members supporf public and private organizations and facilities for people with

disabilities (JIC,\ 2002,p. 7). Because of the religious importance of charity in Saudi

Arabia, the donation of money is considered to be a very respectable act' and those who

must receive charity are not looked upon with disrespect. That people with disabilities

are often supported by charity, and because charity might be viewed differently in Saudi

Arabia than in Western societies, it is important to review the significance of Islamic law

pertaining to Saudi Arabia and charity. Zakahis the third pillar of Islam' The literal
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meaning of the Arabic wordZakah means "purity" and also "blessing or gro\¡/th and

development, of course growth and development are also related to purification through

the act of payment of ZakalÌ' (Badawi, n.d.). However, the legislated terminology of

Zakah in terms of Islamic jurisprudence is "the payment of a certain percentage of one's

assets to the rightful beneficiaries as an act of love of God and expression of obedience

and grateful to him" @adawi, n.d.). Zakah is required by Allatr, as it is stated in one of

the Qur'anic verses: "And be steadfast in prayer; practice regular charity" (2:43).1s The

Hadith, spoken through the Prophet, also emphasizes the importance of Zakah. "The

superstructure of Islam is raised on five pillars: the belief in the oneness of Allah [God],

performance of the prayer, payment of Zakah, fast of Ramadan and pilgrimage to

Makkah" (At-Nawwa'wi,1929, p. 177).16 The Prophet emphasizes the importance of

payingthe Zakah and achieving innate purity because they are adhering to Allah's orders

(Hallaq,2005). An important effect of Zakah on Muslim society is the reduction of crime

rates because it prevents financial disparity between those who have enough financial

means and those who do not (Al-Sultan,1997). Therefore,Zakah leads to a more loving

society because it unites people like a single family in which those who have enough

money show sympathy with those who are in hardship.

From the importance of Zakah came the importance of charity in the Muslim

world. The main difference between Zakah and charity is that Zakah is required by Allah

to be paid and those who refuse to pay it will be punished by Him. One of the Qur'anic

verses says: "And let not those deem, who are niggardly in giving away that which Allah

has granted them out of His grace, that it is good for them; nay, it is worse for them; they

shall have that whereof they were niggardly made to cleave to their necks on the

resurrectio n day" (3:1S0). "Charity is a donation that þou] give from anything that [you]
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have to any person or group of people who are in need" (Hallaq, 2005, p.2r2). Charity,

for example, could be given to organizations that take care of any group of people who

might be in need. There are many charitable organizations in Saudi Arabia that care for

different groups of people, such as orphanages and educational organizations for people

with disabilities (Al-Maghloott¡ 1999). Another form of charitable organizarion is

research institutes which take care of issues such as cancer studies. These organizations

are usually funded by the saudi Ministry of Health (At-Maghlooth, 1999).

Although it is important to lay out the relationship between Islam, disability

organizations and charity, I must also state that charity is intimately tied to disability in

many religions. Western ideology and practice have specifically followed Christianity.

The New Testament of the Bible connects charity to the teachings of Jesus Christ through

his works (Striker, 1997). The work of scholars such as Striker (1997) has connected

charity and religions such as paganism and Ch¡istianity. The practice ofgiving to

religious institutions has been historically recognized as charity or alms (Striker, lggT).

Charity is not only intimately tied to Islam in Saudi Arabia, but is tied to many

countries and many religions around the world, including poorer Muslim countries and

communities who praúice Islam. For example, the practice of Zakahas one of the five

main pillars in Islam is also practiced by poorer Muslims outside of Saudi A¡abia.

Social model of disability.

The second model that informed the conceptual framework of this research was

the social model of disability that Shakespeare and Watson (2002) proposed in their

article "The Social Model of Disability: An Outdnted ldeologl' . They claimed that the

British social model developed "in the 1970s by activists in the Union of the Physically
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Impaired Against Segregation (UPIAS)" needs to be modified to account for impairment,

apart of life that cannot be ignored (2002, p. 3). The British social model identified

disability as "the social oppression not the form of impairment" and claimed it is society

that is behind the oppression of people with disabilities and not their physical limitations

(p. 4) Barnes (1991), a British social model activist, argued it is society that

discriminates against its disabled members by not removing environmental barriers.

However, even if the British social model did not take impairment into accoun! this does

not mean it is not important. As Shakespeare and Watson Q002) argued, the British

social model played an essential role in empowering people with disabilities and

advocating for their rights.

The British social model is important in two ways. First, it encourages society to

remove the barriers, such as environmental, architectural and political, that keep disabled

people from full participation and inclusion in society (Shakespeare & Watson, 2002, p.

5). Second, it creates a new way of viewing disability away from the body (Shakespeare

& Watson, 2002). This is especially important because it challenges the way people with

disabilities are seen and the medical discourse that defines how they live. It locates the

'disability' outside of the person's responsibility. By moving our view away from the

body, the British social model provides a new agenda whereby the day-to-day life of

people with disabilities is viewed within a social context.

The "new social model" that Shakespeare and Watson proposed carries the same

assumptions as the British social model of disability, but it takes into account the element

of impairment. Shakespeare and Watson argued that"impairment is part of our daily

personal experience, and could not be ignored in our social theory or our political

strategy" (2002, p. l1). Thus the new social model of disability does not imply that the
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body is the reason behind the disability as the medical model has. Instead, it adds to the

British social model the element of impairment that it ignored.

This research has been conducted in Saudi Arabiq a Muslim state, and so it is

important to show how the social model, which I used in my conceptual framework, is

applied to Islam. Islam encompasses the physical, economic and social needs of

disadvantaged groups in society while encouraging changes in people's attitudes and

actions (Hallaq, 2005). "The Qur'an concentrates on the notion of disadvantage that is

created by society and imposed on those individuals who might not possess the social,

economic or physical attributes that people happen to value at a certain time and place"

(Bazna & Hattab, 2000, p. 2). Islam also promotes esteem and respect for disadvantaged

people in society and proclaims the rights of the disadvantaged to full inclusion and full

support (Bazna &,Hatíab,2000). The idea that people with disabilities are now present at

the holy mosque for religious events, for example, is in keeping with one of the important

notions of Islam, the inclusion of people with disabilities in the Muslim community

(Zalvani,z}O3).Islam affirms the duty and responsibility of society towards its

disadvantaged members, for it encourages the donation of money from those who have

plenty to those who are in need (Maliþ 1999). However, the responsibility of society

towards its disadvantaged members is not only financial. People in society are also

required to work together to include disadvantaged members in every part of their

community (Bazna& Hattab, 2000).

The social model of disability and the religious tenants of Islam share the same

element of respecting people with disabilities and their rights in society. This is because

the teachings of Islam respect people with disabilities and guarantee their rights and

respect in society as much as its non-disabled population (See figure l).
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Chapter Three: Methodology

Qualitative Inquiry

In this chapter, I will outline the method of inquiry and data collection process

used to carry out this research. Applying qualitative inquiry to this study would allow for

an in-depth exploration of the development of disability organizations in Saudi A¡abia

from a macro historical and structural position and amicro interactional position-

Qualitative inquiry is described as "a distinct field of inquiry that encompasses both

micro - and macro analysis drawing on historical, comparative, structural, observational

and interactionalways of knowing (Flesse-Biber &.Leavy,2A04, p i). I needed to

research the historical growth of disability organizations, as well as how organizations

operate now and so used interviews of the Head Managers, brochure and pamphlet

materials, and organizations' websites. Qualitative inquiry provided an inclusive method

allowing for a detailed exploration.

Patton (2002) stated that methods of qualitative inquiry are "reasonable ways to

find out what is happening in programs and other human settings" (p. 137). As there is no

academic research on the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia,

qualitative inquiry was the best place to start. Patton argued "in new fields of study

where little work has been done, few definitive hypotheses exist and little is known about

the nature of the phenomenon, qualitative inquiry is a reasonable beginning point for

research" (p. 193). Qualitative inquiry helped me find answers to my research questions.

"Orientational qualitative inquiry," introduced by Patton (2002), refers to

qualitative inquiry that "begins with an explicit theoretical or ideological perspective that

determines what conceptual framework will direct fieldwork and the interpretation of
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findings" (p- 129). This implies that the orientation the researcher chooses for her

research will affect the whole process of the research from forming the research questions

to the interpretation of the data. The orientation for this study was the Islamic perspective

which aimed to explore the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia from

the social model of disability and the Islamic perspectives - including the charity model.

The Islamic perspective pays attention to the teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah and

follor,vs its beliefs and values. The teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah demand that

followers practice charity. It was very important to look at Islam with regard to the

developnrent of disability organizations and take it into account during the entire research

process. This was because Islam is at the centre of life in saudi A¡abia.

I r'vanted to explore how people who worked in disability organizations

understood the connection between Islam and their work and the development of the

organizations. Badawi and Beekun ( 1 998) expressed the importance of looki ng at and

discussing the leadership ofMuslim organizations from an Islamic perspective. In a

Muslim cotnmunity, businesses operate under Islamic influence, and government policy

is written within the context of Islamic beliefs. They used verses from the eur'an and the

Hadith to support their arguments and discussions (Badawi and Beekun, l99g).

éJ-Zeera (2001) argued that "religion in Islam is a way of life; it is not just a

ritual performed on Friday in mosques. Our daily activities are coloured with Islamic

values, so learning, making meaning, and interpreting new situations are alldone in an

Islamic frame of reference" (p. 46). N-Zeera tried to convey the message that for the

Muslim communit¡ Islam is not just a religion; it is a way of living and viewing the

world around it.

N-Zeeta argued that Islam, when used by scholars in research, should be treated
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as a paradigm by itself, referring to it as the "Islamic paradigm". According to her, the

"Islamic paradigm is derived directly from the divine book [the Qur'an]" (2001, p.26).

According to al-Zeer4 the Islamic paradigm is created by Allah and rooted in the

teachings of the Qur'an. She argued that any scholar who is doing academic work within

an Islamic framework is using what she called the Islamic paradigm and that they should

make sure to derive their information from the teaching of the Qur'an and the Sunnah

(N-Zeera,2001). Because the Islamic perspective was the orientation for this study, the

teachings of the Qur'an and the Sunnah have been taken into account during the whole

process of this research.

.Asad 
(1986) stated that when writing an anthropology of Islan¡ one must start

with the Holy Scriptures - beginning at"the discursive tradition that includes and relates

to the founding texts of the Qur'an and the Hadith" (p. 14) Because the inclusion of the

scriptures is a part of Islam, I knew I must recognize this if it appeared in the data and

embed it into the framework ofthe research. The scripture"organizes various aspects of

social life" (p. 1) - people's lived experiences, at home and at work. In The ldea of an

Anthropology of Islam (1986), Asad explained that many social sciences had been

developed in the West and therefore researchers had mistakenly applied a Western

framework to Eastern research. He suggested that research terminologies are grounded in

the particular culture that is being studied. When looking at Muslim societies, it is

important to pay close attention to the Islamic terminologies and traditions used in these

societies. In this study, my background as a Saudi Muslim was helpful in both

understanding Islamic terminology and relating my research to its cultural context. My

data was collected in Saudi Arabi4 a Muslim society where Islam is at the center of

beliefs, action and policy.
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As a Muslim, I felt it was my honour and obligation to contribute to the field of

disability studies from an Islamic perspective. I sensed an urgency to contribute to and

"facilitate the responsible expression of a variety of ideas and analyses of the Arab world

and its development" (Asad, 1986, p.1), And as a student in disability studies recognizing

a gap inthe literature, I understood that applying the Islamic perspective to the

development of disability organizations would provide a valuable contribution to these

fields in both the East and West.

Research instruments.

I used various data sources in my research. Patton (2002) argued that by using

different data sources, the researcher could "build on the strengths ofeach type ofdata

collection while minimizing the weakness of any single approach" (p. 307). The

reliability of the research collection process is critical and the use of different data

sources, or triangulation, allows for the "comparing and crosschecking the consistency of

information derived at different times and by different means within qualitative methods"

(p. sse).

My first source of data was collected from interviewing Head Managers of Saudi

Arabian disability organizations. It was important to explore how Head Managers

understood the development of ther- organizations. I then chose to look at two sources of

datathatdisability organizations used to reach the public. I wanted to explore how the

brochures and pamphlets were important and if they would contribute to the

understanding of these organizations within the Islamic perspective and social model. I

analyzedthe brochures and pamphlets from the orgarnzations where I conducted

interviews and then analyzed the websites of Saudi disability organizations that were
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suggested by the participants. The websites were not representative of the other

organizations.

fnterviews.

From Canadal conducted an intense search of disability organizations using the

Internet and studies on disability by other researchers. Once I had a good number, I chose

to look more closely at organizations in the cities of Makkah and Jeddah. This served two

pu{poses: they were close to the area where my family lived, and because Makkah is the

holy city, it has a history steeped in charity and charitable institutions. The reSearch was

more 'do-able' because I could stay with my family when I travelled to Saudi Arabia, and

the research would be situated in a unique part of Saudi Arabia shaped specifically by

Islam. Kirby and McKenna (1989) suggested that "amongst the cnteria for identifying

appropriate research participants, accessibility was important" (p. 98).

Preliminary work was done from Canada. Once the cities were chosen, I e-mailed

a recruitment letter and answer sheets (Appendix A) to the Head Managers of three

disability organizations that I thought could provide rich data and from whom I could

learn a great deal (Patto4 2AO2).I received a reply from all tlaee orgaruzations agreeing

to participate. One Head Manager suggested another orgaruzation and that continued until

I had another five orgarnzations who agreed to participate. I received agreements to

participate from the rest of those organizations after I arrived in Saudi Arabia to conduct

interviews.

These methods of finding participants are called purposive sampling and the

snowball technique. In purposeful sampling, researchers select their participants on the

basis of "what cases they can learn the most from" (Patton, 2002, p.230). Patton defines
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this as "anapproach for locating information - rich key informants" (1t.237).

Before meeting with the Head Managers, I developed a semi-structured

questionnaire with supplementary interview questions in case participants needed

clarification. I also used what Berg (1989) referred to as "throw-away questions",

questions used to set the participant at ease, and "probing questions" which drew out

more complete answers (p. 22). The "semi-standardized interview," a term defined by

Berg (2001), is a type of interview that "involves the implementation of a number of

predetermined questions and/or special topic. These questions are typically asked of each

interviewee in a systematic and consistent order, but the interviewers are allowed

freedom to digress; that is, the interviewers are permitted (in fact expected) to probe far

beyond the answers to their prepared and standardized questions" (p. 70). I already had

specific topics and themes in mind. In this kind of interview, the interviewees are also

allowed to add as much detail and information about the topic as they like.

The main aim of this research was to explore the development of disability

organrzations in Saudi Arabia; some of the themes of the interview questions included the

basic philosophies and goals of each organization. Other questions were about the

services these organizations provided, their funding, history and future plans. I also asked

some questions about donations and charitable acts and their effect on the organizations.

As the purpose of this research was to explore how Islam affected the development of

their organization,I specifically developed questions probing into that area. At the

suggestion of the first three Head Managers that I interviewed, however, I changed one

question to reflect how Islamic beliefs and values affected the development of their

organizatior¡ not how Islam as a religion had an effect-

I travelled to Saudi A¡abia and stayed for one month to conduct the interviews. As
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a Saudi student in Canad4 I had to obtain approval from a university research authority

in Saudi Arabia in order for me to conduct my thesis research there. As such, I applied

for and obtained approval from the Vice-Dean for Graduate Studies and Scientific

Research at the Faculty of Medicine of Umm Al-Qura University in Saudi Arabia. I

attachwith this thesis a copy of a certified English translation of the Vice-Dean letter

confirming this approval, directed from Umm Al-Qura University to the Saudi Arabian

Cultural Bureau in Canada (see Appendix E). However, it should be noted that only my

advisor Dr. Hansen and one of my committee members Dr. Badawi and I had access to

data collected from the interviews. I was also required to go through the Ethics Board of

the University of Manitoba; therefore, I applied for and obtained approval from the

University of Manitoba Human Research and Ethics Board.

I asked all participants to sign a consent form written in both English and Arabic

(Appendix C) after they read the research statement (Appendix A). Although Head

Mangers understand Englis[ interviews were conducted in A¡abic, my native language

and the language all participants were most comfortable speaking. Several in fact stated

they were happy to see a Saudi researching disability. It should be noted that one of my

committee members does read and understand Arabic and he had access to the data

collected from the interviews.

I interviewed the Head Managers of eight different disability organizations in

Saudi Arabia. Patton (2002) suggests "there are no rules for sample size in qualitative

inquþ" as "it depends on what you want to find out, why you want to find it out, how

the findings will be used, and what are sources (including time) you have for the study"

@. Za$. The number of participants in qualitative research is not as important as the

quality of the information they provide to the research. "The validity, meaningfulness,
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and insights generated from qualitative inquþ have more to do with the information

richness of the cases selected and the observational/analytical capabilities of the

researcher than the sample size" (Patton,2002, p.zafi.In consultation with my advisor

and committee, I felt that eight organizations plus the two other forms of data would

provide enough in-depth information to establish an understanding of the development of

those organizations with respect to the Islamic, charity, and social model frameworks.

The interviews indeed provided rich data.

I interviewed three Head Managers the first week of my trip, two during the

second week" and the last three during the third week of my trip. Participants in the study

were asked a set of questions (Appendix B) in which they were encouraged to add as

much information as theY liked-

Faden and Beauchamp (in Israel and Hay 2006) suggested that to encourage the

participants to talk and"engage actively in the process", the researcher should "ask

questions, elicit the concerns and interests ofthe subject and establish a climate that

encourages the subject to ask questions" (p. 61) As I am a Saudi female and Arabic is

my first language, it appeared there was trust and rapport established between each

participant and me. Although I am aCanadian student, I conducted the research in my

home city in Saudi Arabia and so did not have to deal with what Israel and Hay refer to

as "complex risks, uncertainties and problems of culture and linguistic divides" (p. 61)'

Due to cultural and religious reasons, males are separated from females in most disability

organaations in Saudi Arabia. Therefore I could not interview in male-only

organizations. All the Head Managers I interviewed were females, and four of them

worked in female-only orgamzations. Another two worked as Head Managers in female

sections of disability organizations which had separate sections for males and females'
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Two of the organizations I visited had one Head Manager of both the male and female

sections in each of these organizations. Coincidently, these two Head Managers were also

females.

Each interview lasted from 45 minutes to an hour and the interviews took place in

the Head Managers' oflices at the orgarizations where the participants worked. I

conducted the interviews during daytime business hours of the organizations.

I transcribed all transcripts into Arabic and sent copies to participants to ensure

their accuracy (Maxwell, 2005). All responded that I had accurately interpreted what they

wanted to say.

Brochures.

My second source of data was the brochures produced by the disability

organizations where I had interviewed the Head Managers (InyÐ. I collected these

brochures from the organizations when I visited them. These documents were public

information that could be published or used without fear of violating conflrdentiality.

some Head Managers, however, requested absolute confidentiality, so names of

organizations will not be released. Brochures and pamphlets will be referred to as

numbered 'documents', such as Dl, D2,D3. Dl will be from the organization where I

interviewed Head Manager I (Iü41) and so on.

I felt the documents were an important source of primary data as they provided

the outside face of the organizations. They were what the public could easily see. Patton

(2002) considered documents to be a "rich source of information about many

organizations and programs" which could "provide the evaluator with information about

many things that cannot be observed" (p. 293).Brochures are not only pieces of
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informatioq but material used to tell the public what the organaation wants them to

focus on. Brochures are a form of education and public relations. They are produced

using specific colors and images and represent the organization's logo or branding

information. Documents produced by organizations provide valuable information such as

the organization's philosophies and goals, past events and future planning. Head

Managers also kept referring to the brochures oftheir organizations.

BNET.com (2009), an online subsidiary of CBS International and a high-profile

tool for business building, suggested that companies can "communicate effectively"

through their brochures. In no way did I want to disregard the importance of the

information and these public relations documents. BNET suggested that the "overall goal

of a company brochure is to describe a company and help persuade decision-makers that

it will be a good business partner" demonstrating "corporate success, financial stability,

and other important attributes"(introduction, para.2). The editors state the brochure

should be a "statement of confidence whose principle goals is to reassure customers"

(para.3). There is no reason to assume that the use of brochures for disability

organizations would be less important in the'West or East.

I analyzed the documents' vizuals, graphics and information, keeping in mind the

Islamic perspective, looking for Islamic beliefs and values, and a connection to the

charity model. I also considered if they \¡/ere a visual representation of the organization

for which they stood. The documents are very tactile pieces of information, and unlike

having a discussion with a person or reading a long transcript, brochures can be easily

carried in a handbag or book. They are easily accessible, pleasant to look at, and even

'feel' nice because of the glossy and smooth surface. I had not anticipated the drawing

power of the brochure and they served as a valuable data source in the research.
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Websites.

My third data source was information from the Internet websites of disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia. Internet World Statisllcs reports that as of March 31, ?009,

there were 1,596,270,108 Internet users in the world, a342.2Yo gfowth from 2000-2008.

The number of users in the Middle East was at 45,861,346, a staggering growth of

l,Zg6.2yo from 2000-2008. With 186,727,854 websites recorded on the Intemet in

December 2008 (pingdom.com), researchers must seriously consider the Internet a

potentially important and viable source of data. Because of the growth of Internet users in

Saudi Arabia and disability orgarttzations choosing this source to disseminate information

to the public, I could not disregard them.

Websites provide information to a group of people who have access to the

Internet. This puts the information in the public domain and very often in an interactive

format. Visitors to the websites click their way through pages and windows to explore the

information or link to other sites. In Data Mining Your íl'ebsite, Mena (1999) suggests

"The Web is like an organism made up of millions of cells that are all interconnected,

intertwined, and communicating... where billions of business transactions flow and

evolve" (p. t) It is clear that organizations understand how critical it is to use the

Internet to get their message out-

DiMaggio, Hargittai, Neuman and Robinson (2001) stated "many observers

suggest that the internet is changing society'' and encourage sociologists to "contribute

actively to such research" (p 1). The importance of using the Internet for research comes

in part from its integrative ability for "reciprocal interaction, broadcasting, individual

reference-s earching, group discussion, persor/machine interaction" and access to
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"different kinds of content such as text, video, visual images, and audio" (p 2). Using the

websites from Saudi disability organizations provided the opportunity to research current

up-to-date information from the other side of the world that linked me to an interactive

network of like interests.

The disability organizations' websites helped me gather information that I could

not otherwise obtain due to physical, time and money constraints. I chose eight websites

from disability organizations in Saudi Arabia that were recommended by the Head

Managers I earlier interviewed.

Ethical Considerations

As I needed to abide by the ethical guidelines in Canada, Saudi Arabia and the

specific organizations, I knew it was going to be a complex process. I have since been

guided to read Van den Hoonaard' sWalking the Tightrope: Ethical Issuesfor Qualirative

Researchers (2002) and have a clearer understanding ofthe ethics process I entered. Van

den Hoonaard posited that researchers "who work in corporate settings (commonly

universities)" should consider "five major spheres: personal, research, intellectual,

professional and corporate" (p. 62).

Van den Hoonaard suggested that personal ethics are broader than all other forms

of ethics and include what we would consider to be "normative expectations, our morals

and ethical obligations" (p. 63). Personal ethics, not controlled or mandated by research

boards, demanded that I reflect on my own awareness of honesty and integrity in carrying

out this research. As a Muslim, the ethics bnd morals that guide me are taught in the

Qur'an and the Sunnah, and were consistent with the framework of my research. Wanting

to have honest research and to treat people with dignity and respect were my foremost
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concerns.

Research ethics, the second category Van den Hoonaard suggested, are those

canons enforced by research boards such as informed consent, confìdentiality, control of

research information and detailed reporting (2002,p. 65). To ensure that I met the

research ethics board's standards, I e-mailed disability organizations my research

statements which gave afull explanation of the study. Although upon my first meeting

with each participant they signed English and Arabic consent forms, their agreement to

participate in the srudy implied free and informed consent. Israel and Hay (2006)

suggested that consent forms require a high degree of literacy and may be difficult to

follow. However, the Head Managers were highly educated a¡rd stated they fully

understood the research study, consent forms and my directives.

The names of participants and organizations have been kept confidential' Only the

names of those cites in which the research took place have been given and this was

speciflrcally because of the unique connection to Islam and charity. To ensure

confidentiality, pseudonyms were used to refer to the Head Managers when quotations

were extracted from the interviews. Upon the request of the Head Managers, I decided to

refer to them by assigning numbers. These numbers refer to the order of the interviews.

For example, I will refer to the first Head Manager that I interviewed as HM I '

The third category of research ethics listed by Van den Hoonaard is intellectual

ethics which concern probtem/study selection, "how to sponsor and pursue such inquiries

and how to discern and report the truth" (2002, p. 65). The recognition of this type of

ethical dilemma is important when conducting research under a particular funding agency

and not letting the funding control the findings. Although I am sponsored by the Saudi

Arabian cultural Bearue in Canada, there is no expectation to produce a particular type of
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research finding. The research is wholly my o\Ã/n and not under the influence of an

organization.

Professional ethics, stated Van den Hoonaard, include the responsibility of

academics to adhere to the "normative rules of plagiarism; authorship; giving appropriate

credit to those who pariicipate in research, writing or other professional projects" (p. 65).

Using careful note-taking, transcribing, validity and a controlled process, I was diligent to

give credit to the appropriate contributors of this study.

The last form of ethics is corporate ethics (Van den Hoonaard 2002).I did abide

by the ethical guidelines of not only the University of Manitoba research ethics board, but

the Faculty ofMedicine in Umm Al-Qura University in Saudi Arabia, and those

otganuations where I carried out interviews. A very important ethical issue that was

taken into account when interviewing Head Managers was they may not have felt

comfortable with the interview being tape-recorded. These participants occupied

important and sensitive positions in their organizations, so they might not have wanted to

feel as if they were under investigation. Patton (2002) emphasized the importance of

note-taking *when it is not possible to use a tape recorder because of some sensitive

situation' (p. 381). Participants \¡/ere asked before the interview if they felt comfortable

with tape-recording. Six Head Managers agreed to tape-record the interviews. For those

participants who did not feel comfortable with the process, extensive note-taking was

used to record their answers. Another important ethical issue that was taken into account

when interviewing Head Managers was that I had to arrange interview times making sure

they did not interfere with prayer times. There is an afternoon prayer called Duhur prayer

which coincided with lunch hour in most of the organizations. Therefore I tried to arrange

the timing of my interviews to start after the Duhur prayer time or an hour before,
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depending on the Head Manager's time. Van den Hoonaard (2002) suggested that "all

ethical decisions involve highly complicated responses to and deliberation about complex

interactions, usually among and between several individuals, parties and interests where

there are many unknown aspects of the interactions between one's intentions and one's

guesstimates of taking one æurse of action over another" (p. 66). During the course of

this study, I recognized how integral it was to work with advisors who understood the

ethical process of the university, were aware of the ethical concerns and traditions of my

own country, and kept at the forefront the need for research that was honest and would

contribute to the research in the field of disability studies.

Vatidity and Reliability

To explore the development of disability organizations in Saudi A¡abia within the

frameworks of Islam and charity, I could have used only historical and chronological

data.It was important, howeveq to corroborate that history with data drawn from'current

disability organizations.

As external reviewers concerned about the lack of rigor in qualitative research,

Morse, Barrett, Mayan, Olson, and Spiers (2002) argued for a "plea for a return to the

terminology for ensuring rigor that is used by mainstream science" (p. 14). Validity,

reliability and rigor are critical components to valid research. "Without rigor, research is

worthless, becomes fiction, and loses its utility" (p. 15).

Using different data sources enhanced the validity of my results. Patton (2002)

argued that "triangulation, in whatever fornq increases credibility" (p. 563).

"Respondent validation" is one way to achieve validity in qualitative research.

Maxwell (2005) defined it as "systematically soliciting feedback about your data and
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conclusions from the people you are studying" (p. 11 1). In this way the researcher can

make sure that he or she does not misinterpret what the participants have said (Maxwell

2005). In my research I used respondent validation to check the correctness of my

findings. I contacted participants via e-mail and asked them to look at the transcripts and

check if I misinterpreted somethíng they said. All the participants did check their

interview transcripts and most of them replied to my e-mail by saying "go ahead","gteat

job" or "no more comments".

Morse et al. (2002) sated that validity, reliability and rigor are "built into a study"

and "Data are systematically checked, focus is maintained, and the fit of data and the

conceptual work of analysis and interpretation are monitored and confirmed constantly"

(p 17). In this study, I constantly worked back and forth between transcripts, documents,

websites and coding information, keeping in mind the context and framework of the

research. Morse et al. stated that "verification strategies that ensure both reliability and

validity of data" are applied by "developing a dynamic relationship between sampling,

data collection and analysis, thinking theoretically, and theory development" þ. 17).

During this study, I matched the "research question and the components of the method"

(p. tÐ. The sample represented those who would best "have knowledge of the research

topic" and ensured saturation of the data (p. 18). As I collected data,I analyzed what I

had collected, working back and forth forming"a mutual interaction', and keeping at the

front the theoretical frameworks of the study .

"Low-inference descriptors" is a term introduced by Seale (1999) which described

away to achieve reliability in qualitative research (p. 1aB). Silverman (2001) identified

three ways to achieve low-inference descriptors in qualitative research. The first one is by

"tape recording all face-to-face interviews". The second way is by "carefully transcribing
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these tapes", and finally "presenting long extracts of data in your research report" (p.

230). In my research I tape-recorded six interviews and took extensive notes for the other

two. Then I carefully transcribed thenq and when reporting my findings I included

extracts from the participants' replies to verifu my findings. This was because "sufftcient

description and direct quotations should be included to allow the reader to enter into the

situation and thoughts of the people represented in the report @atton, 2002, p. 503).

Data Analysis

I analyzed the data by "inductive analysis". Patton (2002) defined inductive

analysis as "discovering patterns, themes, and categories in one's data" (p. 453). Strauss

and Corbin (199S) called this procedure';open coding" (p.223)"to emphasizethe

importance of being open to the data" @atton, 2002, p.  fi). The first step was to read

the interview transcripts many times to make sense of the data and discover categories,

themes or patterns, I looked at the brochures and websites using that same type of

exploration. "The first reading through the data is aimed at developing the coding

categories or classification sy'stem" @atton, 2002,p. aæ). Patton argued that

"developing some manageable classification or coding scheme is the first step of

analysis" @. aæ).

Berg (1989) referred to Strauss (1g87)to remind us of the basic guidelines when

conducting open coding: "(1) ask the data a specific and consistent set of questions, (2)

analyze the data minutely, (3) frequently intem-rpt the coding to write a theoretical note,

and @) never assume the analytic relevance of any traditional variables such as age, sex,

social class, and so forth until the data show it to be relevant" (p.236). To follow these

suggestions, I looked at the data within the framework of Islam, charity and the social
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model' asking the same questions: "How does the data support the Islamic perspective of

charity?" "How is it shown ?" "rf itis missing, where, why, how?,, ,,rs there an indication

of the social model?" "How is it shown?" "rf itis missing, where, why, how?" and so on.

As I read through the data, I wrote notes on the side using different colors for different

themes or patterns, eventually seeing similarities, differences and cross-references. I

worked back and forth going from the broad to the n¿urow - thinking of the concept of a

funnel - until only the most relevant datadripped from the bottom of the funnel. I would

go through the data once, then leave it for a few days before returning, and followed that

process five times. My advisor suggested I let the data speak to me and that I let the

themes grow from the data. I did not go into the data, therefore, looking for keywords or

phrases.

During the data analysis, I did not lose sight of the working models for the study:

the social model of disability and the Islam perspective of charity. As themes and patterns

emerged, however, I also had to keep in mind that the datagrew from three very diflerent

types of information: interviews, brochures and websites. I did not know whether the

different types would produce different results. I was still concerned with content

analysis in whatever form that took. To analyzethe interviews, I paid attention to the

verbal and non-verbal; to analyzethe documents, I looked at text and images . Analyzing

websites is a fairly new field with very little written about the process. I tried to pay

attention to not only the text and images, but repeated text and images throughout the site

and links to other information. DMaggio, Hargittai, Neuman & Robinson (2001) stated

that"the Internet presents researchers with a moving target" (p. 30g). what I did not

know was whether the Saudi Arabian government created policy directing the building

and online publication of websites or how those sites were used by Saudi organizations.
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Kirby and McKenna (1989) reminded us that "doing research is a human activity" and we

as researchers actually "construct meaning" (p. 25). My interpretation of the data was

affected by my own 'vantage point' and where I 'stand in the world'. As a Saudi Arabian

Muslim woman, my research was affected by my understanding and practice of Islam.

The Islamic beliefs and values are internalized and an intimate part of my understanding.

Kirby and McKenna (19S9) suggested "we should be aware of and keep track of our

conceptual baggage - those preconceived ideas" (p. 51). They suggest that by keeping

track of your conceptu albaggage during the researclU you can "identify, at alater point in

the researctr, whether any pre-established goals, assumptions or responsibilities may be

overly influencing how your research is developing" (p. 5l). If knowledge is socially

constructed, we clearly cannot separate ourselves from our research. "Accounting for

yourself as you research is essential" (p. 70).

Challenges

There were many challenges I encountered while exploring the development of

disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. It was very difficult to get reference material

from libraries in Saudi Arabia. I accessed the databases of King Fahd National Library,

King Fisal Research Institute and Prince Salman Disability Studies Institute to look for

reference material. These three agencies were in Riyadh and held the largest collection of

academic and non-academic references in the country. I sent each agency a letter

explaining my topic and asking for photocopies of book chapters and articles that I found

in their databases. They generously sent photocopies of all the materials I asked for to my

parents' home in Makkah. My parents then sent them to me in Canada. On my trip to

Saudi Arabia to conduct interviews, I also made several trips to the university library to
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research the topic. I had access to the library of Umm Al-Qura University where I had

permission from its ethics division. One of the challenges I faced during my trip was that

I had to have a driver with me all the time to take me to several locations, including

libraries and disability organizations. I could not use my Canadian driving license as

women are not allowed to drive cars in Saudi Arabi4 and I could not use public

transportation due to the e)dreme hot weather during the summertime.

Another challenge was making arrangements for interviews as employers in Saudi

Arabia had different holidays than we have in Canada. Collections of reference materials

and interview arrangements were two very time-consuming processes in this research.

Limitations

This study had some limitations. I used a specific type of purposeful sampling

called "snowball" or "chain" sampling. Patton (2002) defined it as "an approach for

locating information-rich key informants" (p.237).I recognized there were also

limitations using this type of sampling. The participant might refer me to someone based

on personal preference andlor might not recommend someone else for the same reason. In

the case of my research, I needed to access people who had a deep understanding of their

organization and who had access to the information I needed. I did use this method but

with a caution of not selecting all my participants upon the recommendation of one

participant. Instead, I chose my participants from different organtzations that different

Head Managers recommended.

Another limitation in this study wasthat I only interviewed Head Managers who

were in the cities of Makkah and Jeddah due to physical and financial limitations, and

also because I felt Makkah particularly was an integral Islamic area for this research. I
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did, however, compensate for this limitation by collecting data from Internet websites of

eight disability organizations located in different parts of Saudi Arabia.

While perhaps not a limitation but a direction of the research due to Saudi

Arabian tradition, I ended up interviewing only women. As a female researcher, I was not

given access to male-centered disability orgarizations or was allowed to interview male

HRs. Another study could perhaps explore the same questions in these organizations

using the same Islam perspective of charity and social model of disability and

interviewing both men and \ryomen, or men only. It may provide interesting additional

information.
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Chapter Four: Data Findings

This section of my thesis identifies and describes the main issues and ideas that

came from the three data sources: interviews, documents and websites. I began breaking

down the data with a broad look and categonzed it into different themes and sub-themes

according to the issues that were raised in the interviews, documents and websites. I then

looked at the three data types (interviews, brochures, websites) to see if they used

different ways of talking about these themes and sub-themes.

Interviews

I conducted interviews with the Head Managers of eight different disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia.

o A l2-year-old government-owned organization that provided educational

and rehabilitative services for children with physical disabilities under the

age of 12.

o A ten-year-old government-owned organization that provided educational

and rehabilitation services for children with physical disabilities under the

age of 12.

o A four-year-old government-owned organization that provided

rehabilitative services for people with autism.

o { 2O-year-old privately-owned organization that provided educational,

rehabilitative, and vocational services for people with mentat disabilities

and counseling sessions for their parents.

r d 20-year-old,privately-owned organization that provided clinical and

educational services for people with communication disorders of all ages.
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It also provided support groups for parents of children with

communication disorders.

A seven-year-old privately-owned organization that provided

rehabilitative and vocational services for children with mental disabilities

underthe age of12,

A six-year-old privately-owned organization that provided educational and

rehabilitative services for children with mental disabilities under the age of

12.

o A three-year-old privately-owned organization that provided vocational

and educational services for females with disabilities above the age of 12.

I identified five main themes that were recurrent in all the interviews. Under each

main theme I identified sub-themes which were ideas and issues related to the main

theme. The five main themes were charit¡ stafi role in society, Islamic beliefs and

values, and the need for the place.

Charity.

Charity was one of the main themes that I identified in the interview data and its

sub-themes were donations, sponsorship, waqf and charitable work. Each one of these

sub-themes reflected the different ideas the participants talked about during the

interviews. All participants of this study emphasized the importance of charity to their

organizations. They talked at length about charity in terms of donations, sponsorship and

waqf, and all participants stated they did accept donations'

Donøtíons. HM 5 stated, "We accept donations in terms of anything." She

explained to me their organization accepted money as well as donations in other forms
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such as supplies. However, not every Head Manager agreed with that participant, as two

of the participants explained they accepted donations in any form except money'

"We do not accept money and we do not even ask for it because v/e are private

and if there is any deficit the founder will pay for it. We have this organization

because we want to do something for people with disabilities, we do not want to

collect money. However, we do accept donations in term of supplies to our

organization" (HM 2).

HM I stated, "We accept donations in term of things - not money - and, by the

way, our building was donated to us four years ago". Another participant, however, told

me they accepted donations in term of money and refused other forms. HM 4 said, "We

do not accept food or supplies because our kids might not need them and we get rid of

them and that's unfair as others might need it"-

Most of the Head Managers mentioned there was no one source for donations. For

example, some donations came from schools, companies or people willing to donate from

their own money. For example, HM 7 noted, "sometimes a person passes by the door and

drops offan envelope with a huge amount of money in it." One of the organizations told

me they asked for donations if they did not receive them. HM 5 explained how they may

targeta specific organization. "'We do ask for donations from schools and universities."

In contrast, another Head Manager told me they accepted donations but never asked for

them. This shows how different orgamzations have different policies in terms of what

they accept from others. The commonality was that all the Head Managers did accept

donations for their organizations - in one kind or another.

Most Head Managers emphasized the role of the Royal family when it came to

donations. HM 8 indicated, "We always receive donations from members of the Royal
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family and sometimes we ask for it and they always give it to us."

Sponsorchþ. Sponsorship was another form of charity that reoccurred in the

interview data. Atl eight participants referred to sponsorship in their discussion about

charity and donations. According to the participants, sponsorship occurred when people

came to a disability orgatnzation and gave a specifrc amount of money that would be

enough to sponsor a disabled member in that organization. This usually occurred when

the disabled member could not pay for his tuition to stay in the organization. HM 6

indicated, "sponsorship is just for people who cannot afford it." One participant indicated

that in their organizationthey accepted Zakah and spend it in the form of sponsorship.

HM 1 talked about the importan ce of Zakah. "!Ve do accept Zakahbecause one of its

. 
basic conditions is that it should go to those who are in need and we have some people

that could not pay the fees for their disabled child or children so we sponsor their children

fromZakah money." HM I indicated that sponsorship was vital to her organization as she

told me, "We always ask for sponsorship because it helps our kids and their families who

really need the service but cannot afford it. By the way, we never refuse a child because

of money, so if we do not have enough sponsorship money I can pay it myself as a

founder of this organization."

Wøql All participants expressed how important waqf was to disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia. They all pointed out how r¡iaqq if available to therq could

make them feel financially secure - as waqf provided continuous income for the

organizations. HM 8 stated, "I wish that every organization had its waqf - as it will help a

lot." However, only two Head Managers mentioned their organizations actually

benefitted from waqf. Each one of those two organizations had two buildings endowed to

them by rich business men. Those two buildings were rented out and the rent each year
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went back to the organuations. All the participants in this study insisted that waqf was

better than occasional charity to them. HM 5, whose organization had a waqf, indicated

that "charity does play arole in our organization in terms of waqf - which is better than

occasional charity as we can know that we will have the money every yeú'' HM 3,

whose organaation had a waqt, encouraged people who would like to donate to think

about putting their money in waqf which would be of more benefit to the organizations.

..With waqf, we feel frnancially secure and I wish that all organtzations had it. I

also would like to encourage people who have enough money and would like to

donate to buy a property and give it to disability organzations as waqf so they can

benefit continuouslY from it".

Chørítøble work Charitable work was another recurrent sub-theme under charity

and all of the participants had the feeling their work in disabilit y orgarizations was

charitable work. They insisted that although not financially rewarding, their work made

them happy and satisfied because they were contributing to the well-being of somebody.

HM 6reported:

"I feel that I am a person who was born with the dufy to do charity worþ and

work that has a humanitarian aspect to it. It is not something that you learn and

this is my personal opinion. I am the only member in my family by the way, who

always liked to help my mother and have this thing on me so I always worked in

that environment of helping others. It is something that came naturally to me. I

never worked in a profit-oriented organization. With regards to my previous work

experience, I worked for the United Nations, Regional Commission Services, a

hospital - and all these were non-profit organizations"'

HM 3 also said, "I love my work as it is charitable and humanitarian at the same time'"
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All the participants in this study agreed that what encouraged them the most to work in

disability organizations was their feeling they were doing charity work. HM I expressed,

"Whenever I have the feeling that I want to quit my job and then I remember how

charitable and humanitarian it is, I always say 'no' to myself." Similarly, Abu-Habib

(1997) argued that "concerns with the welfare of disabled people are seen as 'charitable"'

(p.3),

Staff.

Staffwas another main theme discussed in the interviews with three sub-themes:

availability, training and love of the work. I identified these three sub-themes from issues

and stories raised by participants during the discussion about staffwho worked in the

disability organizations. All participants agreed that the staffworking in their

organizations contributed a great deal to the development and continuity of the

organizations.

AvøíIahílÍry. The availability of staffwas one sub-theme and all the participants

discussed how diffrcult it was flrnding stafffor their organizations. They all agreed that

finding educated and well-trained staffwas their main problem. HM I stated,

"Our main issue is to find stafffor our organization and this is because there

any formal degree in special education in the country except in one city - and

society like the Saudi A¡abian society with its culture, girls are not allowed to

travel to another city away from their families to have jobs. So, what happens is

that graduates with special education degrees from that city work in their city

while other cities are in need of special educators".

The above participant discussed two reasons why it might be difficult to find special

is not

for a
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educators in the country. The first one was the lack of formal education programs in

special education and the other was the Saudi culture which prevented the girls from

moving to other cities away from their families.

Other participants indicated the shortage of staffwas not just for special educators

but also for other people who worked with people with disabilities, such as speech

therapists, occupational therapists and physical therapists. Most participants agreed they

had to search for therapists from outside the country and bring them to work in their

orgarúzations. HM 6 pointed out "we need speech and occupational therapists and they

are very limited in the country so we have to rely on foreigners". HM 5 spoke at length:

"We need therapists not because our children are sick - but sometimes a child for

example might need a few sessions in speech in order for him or her to be

included in the public school system and we are here to help - but how can we do

that while it is very difficult to find a therapists? And then to keep the therapists in

the organization is another challenge"-

Similarly, Turmusani (1999) acknowled ged ashortage of staffas one problem

that faced many disability organizations in the Middle East. Kashrami (2003) also argued

"there is a severe shortage ofspecial educators in Saudi Arabia" (p. 18)-

Trainíng. The training of staffwas another sub-theme that I identified' The

participants discussed how having a staffwith a formal degree was not as important as

having well-trained staff Formal training by the organization \¡/as essential, especially for

new staff HMl noted:

"We do whatever it takes for us to train our staffand educate them. We provide

two years of formal training and only those who succeed can work in our

organuation. Only three trainees out of 20 succeeded every year, so we have high
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standards- We always also send and encourage our staffto attend conferences and

courses related to the disability field that could benefit them in their work. We

also provide scholarships for those who are willing to continue their educatior¡ so

as you can see, we invest a lot in our staff'.

HM 8 was insistent. "I do not care if my employee has a formal degree or not. What I

care about the most is that he or she would be able to work with our kids in the

organization and for that reason we have to provide our own training to make sure of

that-"

From interviewing Head Managers from eight different disability organizations, I

noticed that every organization had its own training program for its new staff. This was

because, as HM 3 mentioned, "W'e \¡/ant our new staffto learn our policies, missions and

the way our organization works because as you know, every organization is unique.',

All the participants agreed that one main reason behind their success was their

well-trained staff- As HM I noted, "We are nothing without our staff They are the

moving engine of our orgaruzation. We always respect their ideas and suggestions

because they know the kids betterthan we do." When I asked HM 3 about what helped

the most in the development of her orgamzation, she replied, "Our staffhelps us to reach

our goals and they are who made us what we are today. Without them and their endless

efforts, I promise we could never be at what we are here." Most participants agreedthat

once you had a well-trained staffin your organizatiorl you wanted to keep them. HM I

stated the importance of keeping staff: "Ninety per cent of the organization's budget

goes to staffsalaries and do not be amazed because they are important to us and we want

to keep them-" HM 6 also spoke about the importance of training and keeping staff. ..We

do spend a lot on our staffand their training but if we do not pay them well they will
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leave us."

Love of the work Love of the work was another zub-theme and participants

agreed that the staffworking in their organizations did love their work and most of them

did have passion for what they were doing. As HM 8 indicated, "We employ people who

have love and passion about working with people with disabilities. We do not just need

people who hold degrees."

Most of the participants argued that the most important things that should be

available in their staffwere love of work combined with honesty and love of the people

they were working with. As HM 4 noted, "Honesty and the love to serve society are two

things that must be available in our staff." "All our stafflove the kids in the organizafion

as their own kids and we've never had an incident" (Iil4 8). HM 5 also noted, "Our staff

are honest people and have the love of giving - which is essential in ouru/ork." All the

participants in this study agreed that having staffwho are honest, giving and love their

work had contributed a lot to the development of their organtzations. HM 1, for example,

expressed, "What helped us the most to reach where we are today was the passion that

our staffhad towards their work" Another participanttalked about the importance of

honesty and love for their work: "Honesty of our st¿ffand their love of what they are

doing is one of the main factors behind our development."

Role in Society.

The role of disability organizatíons in Saudi society was the most recurrent theme

in my interview data. Each participant I interviewed spent a great amount of time

discussing this theme. Under this main theme came the three sub-themes: awareness,

advocates and inclusion. Each one of these sub-themes reflected the different opinions
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and ideas that participants had about the role of disability organizations in Saudi society.

Awareness. Awareness was one of the sub-themes and the participants mentioned

that their orgarttzations' main mission was to increase the public's and parents' ar¡øareness

about disability.

According to many participants, increasing the public's awareness about disability

was one part of increasing society's awareness about disability. This was because as

many participants noted, lecturing at universities and public places about disability and

people with disabilities' rights was one way of increasing public awareness about

disability and therefore society as a whole. As HM 7 noted,

"We lecture at universities and public places to let people know what having a

disability means. We also want to send the message that people with disabilities

can achieve a lot of things if they find the suitable environment".

According to that participant, people in Saudi society did not have accurate

information about disability or people with disabilities. This was because "people with

disabilities were invisible to the public in the last years. Our mission these days as a

disability organization is to educate people - and lecturing is one way of doing that" (FIM

7). HM 5 argued that lecturing at public places "increases awareness about people with

disabilities and shows that they are part of society that cannot be ignored". Many

pafücipants mentioned that when lecturing at public places, they often raised the point

that everyone in the community is disabled. As HM 4 so clearly identified, "I feel that I

am disabled - not the kids in the organuation j because I am the one who cannot

communicate with them."

According to the interview dat4 increasing the a\¡/areness about disability in

parents of children with disabilities was another part of increasing society's awareness
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about disabilþ. Most participants agreed that increased parent awareness about their

children's disabilities could be achieved through the provision of enough information for

parents about their children and their abilities. According to many participants, this could

be achieved by letting the parents know that their children with disabilities have abilities

and they can achieve many things like other children. As HM 6 noted, "We are working

with the parents to let them know their child's needs and abilities by giving them lectures

and educating them about many things that they might not know." HM 5 was quite

serious when she indicated how parents' lack of knowledge about their child's abilities

could diminish these abilities.

"Many parents do not know what having a disability means and they think that if
their child is dísabled he or she can do nothing except stay at home eating and

watching TV and that's not the case. I think by ignoring the valued abilities in

their children with disabilities, parents are going to unconsciously diminish these

abilities- When parents mme to our organtzation with their disabled children, .we

give them a hope for the future of those children by letting them know the options

and facilities available to them inside and outside the organtzation".

Abu-Habib (1997) also argued that most parents of children with disabilities are

ignorant "of how to help the child develop" because they do not believe in their

children's abilities (p 3)

Six of the participants mentioned their orgamzations did provide counseling

sessions for parents or any other members who live with people with disabilities. They

insisted these counseling sessions helped to educate people about the needs and abilities

of people with disabilities surrounding them. HM 6 noted, "We want them to know that

people with disabilities can think and they know everything surrounding them.', During
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the discussion with one of the participants about the importance of counseling sessions

for family members, she pointed out, "People with disabilities have emotions and needs

that they can express and we should look at those needs and start from there." HM 4

gave an example, showing the importance of these sessions.

"Some people continue to ignore the fact that they have disabled members in their

families. They do not know that by doing that they are hindering people with

disabilities from achieving many things in their lives- They have to know that

some people with disabilities might just need a few sessions of speech or physio

to be able to talk or walk. We are trying our best in the counseling sessions to

increase people's awareness about the importance of paying more attention to

their disabled family members".

Inclusion Inclusion was another sub-theme and all the participants talked about

the importance of the inclusion of people with disabilities into society. They argued that

their organizations were advocates for the inclusion of people with disabilities in Saudi

society in different ways (See figure 1).

All of the participants except one were proud that their organtzations helped many

children with disabilities be included in the public school system. According to those

seven participants, this happened by providing quality services for those disabled children

who attended their organizations. To be included in the public school system they helped

the children overcome disabilities that could be corrected. As HM 5 explained, "We help

to rehabilitate children with disabilities so they can join the regular school." HM 4

indicated, "Our organization's main mission is to discover the hidden abilities and

capabilities of children with disabilities. We want society to know that those children can

go to school and have a normal life if they find the suitable support and environment."
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Likewise, Kash¡ami (2003) argued the "importance of the inclusion of children with

disabilities at the public schools in Saudi Arabia" (p 6). It should be noted that not all the

children in the organizations were able to join the public school system. As HM 6

explained, "Some cases are very severe so we work with them to help them to depend on

themselves in their daily living tasks." There was only one participant who did not

mention the inclusion of children in public school in her interview. This was because her

organization provided services only for adults with disabilities.

All the participants mentioned that their organizations were against the

segregation of people with disabilities. Seven of the participants argued their

organizations were against the segregation of people with disabilities in segregated

institutional settings. HM 7 argued, "People with disabilities have feelings - and families

have to know that by sending their disabled family members to segregated institutions

they are silently killing them." HM 5 argued strongl¡

"I am against segregated institutions like organizations where people put their

beloved ones and only see them once ayear.I want to tell you something... do

you know that most people send their disabled family members to private

institutions outside the country and they never ask about them?" -

HM 4 spoke with a great deal of heart when she said, "I am against segregated

institutional settings because people with disabilities need their families' care and love,

like non-disabled people."

filvÍ2 was the only participant who favoured segregated institutional settings:

"segregated institutional settings help relíeve the families from their disabled members."

I believe that people with disabilities should have the right to live with their families.

This participant's opinion regarding institutional settings was totally different from all the
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other participants in this study

It was important for participants to tell me their organizations got people with

disabilities involved in one way or another with decisions concerning them. HM 6 noted,

"We let our disabled members dictate our policies." Filvf 2 explained, "'iVe always ask our

girls each term if they like the designed courses for them and if they do not, or they favor

something else we always go with their decision."

Aùvocacy. Advocacy was another sub-theme and all participants agreed their

organaations stand as advocates for people with disabilities in Saudi society. This was

because, according to the interviews, those organizations called attention to the rights of

people with disabilities when others did not. Without an advocate, people with disabilities

are essentially voiceless. HM 6 said,

"Our role in society is getting people to think about things once kept out oftheir

minds. We hold a symposium once every four years to shine the lights on issues

and needs of people with disabilities. We did a huge symposium on employment;

we got factory owners, business offices, and government people to talk about the

importance ofwork and jobs for people with disabilities. As a result, the biggest

research centre in the country formed a committee and they drafted by-laws and

the owner of our center was in this committee. They drafted the bylaws for Saudi

Arabia and it came out that five per cent of the workforce of any working place

should be disabled people".

HM I pointed out, "W.e are lobbying for jobs for people with disabilities." All the

participants mentioned their orgwnzations emphasi zed the importance of a barrier-free

environment for people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia. According to HM 7, removing

physical barriers was "A very important step in the inclusion ofpeople with disabilities
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on our society''. HM 3 mentioned, "An accessible environment is a must for everyone not

just people with disabilities. older people for example need the accessible environment

and I think that one of our missions as a disability organization is to call for that

environment whenever we can.',

All participants in this study, except two, explained that their organizations were

conducting research in the field of disability and were advocating for people with

disabilities in Saudi Arabia. The research was exploring issues regarding policies and

rights of people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia. HM 1 pointed out, ..We conduct

research about issues such as employment, accessibility and education for people with

disabilities which will help in increasing the awareness about disability issues in Saudi

Arabia." HM 6 explained, "One way of letting the government know about people with

disabilities and their needs is through published research which studies all aspects of

people with disabilities' lives in Saudi Arabia." One of the recommendations of al-Hazmi

(2000) is "the importance of conducting more research on issues related to disability in

Saudi Arabia" (p. 33). Only two organizations out of the eight I visited did not conduct

research in the field. This was because they had recently opened and were planning to

conduct research in the future.

Islamic beliefs and values.

Islamic beließ and values was one theme in the interview data with three sub-

themes identified: standards for life, reward from Allah and fear of Allah. These sub-

themes reflected the ideas that were discussed during the interviews of all participants.

Støndardsfor lífe Standards for life was one of the sub-themes identified under

Islamic beliefs and values. All the participants explained that Islamic beliefs provided
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standards for their lives which have guided them in all their decisions. HM I noted,

"Islamic beliefs provide my own intrinsic values that guide me in everything." HM I

argued that Islam did "provide faith that pushes us to work every day". Most participants

mentioned that Islam encouraged kindness to all people. According to those participants,

kindness helped them to continue working in their organuations despite all the

challenges. HM 3 shared,

"Islam has encouraged us to love and respect all people - especially those who are

disadvantaged by society - and people with disabilities are among those ...you

know, our religion encourages kindness and humanitarian work and that's what

gives me the courage to continue working in this field, despite the challenges".

Most participants argued that one of the important things that helped their

organizations to continue and develop was their Islamic beliefs that provided a set of

values for their lives.

"My Islamic beliefs act as my code of ethics which guide me in all my life

decisions, and one example ofthat is when there is something related to the

organization that I feel hesitant about - I always go back to my faith and it never

fails. Following our Islamic beliefs and values has helped our organization

continue because whenever we have any problems, there is always something to

go back to and find solutions for it" (HM l).

A similar point was raised in the literature when Coleridge (T999) argued that

when workers of the CDAP progr¿rms were questioned on their motivation for the job,

"they frequently report that religion does play an important role" (p. 12).

Rewardfrom Allah Muslims believe that Allah rewards those who do good

deeds for others (Arnoot, 2003). One of the Qur'anic verses stated, "Whoever does
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righteous deeds - whether male or female - while he (or she) is a believer; then We will

certainly give them a good life, and We will certainly grant them their rewards in

proportion to the best of what they used to do" (16'.97). Hallaq (2005) argued that "the

belief in Islam that good deeds is going to be rewarded by Allah has encouraged

members in the Muslim communify to help each other to please Allah and be rewarded

by him in life and the day afteC' (p.25).

Thus reward from Allah was another sub-theme under the main theme of Islamic

beliefs and values. AII participants mentioned "reward from Allah" during their

discussions about working in disability orgattzations. Most participants believed that

when working in disability organizations, they "work for Allah" and therefore they are

going to be rewarded by him. HM I was pleased to tell me that some of the staffin her

organization were volunteers and they never asked for money. This was because, as she

mentioned, "They always know that Allah is going to reward them in the afterlife". HM 5

mentioned that"anything for Allah does not go[unrewarded]", explaining she was

considering her work in a disability organization as a work for Allah and she was

confident Allah would reward her for that.

According to many participants, their feeling that their work in disability

organizations was rewarded by Allah encouraged them to love their work and work

harder.

When I look at my friends who have the same experience and qualifications that I

have and who work in other fields with higher salaries I feel depressed, but then

all the sudden when I remember that in my work I am going to be rewarded by the

Creator in my life and in the day after, it makes me even love my work more (HM

3)
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This HM mentioned she would be rewarded "in the day after". According to

Coleridge (1999), that is one ofthe basic beliefs in the Muslim communities which

displays their belief in the "after life" (p. 22).

Fear of AIIøL One of the Islamic beliefs is that the fear of Allah is the path to

forgiveness, salvation and the attainment of his mercy (Hallaq, 2005). One of the verses

in the Qur'an stated, "And whoever fears Allah - He will pardon him his sins and grant

him a great reward" (65:5). Muslims believe Allah is watching them all the time and so

this prevents them from sinning and encourages them to do good deeds (Hallaq, 2005).

Hanbali ( as cited in Arnoot 2003) defined Taqwa,orFear of Allah as "fear of Allah and

watching him in every step so that he is to be obeyed not disobeyed and remembered, not

forgotten" (p. 50).

Fear of Allah was one sub-theme and all the participants mentioned they had the

feeling that Allah was watching them and therefore they could never do anything that

would displease Allah. As HM I indicated, "'We have a monitor in each room in our

orgaruzation and although our staffs salaries are not higt¡ we never had a single incident

towards our kids and this is because our staffhave fear of Allah and they know they have

been watched by Him before us." HM 6 explained, "My work is between me and Allah

so I know that he is always watching."

Although all the participant mentioned Islamic beließ in their discussions about

their organizations, one participant specifically held very strong belief that Allah

predestined her to be in this position. This Head Manger had three children with

disabilities which encouraged her to do the type of work where she was today. When

asked about the importance of Islamic belíefs to her organization, she replied,

"Huge ...huge impact! It was the founding reason - when I look at my life, I feel
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that Allah let things happen the way they happened because he wanted to see what

I was going to do. I really feel that Allah wanted this to happen. I work for Allah

and I feel that everything I do He watches me, and then at the end of the day after

I finish my prayer and go to sleep I can sleep soundly - and I really believe [thisJ

in my heart because I have no skills whatsoever for me to lead this organization. I

am convinced that I am predestined [to this position] and that motivates me" (nIM

1)

I could not help but take note ofthis participant's tone and words, as they were very

strong when she was talking about Allah and Islam. She really felt that Allah had chosen

her to establish her organization, and the call to work with disabled people was clear to

her-

Need for the place.

The need for the place was another main theme in the interview data. All the

participants mentioned the need for their organization in society and their area as the

main reason for its existence. Two sub-themes were identified: unavailable services and

parents'needs.

Unavøiløble servíces. Unavailable services for people with disabilities are

common in some areas of Saudi A¡abia and most participants agreed that the

unavailability of some services in their cities was the main reason behind their opening.

"There are not many organizations in the Kingdom for autistic children and

especially in our city, therefore, parents who are seeking autistic services used to

travel to the nearest city which have the service. For that reason we decided to

establish our organization to serve this community" (rIM g).
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A similar point was raised in the literature when al-Hazmi (2000) recommended

"there is a need for the establishment of more disability services and organizations for

people with disabilities especially in the rural communities in Saudi Arabia" (p.22).

Some participants argued that their organizations were established because some

groups of people with disabilities were not welcomed by other organizations. As HM 2

indicated, "Most disability organizations are for children with disabilities - so we decided

to establish an organization for girls with disabilities above the age of 12 because this

group does not have any other place to go in other organizations." HM 7 argued that

people with multiple disabilities were not accepted in most disability orgarnzations and

therefore she decided to establish her organization to accommodate the needs of this

group. Each participant explained what they considered to be ways in which society

restricted inclusion for people with disabilities, so their organzations were critical for the

provision of services for people with disabilities (See figure 1). Certainly, it appeared that

some of the most common problems were non-accessible buildings for those using

wheelchairs, buildings, instruction manuals, and everyday utilities that did not have

Braille, schools that did not have inclusive classrooms, sporting facilities that did not

recognize the needs of people with disabilities, insufficient support services, inaccessible

transportation or public areas, and not being able to network and be with friends.

HM 8 stated that even the organizations themselves were not always accessible

for people with disabilities. For instance, if the organization meets the needs of people

with hearing impairment, they do not necessarily meet the needs of people using

wheelchairs. They would not be able to access the building and so people with multiple

disabilities meet challenges accessing some disability organizations. HM 2 also

mentioned that disability orgamzations do not usually have a place for girls with
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disabilities after the age of 12 and they do not get accepted into public schools.

Anwering parents' needs Answering parents' needs was another sub-theme and

most participants discussed the importance of thei¡ organzations for parents of children

with disabilities. Some participants mentioned their organizations did provide support

groups for these parents. HM 6 explained with passion, "Our organization provides

support groups for parents of children with disabilities in the organization and we also

provide an online support group for parents of children with disabilities who cannot come

to the organaation." F:[Vf 5 spoke unreservedly when she explained, "Mothers do not

need to know the reasons for their kids' disabilities - what they need to know are the

available options for their kids and the best way to achieve that is through support groups

because trust me, mothers do not listen to professionals, but they listen to other mothers!"

HM I noted, however, that the attitudes of the parents themselves were often a

restriction for children with disabilities. "Saudi parents usually try to deny the disability

their children have and feel ashamed of having a 'different child'. They try to hide that

child from the community and do not seek help from disability organizatioîs" (HM 1).

The HMs felt these parents were closing their eyes to their children's needs, disabilities

and abilities. HMs L,2,3 and 5 stated "Parents do not even ask about their kids'

progress, or seek to sit down with teachers and ask questions, while others (parents of

children without disabilities) do their best to know everything happening to their children

and how they can help." HMs l, 3 and 4 were upset that many parents left their children

with disabilities to their maids' caÍe and attention, while the parents cared for their other

children.

The data I received from having face-to-face conversations through interviews

were rich and provided me with a great deal of information. The HMs appeared to speak
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honestly from their hearts and with a gteat understanding of their organizatior¡ the needs,

the community, religious and cultural traditions and an understanding of what the future

should look like in this area. The data would not be nearly complete, however, without

adding information about the women who participated in this research. HM I was so

excited to see me and asked why I got involved in doing my Masters degree in disability

studies. She said it was interesting for her to know because she thought my topic was

unique and important. She was excited to answer every question in as much detail as

possible. She became very emotional and cried during the interview when she discussed

how much she felt that Allah loved her and gave her the honour to be the,HM of this

organization. She felt she was contributing a great deal to society by working in that

organ:.z:ation.

Iü\/Izfelt quite conscious and asked me about confidentiality. She became more

comfortable as we talked and was anúous to tell me her life story of how she got

involved in disability work. Her friend studied 'special education' and always talked to

her about disabilities and how people with disabilities did not gain the public's attention

until lately.IilvI2 became interested in opening a place that would provide those

services, but wanted the organiz-ztion to provide services for that group of girls above the

age of 12 who could not find places. She found a friend who could financially assist her

to get the organization started. Her answers were very detailed and she was excited to tell

me the main reason she got involved in the organization to work with people with

disabilities was she felt "honesty and love in their eyes". She wanted to serve in that

capacity for the rest of her life.

HM 3 insisted that working in the disability organization was not at all financially

rewarding, as her degree would have allowed her to be employed in an area where she
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would receive double her current salary. She felt though that another job would not

contribute to her "moral happiness" and felt that doing "charitable work" would help

ensure that Allah would reward her later. She said she preferred to be happy and it was

clear from our discussion how much she loved her work. She was incredibly busy, but

wanted to participate in the research and so our interview took place after hours.

HM 4 was very emotional in her answers. She was anxious to share many stories

about situations that happened in her work and how she was so emotionally attached to

the children in her organtzation. Her stories and storytelling will impact me far beyond

the scope ofthis research. I could feel her love forthe children as she referred to them as

"my kids".

HM 5 was incredibly happy to "see a graduate student studying abroad and still

thinking about doing a topic about her country". She answered every question

confidently, giving me numbers and examples to zupport her answers. She had worked in

other charitable organizations and did not hesitate in her answers. She was involved in

many community organizations and was extremely busy as indicated by the phone calls

and faxes received during the interview. She was, however, anxious for me to recontact

her if needed.

HM 6 felt she was called to do charitable work and was in fact "born with a gift

for that". She felt a passion for her organization and her work. She spoke quickly and

answered questions nearly before they were asked, anxious to offer as much as she could.

It was important for her that I understood the organization could not function without its

staffand the collaboration between stafi charit¡ Islamic beliefs and values, and the love

each one felt for the work.

HM 7 was extremely emotional at the beginning of the interview. She stated she
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felt there was a great need for her organization in Saudi society and there was a general

lack of spaces. HM 7 lost her first son at the age of six. He died with a serious

complication after he had an operation on his stomach and doctors told her that he would

either live with a disability or die as a result of the complications. She wished for him to

live with a disability, but he died suddenly. She wept when she told me that ever since,

she started feeling attached to every disabled child in society as if he/she were her own

child.

HM I was keenly interested in her orgamzation. She could barely stop talking

about the programs and services, particularty the organization's future plans. She was

anxious to work towards the fulfillment of the plans and considered her work with people

with disabilities an important part of her life.

All participants were very excited during the interviews. They all said that

generally students would come to the organizations to conduct surveys about people with

disabilities, but no one had come to talk to them about their work, the organization' or

listen to the stories in the organizations. Most HMs insisted on confîdentiality, but were

excited to tell their life stories and why they came to work in the organizations'

Document Data

Documents such as booklets and pamphlets produced by those disability

organizations where I conducted interviews were used in this research as a way of

exploring the type of information that was given out to the public. I was also interested to

see whether they provided additional information to what I received from interviewing

and, if so, what. These brochures and pamphlets ranged from one to 15 pages in lengfh

and have been referred to throughout this thesis as 'documents'. Although the actual text
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from the documents was not as long as the interview transcript text, the contents provided

a great deal of information on the organizations and showed the face each presented to

the public.

The use of documents in this research provided valuable information that was not

discussed in the interviews. Patton QO02) indicated that documents produced by

organizations could help the researcher discover many things about these organizations

and how they "came into being" $,. 294). The documents used in this research were

public documents that perhaps could be used without the fear of invading confidentiality

of these organizations. However, several participants were concerned about

confidentiality - therefore the names of documents have been supplied with numbers, as

were the participants. HM 1 and D I are from the same organization, HM 2 andD 2 are

from the same organuation- and so on through to HM 8 and D B.

Dl was a ten-page booklet summarizing the organization's aøivities and

programs for the last ten years. The mission staternent \¡/as to "improve the well-being of

people living in Saudi Arabia and neighboring countries by providing premium services

for two of the most cherished human faculties: speech/language and hearing". The

organization also provided counseling services for parents of children with hearing or

speech disabilities. A description of educational training programs the organization

offered for diplomas in speech and hearing therapy was explained, as well as a list of

community services, events and conference information. The development of the

organization and programs over the past ten years was explained.

The images on the booklet were of staffworking with people with disabilities.

There were also pictures of company managers siuing with the HM of the organization

with text indicating the organization worked with companies to employ people with
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disabilities,

D 2 was a four-page pamphlet representing an organizationworking with females

with special needs above the age of 12. The main mission of "education and

rehabilitation of females with disabilities to enable them to join the workforce" was

explained. The pamphlet outlined how the organization advocated for women with

disabilities to join the workforce and had as its aims to provide different educational

services, vocational training (including the occasional summer course), and social

services for people with disabilities and their families.

The images \¡/ere of the staffin community activities such as the library and

activity rooms. There was also artwork produced by the females with disabilities in the

organization and a picture of the main funder.

D 3 explained in its five-page pamphlet that its main mission vyas to "provide

quality services for children with physical disabilities" and its philosophy was to

"increase society's awareness about disability and people with disabilities in Saudi

society''. The pamphlet recognized the lack of disability research in Saudi Arabia that

deals with social aspects of disability away from the body. The pamphlet also listed

various types of services the organization provided for children with disabilities and

encouraged donations to the organization.

A picture of the Royal family and people who contributed to the organization was

highlighted on D 3. Other images were of community events the organization held. There

were also pictures of waqf buildings that were endowed to the organization and a

"donation form" at the end ofthe brochure where interested persons could fill in their

names and contact information.

D 4 was a three-page pamphlet explaining the need for the centre for children
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with disabilities to overmme their disabilities and get integrated into society. The

pamphlet also listed educational and vocational programs, as well as the clinical and

rehabilitative programs offered by the orgaruzation. The pamphlet gave a description of

the structure of the building and its capacity to provide the needed facilities. This booklet

contained no images.

D 5 explained in its l5-page booklet its main mission was "to provide

comprehensive care for children with disabilities". Its list of objectives included:

increasing society's awareness of the capabilities of people with disabilities; providing

services for families of children with disabilities, including counseling and training

sessions; and providing educational, clinical and vocational services. A portion of this

booklet was dedicated to discussing the importance of waqf as a continuous means of

financial aid and encouraged people to donate waqf properties to the organization.

The images in D5 were of the Royal family who contributed financially to the

organization. There were also pictures ofthe artwork produced by the children in the

organnation. Images of the buildings endowed as waqf to the organization were also on

the document, as were some pictures of staffmembers working with children with

disabilities..

D 6 provided a 15-page booklet that highlighted its mission statement to be

"ensuring that every individual child can assume a rightful place in society". The

philosophies and history ofthe establishment were outlined as well as the different

educational and training programs for children with mental disabilities. A portion of the

document focused on donations to the organization and its important role for children

with limited financial means. This document outlined the various community services

that the organization provided for children with disabilities and their families.
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Lively images of staffwith children were displayed throughout this document.

There were also many pictures of community events where children with disabilities were

participating, artwork of the children, people with disabilities employed in different

businesses, and images of the organization's facilities.

D 7 was a small two-page pamphlet that outlined its main mission to be "the

provision of the best services for people with disabilities so they can achieve selÊ

dependency". The pamphlet listed educational, rehabilitative, psychological and

vocational services for people with disabilities in the organization, the age group that the

organization accepted, and dedicated space to the importance of charity to the

organization and its continuance as a non-profit charity.

This was a small document, but there were images ofthe staffwith the children in

class and doing different activities.

D 8 provided a small two-page pamphlet outlining its role to provide a space for

people with autism. Listing educational and vocational services for children with autism,

the main mission was to "provide quality services for people with autism to further their

inclusion in society''. The pamphlet described the importance of early intervention

programs, training sessions for staffand parents, support groups for families, the

importance of the organization's efforts in the community to increase public awareness

about disability, and the importance of the inclusion of people with disabilities in public

events.

The HM of this organization mentioned the brochure was fairly new and needed

work. There were no images in their document.

I identifïed five main themes throughout the eight documents when I read the text

and looked at the images. These main themes were in some ways similar to the themes
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identified in the interview data. This was because the main ideas discussed in the

interviews were also evident in these documents. The five main themes in the documents

were charity, stafftraining, role in society, Islamic beliefs and values, and the need for

the services.

Charify.

Charity \ryas one m¿in theme identified in the documents. The sub-themes were:

donations, waqf, and sponsorship, and according to the documents, all ofthese were

considered to be different forms of charity.

Donø.tíons. Donations as a need to the organizations was evident on most

documents. D 3 (2004) stated, "Donations play a major role in the continuity and

success of our future plans" (p. l7),while another stated, "Financial donations help us to

open oì.¡r doors for more children' (D 7, n.d., p. 1). Donations could be a specific amount

of money donated to the organizations or it could be any intangible thing like

commodities needed by the organizations. D 3 stated, "We encourage donations and

accept them in any form that can benefit the organization, such as furniture, books or

cars" (D 3,2004,p,22).

All the eight documents mentioned their organizations did accept Zakah.D 5

(2001) noted, "We put Zakah money in a special account for the organizafion and we

spend it on helping children with disabilities whose families cannot pay for all their

medical and educational expenses" þ. 25). Another organtzation indicated, "We do

accept Zakah and we spend it on sponsoring disabled members who are in need" @ l,

n.d., p. 3). The documents explained how people could donate by explaining that Zakah

money should be made payable to their organizatiorq that they should also include their
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bank account number, and indicate whether the organization could receive donations

year-round on that account. The documents also indicated that non-cash donations should

go directly to the organization upon the approval of FIIvf, as they would not accept

anything they did not need.

Sponsorchþ. Sponsorship of disabled members of the organizations was another

form of charity outlined in the documents. In most documents, there was a sponsorship

form on which people could indicate how many persons they wanted to sponsor, whether

they wanted to pay the full amount at once or distribute the amount throughout the year.

The form usually indicated the amount needed to sponsor somebody in the organization.

Most often, these forms were at the end of the documents and colored, but also there was

an indication at the front - usually highlighted - so people could refer to the correct place

in the document to find information about payment. Organization contact information

was also included on each document. D 4 and D 7 did not have a sponsorship form but

they indicated that anyone who wanted to sponsor an individual could give the money

directly to the organaation by cheque once or distribute the amount throughout the year.

As D I (n.d.) noted, "We established a sponsorship fund to provide frnancial aid for

people unable to pay the fees for services" (p. 2). Most documents indicated that

sponsoring disabled members in the organizations helped a lot of families who were in

need of the services but could not affiord it.

Woql Waqf was another form of charity mentioned in the documents. AII

documents produced by the eight disability organizations insisted on the importance of

waqf to their organizations. This was because waqf would provide constant financial

resources for the organizations. D 2 mentioned that "one way of donating to our

organization could be in the form of waqf that will provide continuous income for us" (p.
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2).D 8 mentioned that"donations could be provided to us in term of waqf which will

help us develop our building and expand our capacity to accommodate more children

who need our services" (p. 2). Although HMs of these organizations talked about the

importance of waqf not all orgaruzations wanted the public to think they experienced

deficiencies or deficits. There were documents that did not mention waqf helped them

recover defìcits. The document of one new small orgamzation did put on their brochure

that they preferred waqq as it would help cover any deficiencies. Scalengh (2006)

suggested "that the powerfirl religious and cultural imperative of charity [including waqfj

was particularly sensitive to the needs" of people with disabilities in Islamic societies (p.

150). Not all organizations, however, benef,rted from waqf.

Stafftraining.

Stafftraining u/Íls another theme outlined in the documents. AII the documents

stated they provided and encouraged constant training for their staff. According to the

documents, training their staffhelped in the development of their orgaruzations because

"Trained staffmembers help us to achieve our missions and goals" @ 6, n.d., p. 3). Some

orgaruzations provided scholarships for their staffto get more training and education, and

as one document stated, "We provide international scholarships for under-graduate,

graduate and post-graduate studies" (D 1, n.d., p. 6). Not only was training encouraged, it

was provided by the organizations and outlined on several documents. D 2 mentioned,

"We provide constant training for our staffand we send them to attend national

conferences and workshops" (n.d., p. 2). Some larger organizations like Dl had their own

training program for their staff. "We provided in-orgamzation training for our new staff'

(D 3, p. 3). Al-Hazmi (2000) argued the importance of stafftraining. "Disability
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organizations should hold training sessions for their staffmembers on a regular basis" (p.

13)

Role in society.

The role of disability orgaruzations in Saudi society was another main theme in

the documents that I reviewed and four sub-themes were identified: advocacy, inclusion,

awareness and educating family members. All these sub-themes reflected ideas

mentioned in the documents produced by the disability organizations.

Advocøqt. Advocacy was outlined in many documents. The documents indicated

that disability organizations were advocates for people with disabilities in Saudi society.

This was because most of these organizations expressed advocating for the rights of

people with disabilities in society as one oftheir main missions. One document stated

"our fundamental goal is to see our children grow into a person who can enjoy as much

independence as possible and assume a rightful place in society so we consider ourselves

to be allies for the rights of all people with disabilities on society'' (D 6, n.d., p. 5).

Inclusíon. Most of the documents insisted on the importance of inclusion of

children with disabilities into public schools. One document stated, "We work on the

implementation of the inclusion of children with disabilities into public schools and this

year we have 20 of our children who have successfully joined the public schools" (D 3,

2004, p. 6). Most of the documents mentioned the employment of people with disabilities

as another way of including them into society. "W'e are advocating for the inclusion of

the communicatively impaired to provide them with services enabling them to function in

the worþlace" (D l, n.d., p.7).

Awøreness. Awareness was another recurrent sub-theme in the documents' data.
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All the organizations used their brochures to highlight that one of their main missions

was to increase the need for society's heightened awareness about people with

disabilities. One brochure stated, "We do lecture at public places to increase society's

awareness about disability and people with disabilities' abilities" (D 3,2004, p. 5).

Another brochure stated, "We participate in conferences with papers and presentations

about communication disorders to increase the public's awareness about our people" @

l, n.d- p.7).

Educøting family members. Educating the parents about the different needs of

their children with disabilities was a recurrent issue discussed in the documents. One

brochure stated, "We provide extensive support and guidance to all family members

through regular meetings as well as home visits" (D 6, n.d., p. 4). Another organization

mentioned it provided lectures for parents of children with disabilities to let them better

understand "what can be done to help their children" (D 1, n.d., p. 3). Al-Hazmi (2000)

argued the importance of stafftraining. 'Disability organtzations should hold training

sessions for their staffmembers on a regular basis" (p. 13).

Islamic beliefs and values.

Islamic beliefs and values constituted another main theme, while help from Allah

and Islamic standards were sub-themes identiflied when analyzingthe documents.

Help from Alløh Muslims believe in the importance of the help of Allah in their

lives fHallaq, 2005). "Muslims ask Allah for his help and guidance in every aspect of

their lives because they know that He is capable of supporting them" (p S) The Qur'an

also mentions Allah's help and Muslims who worship Allah do ask for his help as one of

the Qur'anic verses state: "You (alone) we worship, and you (alone) we ask for help (for
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each and everything)" (l:4).

All the documents I reviewed insisted on the importance of Allah's help in the

development of their organizations. Some organizations believed that only with the help

of Allah could they achieve their goals and missions. As one brochure stated, "Our

continuous efforts to develop and enhance our services and to expand their scope to reach

every disabled child, would not have been possible without Allah'sr7 help" (D 3,2004, p.

8) Another organtzation noted, "With Allah's help and his continued support, we will be

able to extend our help to our beloved disabled children" (D 7, n.d., p. 1). Other

organizations agreed that Allah's help had helped them to continue to exist and serve

people with disabilities in the community. As one document noted, "With the help of

Allah, we may continue to serve our children and their families" @ 6, n,d., p.l2).

Islønúc standnrds.Islamic standards were another sub-theme mentioned and all

the documents mentioned their organizations' functions were subject to Islamic

standards. One organization stated, "fslamic beliefs provide us with ethics and standards

that we should follow in all aspects of our lives" (D 7, n.d., p. 5). Likewise, Coleridge

(1999) argued that Islamic beliefs are visible in disability orgaruzations in Muslim

countries. Another organnation displayed "Ever¡hing in our organization follows

Islamic standards. An example of that are the teaching materials that we bring from

abroad. Those materials have been modified to confirm to Islamic rules and standards"

@ 1, n.d., p. 7). HM 1 mentioned her organization did bring materials from abroad but

adjusted them to fit Islamic rules. She mentioned the material brought from abroad did

not mention things like prayers and how they are performed. The material had to be

modified to include these things, as prayer is an important part ofMuslims' lives.
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bleed of the services.

The need of the services provided by disability organizations was another main

theme recurrent in the documents. AII eight organizations mentioned in their documents

that the services they provided were needed by the community. These organizations

documented the need for their services by citing the disabled community as one reason

behind their existence. According to one document, one of the main goals behind their

establishment was "to provide unavailable services in the region for all people with

communication disorders" (D 1, n.d. p. 8). Another organization noted that most

disability organizations provided services for children with disabilities until the age of 12,

while they tried to cover the age group from 0-18 (D 6, n.d. p. 5). One organization also

mentioned "we serve people with speech and hearing impairments from birth to

geriatrics" (D 1, n.d, p 3). By serving people with disabilities above the age of 12, these

organizations helped to meet the needs of many disabled people and their families that

were not previously met in the community.

Website Data

Internet websites were another source of data in this research besides interviews

and documents. I collected the data from websites of eight different disability

orgaruzations from different regions across the country of Saudi Arabia (hence they can

be named as they are in the public domain). I chose those eight websites from a list of

recommendations provided by the Head Managers who participated in this study.

Websites added more ideas and information about the development of disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia.

The websites of the eight disability organizations used to collect data were as
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Harakiyah Disability Orgaruzation for Adults: a two-year-old non-profit

organizationthat provided services for adults with physical disabilities.

The mission statement for this orgaruzation was to "increase society's

awareness about people with physical disabilities". The stated philosophy

was to provide different services such as employment services whereby

the organization acted as an advocate to help people with physical

disabilities find suitable employment. The organtzation provided

vocational training and advocated for accessible transportation to help

people with physical disabilities achieve their goal. The website listed

events happening in the community that were of particular interest to those

with disabilities. Contact information for this organization was on the site

and one could call or send an e-mail.

o The photos on this site were of people with visible disabilities

participating in different social settings, such as parties and events

held by the organization. There were also images of those people

who contributed financially. There \¡/ere no links to other

organizations.

Saudi Association for Hearing Impairment [SA]il1: an eight-year-old

organization with two branches, one in Jeddah and one in Riyadh. Its main

mission was to end the idea that hearing impairment is a disability and

increase society's awareness about the abilities of people with hearing

disabilities. It also listed the services available in Saudi Arabia for people

with hearing disabilities. This organizalion acknowledged the need for
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more disability research in Saudi Arabia focused on people with hearing

disabilities and included information linking readers to a forum that

discussed several issues relating to hearing disabilities. The site had a link

to a forum that was established specifically so people could discuss their

concerns and different issues about the organizatior¡ including people with

disabilities and their families. The site indicated this organization was

open to all age groups and gave contact information including phone and

fax.

o There were photos of people from the organization at social events

and ceremonies held at or by the organization. There were also

images of the Royal family interacting with people from the

organization.

Saudi Autistic Society [SAS]: a five-year-old organization with two

branches - one each in Jeddah and Riyadh. It provided its services to

people with autism. This organization also acted as a link between all

organizations in the country serving people with autism. This was because

this organization was the biggest and frrst established organization for

people with autism in the country. Its mission was to "help in establishing

policies and services that participate in the development of more services

for people with autism in Saudi Arabia''. One of the main aims stated was

to increase awareness about autism in the country. Providing quality

training for staffwho work with people with autism in Saudi Arabia was

highlighted. The website indicated that training courses were provided for

staffworking in that organization as well as staffworking in other
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organaations around the country. The site also had a specific area

encouraging donations to help support the organization. The main income,

or charity,was noted. The site also had links to books and articles and

educational websites about autism. Contact information via phone or fax

was given for anyone with questions.

o There were photos of academic activities in the organization, such

as teaching and children from the organization with staffin different

classrooms.

o Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Organzation: a ten-year-old charitable

organization that depended on donations as its basic financial resource.

This organization provided its services for children with mental and

physical disabilities from birth until the age of 12, and then from the age

of l3 and up to only females with disabilities. This organization was

located in Ahsal8 and its main mission was to "provide charitable services

for people with disabilities". The site praised charity as a means of

implementing Islamic tradition. It indicated the provisions of many

vocational and educational programs for people with disabilities and

discussed that the organization provided training for its staff The website

also mentioned the organization took as its main job to implement the

Ministers' Council policy that stated the right for people with disabilities

to employment in Saudi Arabia. This was achieved by acting as a mediator

between people with disabilities and the government and private sectors in

the country to arrange suitable employment. The site provided links to
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many charitable organaations in the country. Those with questions could

contaú.the organization through the posted e-mail address.

The photos on this site were of children and staffin activity rooms,

on trips and at community events held by the organization. Some of

the community events appeared to be staffgiving speeches in public

places.

Down Syndrome Charitable Association IDSCA]: a six-year-old non-

profit organization established in Riyadh. Its mission was clearly stated to

serve the needs of children with Down Syndrome and their families

regarding services available in Saudi Arable. It provided its services for

children from birth until the age of 12. The site explained the different

programs and services the organization provided, include early

intervention and educational programs. The site included an online library

with many published books and articles about different topics related to

disability. The website mentioned the sponsorship fund and charitable

work as two means in which people could donate to the organization. The

site also explained that the Royal family members participated in the

establishment of this organization. Contact information for those with

questions was provided by phone, fax, mailing address and e-mail address.

o The photos on this site were of children with Down Syndrome and

staffdoing activities in the different activity rooms in the

orgaruzation.

Care Center: a non-profit organization for children with mental disabilities

from birth until the age of 12. The site outlined how the organization
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provided rehabilitative and educational services for its children with

disabilities. The organization was located in the city of Dammam at the

eastern part of Saudi Arabia, and the site stated its main mission was to

"increase selÊdependency for children with disabilities". The site listed

many articles and books related to disability in Saudi Arabia as well as

any media coverage of many disability events in the country. The website

included archived information on disability events and dedicated a portion

of its site to the discussion of online donations.

o The only image on this site was of children playing in the backyard

of the organization.

Fatat-al-khaleej Female Charitab le Or ganization [FEC O] : a 2O-year-ol d

orgataation in the city of Khubar, located at the eastern part of Saudi

Arabia that provided services for all women with any disabilities. It

provided rehabilitative, educational and vocational training, and the

website listed rehabilitative, educational and vocational services for

women with disabilities and explained its main goal was to help women

integrate into society. The site mentioned its main financial resource -
needed for the continuity of the organization - was donations. The site

encouraged donations as a rewarded Islamic act. This organization was

part ofa larger organization that provided charitable services such as

vocational training for jobless people and homecare for orphans. Anyone

with questions could contact the organtzation by phone or fax number

provided on the site.
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o The photos on this site were of female children with disabilities at

many different social events. There were pictures of the children

with the Royal family. Arrwork done by the children was also

displayed on the site.

e Al-Jubail Organization for Down Syndrome [JODS]: a six-year-old non-

profrt organization that provided rehabilitative and educational services for

children with Down Syndrome. It served children from birth until the age

of A. This organization was located in the city of al-Jubail and the site

explained the importance of early intervention programs. A space was

dedicated to outline the importance of charity, as the organization was

non-profit. It showed how most of its income was built around donations.

The website also included the main community events and a conference

the organization participated in - mentioning that many businessmen and

members of the Royal family played a major role in the establishment of

the organization. There were links to other orgaruzations who worked with

Down Syndrome children. Phone and fax numbers were provided on the

site.

o There were photos of the Royal family and people f¡om the private

sector who contributed frnancially to the orgaruzation.

I identified five main themes in the website data. Each main theme had one or

rnore sub-themes which represented the different ideas and issues discussed in the eight

different websites. The main themes that were identiñed were charity, stafftraining, role

in society, Islamic beliefs and values, and the need for the services.
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Charity.

Charity was one of the main themes discussed across the websites reviewed in

this study. Donations, sponsorship fund and volunteer work were th¡ee recurrent ideas

mentioned in the websites.

Donntíons. Most organizations insisted on the importance of donations to their

establishments' continuity. These organizations accepted donations in the form of Zakah

or as a yearly or monthly fund donated to the organizations. FECO Q002) expressed,

"We receive yearly funds from different rich people in the country in our donations

account, and these funds helped us to expand and develop our facilities to serve the

community" (Missions and goals, paÍa. 5). Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Organization (2008)

also mentioned, "'We collect Zakah money and encourage donations because we need the

money to continue to provide our free services as we are a charitable orgaruzation" (Fund

and donations, para. 4). JODS (2002) mentioned the organization was established from a

fund donated to the organization by three major companies in the country

(Establishments and Goals, para. 2). Rispler-Chaim (2007) also has acknowledged the

importance of don¿tions for the development of disability services in Muslim societies.

Sponsorchíp andfand.Many organizations mentioned sponsorship fund as one

way of charity that could benefit people with disabilities who could not pay for the

services. DSCA (n.d.) noted, "donations could be in the form of sponsorship funds to

help families of children with disabilities who could not pay at all or who could pay only

a specific amount of the fees" (Donations and Funds, para4). FECO (2002) indicated,

"We have a 'disability friends' accÆunt'which accepts donations for sponsoring children

in the organization" (Accounts, para 3).

Volunteer work. Volunteer work was another form of charity recurrently
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mentioned in the websites. Many orgaruzations encouraged volunteer work and

considered it to be charitable donations for the organizations. DSCA (n d.) indicated,

"Volunteer work is avery respectful charitable act because the workers are donating their

times and efforts and they will be rewarded by Allah" (Charitable worh para. 3). Fafat-

al-Ahsa Charitable Organization (2008) also mentioned, "Our religion Islam has

encouraged the charitable and humanitarian works to achieve the principle of solidarity in

the Muslims' society, and volunteer work at the organrzation is one way of achieving that

principle" (Charitable work, para. 3).

Stafftraíning.

Stafftraining was another m¿in theme identified in the websites. Many

organizations argued they continuously provided training. for their staffmembers. JODS

(2002) indicated that one of its main goals and missions was to provide proper training

for its staff. SAS (2008) stated, "We pay attention to the training of our workers to best

serve the needs of the Autistic group" (Missions, para.2).

RoIe ìn socíety.

The role of disability organizations in society was another theme mentioned in the

websites of the disability organizations. Parents' education, co-operation between

agencies, advocates and awareness were all sub-themes under the role of disability

organizations in society. These sub-themes reflected the ideas presented in the websites

of the eight disability organizations about the role of these organization in society.

Pørents' edacøtíon- Most organizations mentioned parents' education as one of

their main missions and goals. The website for Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Organization
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(2008) states, "We train parents to help them understand their children's disabilities so

they can work with them to achieve their best" Mssions and Goals, para.4). JODS

(2002) also indicated one of their main missions was to provide training sessions for '

parents and family members of children with disabilities because "'We want them to

know that children with disabilities can contribute many things to their society"

(Missions, para. 3).

Co-operation between øgencies. Most websites mentioned its organizations'

efforts to co-operate with other disability organizations and government sectors in the

country. SAS, for example, was the biggest and first established organization for people

with autism in the country. Therefore one of its main goals was to "adapt services and

programs that contribute to the development of comprehensive services required by

autistic people and their families in coordination with governmental and charitable

rehabilitation services provided to this group within the kingdom" (Aims and Goals, para.

4). DSCA (n d ) indicated that one oftheir aims was to "co-ordinate between the efforts

of government agencies and charitable organizations to care for children with Down

Syndrome in the country" (Aims and Missions, para. 2). Turmusani (1999) also

acknowledged the importance of co-operation between disability organtzations and

argued that in order to make people with disabilities' rights a reality, "there is a strong

need for all relevant parties to co-operate and co-ordinate their efficrts" to "involve

society and raise awareness of disability and the laq and so forth" (p.12).

Advocacy. All the organtzations reviewed in this study considered themselves to

be advocates for people with disabilities. This was because these organizations were

advocates for the rights of people with disabilities to be included in society. Harakiyah

Disability Organization (2008) mentioned, "we advocate for the employment of people
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with disabilities and work with agencies to employ them" (Missions, para.2). JODS

(2002) indicated, "our main aim is to advocate for the inclusion of people with

disabilities in society and this could be achieved by developing our children's skills so

they canjoin the public schools like other children" (Missions and Goals, para.2).

Awareness. Awareness was another sub-theme mentioned in the websites. Most

organizations argued they work to increase society's awareness about people with

disabilities issues (See figure 1). Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Organtzation (2008) stated,

"We lecture at public places and participate in disability national events to increase

society's awareness about people with disabilities" (Missions, pwa.2). SAS (2008)

stated, "We work with the media to increase awareness about autism in society''

(Missions, para. l). Most websites mentioned their organuations had great connections

with the media. They insisted the media had helped them increase society's awareness

about people with disabilities and their needs. DSCA (n.d.) noted, "We lecture about

disability at social events trying to increase society's awareness about disability issues

and the media always captures that and presents it on T.V. and in newspapers" (Missions

and Goals, para. 2). SAHI (2008) mentioned that Channel One had started to transcribe

the daily news and most of its progr¿ùms using signal language so people with hearing

impairments could watch the news. SAHI (2008) indicated in their website that the use of

signal language on T.V. "will increase public's awareness about the presence of people

with hearing impairments in society and the importance of including them in the

media"(Missions and Aims, para. 3).

Islamic beliefs and values.

Islamic beliefs and values were another theme mentioned in the websites of the
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eight disability organizations reviewed. Reward from Allah and help from Allah were

two sub-themes which reflected the ideas presented in the websites.

Rewardfrom AIIøL Reward from Allah was a recurrent sub-theme discussed in

the websites. Most websites mentioned their belief that their work would be rewarded by

Allah had encouraged them in many ways. DSCA (n.d.) indicated, "our staffnever panic

even if they have to work for extra time because they know that their work will be

rewarded by Allah" (Stafl para.2). Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Organization (2008)

mentioned that one of the main aims behind their establishment was to be rewarded by

Allah for "serving the community" (Aims,Para.2).

Help -fr"m AIIah. Many organizations indicated in their websites they believed

Allah was helping them. DSCA (".d.) mentioned, "we have confidence in Allah that he

will help us to continue despite challenges" (Missions and Goals, para. 3). FECO (2002)

indicated the help they received from Allah had helped their organizationto develop and

grow. As they noted, "Through the past twenty years and with the help of Allah, we have

developed and expanded our services to meet the needs of people with disabilities in our

community" (History, para.l). Fatat-al-Ahsa Charitable Orgaruzation (2008) mentioned

"we started as a speech clinic and then with the help of Allah we have developed to a full

organization" @stablishment, para. 1 ).

Need of the services.

The need for the services of the disability organizations studied was another

recurrent theme in their websites. All the websites mentioned the need of the services that

their organizations provided as one reason behind their establishment. Different types of

services, events and activities were also displayed in various images on the sites. DSCA
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(n d ) indicated, "we were found on a need basis" (History, para.l). SAS (2008) also

noted, "our organization has been established to answer the needs of all the people with

autism in the kingdom" (Establishment, para.l). JODS (2002) was the first organization

to provide its services for people with Down Syndrome in al-Jubail. JODS (2002)

mentioned thatthe idea behind the establishment of the organization came from a mom

and dad of two Down Syndrome children. "Those parents pointed out the need of all

parents of children with Down Syndrome to the services our organization provides"

(History, para.l). The need for the services of disability organizations was raised in the

literature by Turumsani (1999) who discussed the shortage of disability organrzations in

the Middle East.

Summary

This chapter discussed the main issues and ideas that came out from interviews,

documents and websites. The data was categonzed into different themes and sub-themes

as shown in Table L
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Chapter Five: Discussion/Analysis

This study explored the development of disability organaations in Saudi Arabia

through the social model of disability and the Islamic perspective. As a Saudi Arabian

and practicing Muslin¡ I understood that my "daily activities are colored with Islamic

values, so learning, making meaning and interpreting new situations are all done in an

Islamic frame of reference" (N-Zeer4 2001, p. 46).It was important to make this

distinction, because although the research needed to adhere to the research tenants of

reliability and validity, it would be within the framework of subjective qualitative

inquiry. The social model of disability focused on the inclusion of people with

disabilities, and the social, religious and cultural barriers that exist for people with

disabilities. These barriers reduce the opportunities for education, work, and even

friendships for some groups of people and increase those same things for other groups.

People living with disabilities experience problems associated with particular physical

realities because of social, religious and cultural barriers. People living without

disabilities do not experience the same problems of exclusion. Although the two

perspectives are not necessarily dependent upon or synonymous with each other, the

Islamic perspective of charity and the social model of disability were found to support

each other.

This research was meant to answer three main research questions. Data was collected

from three different sources, and then analyzed and coded into main themes and sub-

themes to provide answers to the main research questions. This chapter also discusses

data that lay outside the main themes and sub-themes and links between the findings of

this research and the existing literature about disability organizations in Saudi Arabia.
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What are the key issues that contributed to the development of dis ability organizations in

Saudi Arabia?

According to the data findings of this research, five different key issues

contributed to the development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. These issues

were charity, stafi Islamic beliefs and values, role in society and the need of the services

provided by the orgamzations. These five themes did not reinforce a medicalized

discourse, nor separation or exclusion from society, but supported inclusion in schools,

the workplace, social settings and the family, and moved away from speaking about

particular physical limitations.

1) Certainly 'charity' as a theme, not only from the dat4 but from the study of the

history of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia and before it became a kingdom was

one of the key issues that contributed to the establishment and continuity of disability

organizations. Charity was also integralto the future planning of those organizations. All

the Head Managers interviewed in this researctq the documents that were collected and

the websites that were studied insisted on the importance of charity, which was broken

down into donations, sponsorship and waqq to the development of their organizations

Donations did help cover frnancial dehcits when they happened and helped in the

establishment of some of the organizations by donating the buildings, furniture or

providing financial support to the organizations. Sponsorship helped the organizations

continue to provide their services for people with disabilities who could not affcrd to pay

for it, although the organizations did not refuse people with disabilities because of their

inability to pay for services. The importance of waqf to the development of disability

organizations was critically important as they could feel financially secure by having
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continuous income provided for the organizations. Waqf did help the organizations which

benefitted from it in building their future plans as they had constant financial income.

'Waqf 
was discussed by HMs and also pointed out in both brochures and on websites.

2) Staffwho worked in the disability organizations was another key issue that

contributed to the development of these organtzations. According to the data, having

well-trained and honest staffdid help tremendously in the development, continuity and

future of the disability organizations. This was because well-trained staffhelped the

organizations in achieving their goals and missions. According to the dat4 all the

disability orgarnzations in this study provided and encouraged constant training for their

staffto help them in achieving their goals. Educated and trained staü in fact, was so

important that HMs discussed how Saudi Arabian culture did not accept women to travel

to another city or area to work, and so educated and trained female staff members had to

either come from outside the country or from the city to be retrained by the organizations.

A great deal of effort and money was put into the training and retention of good staff

members.

3) Reward from Allatq help of AllalU and Islam as a standard for life were

identified as Islamic beliefs and values that contributed to the development of disability

organnations. Most participants in this study believed that when working in disability

organizaÍ.ions, they "work for Allah" and therefore would be rewarded by him. According

to those participants, their belief that their work would be rewarded by Allah encouraged

them to love their work and work harder, which helped in the development of their

organizations. Most orgaruzations mentioned in their brochures and on their websites that

their belief that their work would be rewarded by Allah encouraged their staffto work

harder and therefore contributed to the development of their organizations.
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HMs and all the documents and websites insisted on the importance of Allah's

help in the development of their organizations. This was because they believed that only

with the help of Allah could they achieve their goals and missións. They also believed

that Allah's help had helped them to continue existing and serving people with

disabilities in the community.

All the participants, the documents produced by their organizations and the

websites of other organnations discussed that one of the important things that helped

their organizations continue to develop was their Islamic beliefs that provided a set of

values and standards which the organnations used to guide all their decisions,

Organizations also had to operate within the confines of the Saudi government which is

intimately linked to Islam and uses it in policy.

4) The need of the services provided by disability organizations was another key

theme found in this study that contributed to the development of disability organizations.

Atl the orgarnzations insisted that one of the most import¿nt reasons behind their

existence was the need in the community for the services they provided. They mentioned

they continued to exist and develop their services because they served the needs ofthe

disabled community in Saudi Arabia. All HMs acknowledged that without the need, they

would not have to exist. They also felt there was a need for their own specific type of

organization which targeted or focused on specific age groups, gender or particular type

of disability. The development of these organizations grew out of the HMs' personal

experiences or what they felt to be a calling.

5) The need of the services also linked to the role in society that the organizations

played. The HMs, documents and websites all pointed to the importance these

organizations had in bringing educations, alryareness and advocacy to the broader
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community. Without the organizations, these roles could not be filled and people with

disabilities would have no voice. They would continue to be hidden and excluded from

society, unable to attend school or access the job market. They would be less apt to be

independent and contributing members of society. Their families would continue to hide

them away at home and the severely disabled would be put into institutions and forgotten

(See figure 1)

In what ways has Islam influenced the development of disability organizations in Saudi

Arabia?

The second main question in this research looked at the ways in which Islam

influenced the development of disability organtzations in Saudi Arabia. The Islamic

model of charity and how it was conceived and practiced in Saudi Arabia has been

important to the development and growth of these organizations - particularly since the

early 1970s. Zakah, the third pillar of Islam, was discussed as one form of charity

required in Islam. Zakahis required by Allatr, as stated in many of the Qur'anic verses

and mentioned by the Prophet in the Hadith. Influenced by and following Islam, the

Saudi government also recommended Zakahbe given to disability organizations. Zakah

was highlighted by HMs, documents and websites as affecting the development of the

disability organtzations. All organizations mentioned they accepted Zakah and used it to

sponsor people who could not afford the services so they could continue to serve the

disabled community. The organizations also mentioned acceptingZakahand putting it

into the organizations' accounts so it could be used to develop more services for people

with disabilities.

From the significa¡ce of Zakah came the importance of charity in the Muslim
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world' The main difference between zakah and charityis that Zakahis required by A-llah
to be paid and those who refuse to pay it will be punished by him charity is optional but
encouraged in Islam as mentioned in the Qur'an and the Hadith. This was mentioned by
all HMs' in the brochures and on the websites. charit¡ in all its forms - including
donations, sponsorship and waqf - contributed to the development of disability
otganizations in saudi Arabia' Islamic beliefs and values, including reward from Allah,
help from Allah and standards for life, contributed to the development of disability
organizations' Zakah, charity, and Islamic beliefs and varues were some ways in which
Islam has influenced the development ofthe disability orgarnzations that r studied in
Saudi Arabia.

The key issues that contributed to the development of dis abrlityorganizations in
saudi Arabia have been shown to be intimately linked to Islam. The HMs insisted on the
connection of Islam to their work and the organizations, missions. Brochures from their
organizations backed up and were consistent with that dat4and websites from eight other
organizations supplied this similar and consistent data through text, images and in some
cases links to other sites' The disability organizations, whether government-run or
private' all worked and developed within the fr¿mework of rslam - as a religious and

cultural belief and practice' The practice oflslam was prevarent and affected government

legislations and this recognition played heavily into the development of disability
organizations in that country. This is because the saudi government disability
recommendations of the council ofMinisters acted as a 'disability code, that governed

all the aspects of disability otganzations in the country. The government disability
recornmendations do not and cannot have anything that goes outside the realm of Islam.
HMs revealed that when teaching materials were brought in from outside of saudi
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A¡abia, they were adaptedto reflect Islamic values and Saudi Arabian policies. This

would indicate that Saudi disability organizations operate within an Islamic constructed

worldview. There is no opportunity for a disability organization to operate in any other

way.

How do Head Managers from disability organizations view the development of disability

organizations and the role these organizations play for people with disabilities in Saudi

Arabia?

The third question in this research explores how HMs view the development of

disability orgamzation and the role that these organtzations play for people with

disabilities in society.

Head Managers viewed the development of their organizations as a result of

charity, staff Islamic beliefs and values, role in society and the need of the services. AII

the HMs strongly felt that their work in disability organizations was charitable work.

They agreed their feelings that their work was charitable and would be rewarded by Allah

encouraged them to continue to work harder despite the challenges, and therefore helped

in the development of their organizations.

All the HMs agreed that having honest, giving and staffwho loved their work

contributed a great deal to the development of their organizations. This was because,

according to interview data, staffwho had passion and loved for what they were doing

were able to give more and work harder. As a result, those staffmembers would help the

organizations achieve their goals and continue serving people with disabilities. HMs

argued that the most important character traits in their staffwere love of the work

combined with honesty and love of the people they were working with.

According to the HMs, fear of Allah also helped in the development of their
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organizations' All the participants mentioned they had the feeling that Allah was

watching them and therefore they could never do anything that would displease Allah.

Fear of AJlah prevented the staffand HMs from any negligence in their work.

The second part of this third main research question asked how HMs viewed the

role of disability organizationsfor people with disabilities. According to interview

findings, disability otganizations had three major roles for people with disabilities. These

roles were increasing awareness, inclusion of people with disabilities, and advocates for
the rights of people with disabilities. This supports the social model of disability to

remove the barriers in the community that restrict the inclusion and movement for people

with disabilities, giving unfair opportunity for rife-chances.

According to many Hhds, lecturing at universities and public places about

disability and people with disabilities' rþhts was one way of increasing the public,s

awareness about disability and the restrictions placed on them. HMs also felt it was

critically important to increase parents' awareness about their children,s abilities, rather

than disabilities' According to many participants, this could be achieved by letting the

parents know their children with disabilities also have abilities and they can achieve

many things like others their age. Many HMs were excited to talk about their counseling

sessions for parents of children with disabilities.

All participants in this research argued that their organizations were advocates for

the inclusion of people with disabilities in Saudi society in different ways. Seven HMs

talked about how their organizations helped many children with disabilities to be

included in the public school system. AIso, seven argued they were against putting people

with disabilities in institutional settings where they would be left and separated away

from family and community. Lastly, most HMs mentioned their organizations got people
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with disabilities involved in one \¡/ay or another with decisions concerning them.

Although they did not directly write policy, their thoughts and ideas were considered

when the organizations pondered what they should or should not change.

Ail HMs agreed their organizations stood as advocates for the rights of people

with disabilities in Saudi society. Many, for example, indicated they were advocating for

the employment of people with disabilities and emphasized the importance of a barrier-

free environment for people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia. This was because,

according to those participants, removing environmental barriers would help in the

inclusion of people with disabilities in society. They all strongly agreed it was not the

person who had the disability, but society restricted the movements and inclusion of some

groups of people and therefore put a disability on them. This was consistent with the

social model of disability that recommends and supports the removal of barriers that keep

people with disabilities from full inclusion into society (Shakespeare & Watsor¡ z00Z).

Both al-Maghlooth (2000) and al-Turaki (1996) studied disability organizations in

Saudi A¡abia and focused on the kind of services these organtzations provided for people

with disabilities. This research contributed to those studies as it explained how the

organizations that delivered those services were developed, are maintained and how they

hope to move into the future.

Gain and Abdulwahab (1998) pointed out that most research about disability in

Saudi Arabia has been framed within the health and medical discourse of disability and

more research was needed to examine the other issues that people with disabilities face in

their lives. One of the main questions in this study was to explain the role that disability

organizations play for people with disabilities, and thus it did not study the physical or

medical aspect of disability. Instead, it studied the key issues affecting the development
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of disability otganizations and the role these organi zations playedfor people with

disabilities in Saudi Arabia.

There were additional themes and ideas raised in the data. Internet websites were

the only source of data in this research that discussed the importance of media and its role

to disability otganizations. There was no mention ofthe media or its role to disability

organizations in the interviews or the documents. This might be because I had not asked

the HMs about media or its possible role to their organizations. Another interesting thing

to point out was that most ofthe organizations were for children with disabilities. This

was not due to my choice of the organizations but because most ofthe disability

organizations in Saudi Arabia were meant for children with disabilities. Most Head

Managers reported the lack of enough services and, organnations for adults with

disabilities in Saudi Arabia.

The Islamic perspective of charity is linked to the development of disability

otganizations. Ofthe five pillars of Islam - shahadah, salah, Zakah, sawm and hajj - only

Zakah was discussed by HMs or outlined in the brochures and websites. Ayub (19g6)

pointed out that, for Muslims, Islam maintains all aspects of life and directs them in all

decision-making. Although the religious tenants of Islam dictate the connection of Islam

to disability organizations, the data findings pointed to mostly the import ance of Zakah -
perhaps through the belief of shahadah.

The development of disability orgarttzations has grown because of the influence

of Islam, and government recommendations and legislation. The financial needs of the

organizations could be taken care ofthrough donations and charity, but the acceptance

and social inclusion of people with disabilities appeared to be not as easily obtained.

Organizations worked hard towards inclusion through education and worþlace
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programs, pictures and images on brochures and websites, and putting people with

disabilities into the social arena. The Council of Ministers recommended inclusion in the

worþlace and schools, and through the construction of new buildings. HMs recognized

there was a great deal of education that needed to take place for policymakers and the

public atlarge, to shift from a medical understanding of disability to a social

understanding of disability.

Gain and Abdulwahab (1998) discussed this focus of disability research on

medicalizing disability -that people with disabilities needed to be fixed or cured. HMs

recognned it was society that created the disability, but they still stated that family

members needed to be educated about their children's abilities, recognizing that

'disability' is still understood at the most intimate level as a physical limitation - not a

social or environmental one. Even in their own organizations, some were not

accommodating to people with disabilities. Kashrami (2003) studied the inclusion of

children with special needs in public schools, and although the HMs discussed the

importance of this inclusion - consistent with the findings of Kash¡ami - there appeared to

be a lack of qualified special educators in most schools.
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Figure I Findings and conceptual framework
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Chapter Six: Conclusions

This final chapter of my thesis will give a brief summary of this study. Then I will

discuss the contributions of this study with some suggestions for future research. The

main purpose of this study was to explore the development of disability organizations in

Saudi Arabia. The context for the study was introduced to the reader and provided a brief

discussion about the country of Saudi Arabia and its connection to Islam. It also

presented the historical background to the development of charitable institutions in Saudi

A¡abia which was the f¡amework for developing disability services in the last three

decades. A gap was identified in the Western and the Saudi literature with regard to a

discussion of disability approaches and organtzations in the Arab and Muslim world and

helped frame the questions within the frameworks of 'the charity model of Islam' and

'the social model of disability'. Also, the two models, the charity model in Islam and the

social model of disability, which helped shape the conceptual framework of this thesis

were also presented. An explanation of the qualitative methodolory used in this study

was presented. Interviews, documents and websites provided three very different types of

data for an inductive analysis which led to specific patterns and themes that fit into the

Islamic perspective of charity and the social moder of disability.

The findings of this study were presented in chapter four and found that:

1) The development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia has been heavily

influenced by charity, stafl Islamic beliefs and values, their role in society

and their need for a place.

2) The development of disability organizations in Saudi Arabia has been

influenced and affectedby Zakah, one of the five pillars of Islam and the
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Islamic perspective on charity - whether through the giving of money,

buildings, resources or time. The organizations' beginnings, growth,

maintenance and plans for the future have depended on the Islamic model of

charity supported by the Qur'an and Hadith and the Saudi Council of

Ministers' recommendations. Education, religion and state are all intimately

'connected to Islam, and for a disability organization to operate outside of

Islam using another religious model would not be supported, and would be

illegal if the religion was practiced.

3) HMs recognized that charity, stafl Islamic beliefs and values, role in society

and the need for a place were important to the growth of their organizations,

but were most passionate about their own work. Several cried and became

extremely emotional telling stories about 'their' children or people they

worked with. Some became emotional talking about the families and parents.

They were emotional about their own understanding of how they were

working for Allah and would be rewarded by him. They understood this work

to be not only voluntary $ charitable, but of a higher calling. The love of this

type of work and love of the people was critical to the development of their

organízations, as they felt that staffmust also feel this connection to the

people and have a love of their work.

Both the Islamic perspective of charity and the social model of disability were

evident throughout the research, but not in isolation from other models. "Disability",

although not characterized by individual physical differences, was still referenced as a

problem that needed to be addressed by their organizations. HMs recognized that the

reason people with disabilities had unequal opportunity was because of environmental
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and social barriers, and although these barriers were addressed through education and

actions towards inclusion, they understood that society's understanding was within a

medicalized discourse. r think thatthemedia in saudi A¡abiashould focus more on

increasing society's awareness about the different abilities and capabilities of people with
disabilities instead of their physical limitations.

The social model of disability was visible throughout the research in discussions

with the HMs and in the images and text of the brochures and websites. This was because

one of the main premises of the social model advocates for the inclusion of people with
disabilities in society by removing environmental factors. According to the findings of
this study' disability organizations were advocating for a barrier-free environment for all
people including people with disabilities. r think that there should be more cooperation

between the different private and government sectors in the country to work on removing
environmental barriers and therefore promote a more inclusive society.

chapter five discussed the answers to the three main research questions. It then

linked this study with the existing literature about disability organizations in saudi

Atabia' Finally, it pointed out some of the ideas and issues mentioned in the data which I
thought were interesting to discuss because it said some important things about disability
organizations in Saudi A¡abia (See figure l).

Contributions

This research made a number of contributions to the area of disability studies. As
this topic of exploring the development of disabilit y organizations in saudi Arabia

through an Islamic perspective of charity and the social model of disability has not been

studied before, the findings of this study will add to the North American and Saudi
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literature that explores disability organizations in Saudi Arabia, an Islamic state. It is

necessary to have more than one worldview of disability issues to help contribute to a

more complete picture of what is happening in other parts of the world. Viewing

disability in an Islamic country is also important because most research in this area has

been done from a western perspective. other voices need to be heard.

Another significant aspect of this study was that it approached disability from a

non-medical perspective, which is not common to disability research in Saudi Arabia. I
am a Saudi Arabian Muslim, studying in Canada, sponsored by the Saudi government.

After getting the approval and copyright for this research I \¡/ill return to Saudi Arabia

where my research will be translated into A¡abic and then published. Therefore this

research will open the door for future disability research in Saudi Arabiawhich looks at

other components of people with disabilities' lives instead ofjust focusing on the body.

The need of the services was one of the key issues identified in the datato

contribute to the development of disabllity orgarnzations. Therefore this research may

assist policymakers to consider providing more services and establishing more

organizations to meet the needs of people with disabilities. Policymakers must begin to

address 'disability' through the lens of social barriers, not physical limitations. I suggest

that disability organizations, as advocates for the rights of people with disabilities, should

communicate the various needs of people with disabilities to the government and policy

makers and could lead in making connections between policy-makers and people living

with disabilities so that policies are built from the bottom- up.

Recommendations for Future Research

This study has some suggestions for future research. It was found in the data there
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were five key issues contributingto the development of disability organizations in Saudi

Arabia. These issues were charity, staff, Islamic beliefs and values, role is society and the

need of the services. However, more research is needed to study each key issue in detail

and discern the impact on the development of disability organizations in Saudi Atabia.

This research took part in two main cities in Saudi A¡abia. I recommend that more

research needs to explore the disability organizations, parents of children with

disabilities, different issues, limited resources and so on in rural areas. Each of the above

five key issues also needs to be researched in rural areas as do the political policies,

religious beliefs and cultural practices for people in these areas.

Internet websites were the only source of data in this research that discussed the

importance of media and its role to the disability organrzations. Media can be critically

. important in framing a topic or issue, the understanding of society and its response. I

think that how media frames the development of disability orgarrizations and the relation

to Islam needs more attention.

Although the cultural restrictions to women that were addressed by HMs looking

for staffwere not focused on in this studg it is important this be addressed in future

research. I recommend this gender-related aspect of culture should be explored, and

whether it can affect the success of disability organizations and therefore the inclusion of

people with disabilities or further contribute to their limitations and exclusion.
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Endnotes

t The transliteration of Arabic names in this thesis follows the International

Journal of Middle East Studies' guide of transliterating non-English names. This guide is

avai I abl e onlin e at : http : I I assets. cambridge. orgÆt {ES/NíE S ifc. pdf

' Allah is the Arabic name for God in Islam. It is the identical term used bv

Christian Arabs to refer to God.

3 "sunnah literally means a way, practice, rule of life; and refers to the exemplary

conduct or the model of behavior of the Prophet in what he said, did or approved" (Dio,

1984, p.7).

o I¡mø ' furistic consensus) refers to "the agreement of the jurists of a given era on

a legal ruling" (Al-Qaseer, 2006, p. I 5).

t 8¡y^ furistic analogy) means "taking an injunction that applies in one specific

situation or case and applying it in another because they share a characteristics that is the

effective cause of the injunction being applied in the first case or situation" (Al-Qaseer,

2006, p. 15). The rules of the Qur'an and/or the Sunnah may be extended to a new

problem provided that the precedent and the new problem share the same operative or

effective cause.

6 A form of charitabte giving in Islam.

t The Encyclopedia of Islam spells the word wqf with the letter "K" as wakf

However, I am using the spelling with the letter "Q" as this research follows the

transliteration system of the International Journal of Middle East Studies.
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t "Slave dynasty of Egypt that was formed by white slaves in their capitalcity of

Catro" (Yakon, 1966, p. 44).

e Many Muslim people inBgypthad endowed their properties and lands as

charitable waqfs for the benefit of the holy cities. However, all waqfs revenue, whether it

came from waqfs allocated by people or rulers, were governed and distributed by the

state.

to Ka'ba is deflrned as "Cube shaped shrine located in the centre of the Grand

Mosque in Mecca, the focal point for daily prayer and the pilgrimage" (Esposito ,2005, p.

274).

tl -," 'l'he western area of what is currently Saudi Arabia used to be called ,,:g1ijaz,,.

Hijaz included cities.such as Makkah, Madinah, Jeddah and yunbu (Shaban, Igg4).

t'The Arabic plural word ofwaqf

t3 One prominent example of the Ministry's efforts to take care of the holy

mosques was in 1968 when it ordered the expansion of the main entrances to the holy

mosque in Maddinah to accommodate the increased number of pilgrims every year

(Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Da'wah and Guidance, n.d.).

to O*fam is "a confederation of 13 organizations working with over 3,000

partners in more than 100 countries to find solutions to poverry and injustices towards

oppressed groups in society" (Oxfam International, n.d.).

It All translation of the Qur'anic verses is taken from Ati (19g5). The number

between parentheses indicates the location of the verse in the eur'an. The first number is

the chapter, and the second number refers to the number of the verse within the chapter.

tu This Hadith u/as n¿urated by Muslim. Al-Nawwawi was the compiler of this
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Hadith.

tt Allah is the Arabic name for God in Islam. It is the identical term used by

Christian Arabs to referlo God.

18 A city in the northeast side of Saudi Arabia.
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A.ppendix A.

RecruitntenÍ Lefier

R.esearch Title: An Exploration of the Development of Disability Organizations in Saudi

Arabia

Researcher: Alyaa Hemdi

School: University of Manitoba

April 15t11 2008

Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is Alyaa Hemdi. f am a Master's student in the Interdisciplinary

Master's Program in Disability Studies at the University of Manitoba. The University of

Manitoba is a Canadian university located in the city of Winnipeg. A Master's thesis is a

requirement for my Master's degree. I am writing to tell you about my research topic.

The topic of my thesis is "An Exploration of the Development of Disability

Organizations in Saudi A¡abia," My study has been approved by the University of

Manitoba's Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board, and this lefter has been sent to you on

my behalf from (name of individual who refers to that key informant) of

(name of organization).

The main purpose of my study is to explore how disability organizations

developed in Saudi Arabia, and what led to that development. My study involves

interviewing Head Managers in disability orgaruzations and asking questions about the

development of their orgaruzation, its basic philosophies and the services that they

provide for people with disabilities. What I will learn from the interview will be
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presented in the form of a Master's thesis.

I am contacting eight HeadManagers from different disability organizations in

Saudi Arabia for my thesis interviews. The interview will be arranged at atimethat is

convenient for you. The interview will take place in the orgarnzation where you work (if

this does not cause you discomfort). The interview will take from 45 minutes to an hour. I

will ask you to read and sign a consent form and you will have acopy of this form to

keep with you. The consent form will be written in English and an Arabic translation will

be provided; both need to be signed by you.

The interview will be audio-recorded and then transcribed. If you do not feel

comfortable with recording, you can let me know when signing the consent form before

the interview, so I will take extensive note of your answers instead of recording them.

You also have to know that you have the full freedom not to answer any of the interview

questions. Should you wish to withdraw from the study, you can do so at any time

without any penalty or prejudice. The information that you provide during the interview

will be kept confrdential and nobody except me, my advisor Dr. Hansen and Dr. Badawi

will have access to the data of the interview. Your name and identification information

will be removed from the transcripts before the final report and only a reference name

will be given to you to refer to your answers. Your reference name carries the number of

the order of your interview. For example, I will use the reference name ("interview 1',) to

refer to the first Head Manager who I interview.

Once the study is complete and the final report is ready I can provide you with a

copy of it if you would like I am expecting the final report to be ready in February 2008.

If you are interested in participating in this study or if you require more
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information, you can contact me at my e-mail address: ajh_l0000@yahoo.com. (Please

see the attached response sheet and feel free to complete it and return it to me as an

attachment when replying to this e-mail.)

If you are interested in participating in this study, please let me know by April

20th. I would like to thank you for your time and cooperation. I am looking forward to

hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Alyaa Hemdi

M.A. student at the University ofManitoba

*Please see the next page for the attached response form
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Response Sheet

My name is _-- of _(name of organization) and I am interested in

taking paft in your study about the "Exploration of the Development of Disability

Organizations in Saudi Arabia."

! I would like to be contacted by telephone

Phone no. (work) (cell)

The best time I would like to be reached ar is between - _(time) on (day)

f,I would like to be contacted by e-mail

My e-mail address :
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Appendix B

Head Managers' htterview euestions

Below are the main questions that I am going to ask the Head Managers about duringthe interview. I ma¡ ask additional queJions-that will assist me in g;h;rilg ,no."information related to the main quesìions or to ctarify rny ,na"rstanding of any of the
answers.

1' Tell me about yourself (i.e. education,.degrees, years of experience, previous workpositions), and how you started worHngin írir o.i*irution

2' Tell me a little bit about the history of this orgamzation (i.e. the year of opening, basicphilosophy), and about the aims of this organiza:tions.

3' what kind of services does your organization provide for people with disabilities (i.e.
educational, physical, medical, vocadõnal, da¡ime 

"ui", 
,.nàor-ril." progrã., un¿evening care)?

4. Who are the people working in your orgaruzation?

5. what is the key role of your organization in Saudi society?

Í ytt" age group of people with disabilities does your organization provide services
for?
Prompt: On what basis do you decide who is eligible for entering the organization andwho is not?

7'Could you identi$z the factors that have led to the development and g¡owth of your
organization?

8' \4/hat is the importance of your orgaruzation to people with disabilities in the
community?

9' How do you think does our religion Islam has influenced your organization?(its
philosophy, development)

10. What is the role of donations to your organization?

11.' Where does your organization get its funding from? (i.e. government, charity , Zakah,private sectors)
Prompt: what is your 

¡earJy budget? How much does your organization spend every
year? Does your organization have extra money in its budget? If yes, whai does the
organization spend the money on?
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12. What are the future plans of your organization (i.e. new services, employee choice,
building, facilities, research)?
Prompt: on what does your organaation base its future development plans?

13. Isthere anything else that you would like to add, change, or clarify before ending the
interview? Is there anything related to the development of-t¡e organiiation that you ieel
might be important to discuss and I did not ask yôu about?
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Supplem enlary Inlentiew Que stiort s

1. What would you like to say about yourself? (i.e. educatioq degrees, years of

experience, previous work positions)'

Z. How did yo,]1. orgunization come to ãxistence? (i.e. the year of opening, basic

philosophy), andãbout the aims of this organizations'

3. What is the contribution of your organtzalton to people with disabilities? (i'e'

educationa¡lt fri"ut, medióal, vocãtional, daytime óare, school-like progranr, and

evening care).
Who dó get employed in your organization?

f*piair, íh" duty tfrat youí organlzation serves in Saudi society as a disability

organrzation?
Wñat is the basis for deciding who benefits from your organzation and is there

any specifi" ug. grorp tftut tñ. organization ptorride. services for?(what age group)

Wí,u-fut. the Ëey-thinls that can identifu us th" turning points in the development

of your organization?
H"'; t";" rganizationcould serves people with disabilities in the community?

ffo* áppur"ñt i. ttt" i"achings of Islam in your otganization?(in the organization

philosophy, aims)
ð""fà V"í ialk uúo.rt how significance is charitable acts to your organaation?

What is or are the main finañcial resources for your organization? how do you

spend the moneY?

12. Iiow would yoírr" your organaationin the future?(do you have plans for new

services, facilities, funding).
13. Is there anything élse thatlou would like to add, change, or clarify before ending

the interview? Ii there *yitting related to the development of the organization

that you feel might be important to discuss and I did not ask you about?

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
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Appendix C: Informed Consent Form

LI¡çi\/F;Iisi'ry
ar: A4ÅNrroB,\

Informed Consent

Research Project Title: An Exploration of the Development of Disability Organizations in

Saudi Arabia

Researcher: Alyaa Hemdi

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. Iishould give you the
basic idea of what the research is about and what your participation"wif involve. If
you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not
included here, you should feel free to ask Please take the time to read this carefully
and to understand any accompanying information.

What is the purpose of this study?
The main purpose ofthis study is to explore the development of disability organizations
in Saudi A¡abia and what conditions oifactors have led to that development.ïnother
purpose of this study is to look at how Islam has influenced the development of disability
organizations in Saudi Arabia.

Who is conducting the study?
This study will be conducted by Alyaa Hemdi who is a Master's student in the
interdisciplinary master's program in disability studies at the University of Manitoba. The
University of Manitoba is a Canadian university located in the city of Winnipeg. This
research project is going to be presented in a master's thesis form as a fulfrllmànt of the
requirement of the Master's of Arts at the university of Manitoba.

Iilho will be involved in this study?

FietT Head Managers from eight different disability organizations are going to be
involved in this study.
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ff I give my consent to participate in this research, what I would be asked to do?
If you agree to participate in this sfudy then the reseacher will conduct an interview with
you which last from 45 minutes to an hour. The researcher will send you a copy of the
interview transcript by e mail so you can verify that the information is correct andlor
request deletion of any part of the interview that they think might lead to the discovery of
their identity. You may do this by e-mailing your written comments to me or by talking
with me by phone. (My contact information is provided at the end of this fo.¡n)

What are you going to look for in your interview questions?

If V9u fgree to participate in the study, the researcherwill ask you questions about the
basic philosophies that your organuation is built around, its hiitory, stages of
development and services thatit provides for people with disabilities. If you
misunderstand a question or you feel that you would like more clarificatíon, feel free to
ask during the interview.

Where and when will the interview take place?
The interview is going to take place in youi office at the disability organization where
you work. The time of the interview will depend on what time is convenient for you. We
will work together to arrange a time that will not intemrpt any of your work or any of my
other interviews.

How wiII the information I provide be used in this study?
The information will help the researcher to identify the difierent factors and conditions
that have led to the development of your organization. It will help build knowledge about
disability organizations in Saudi Arabia. A report on the findings of my study will be
written at the end ofthis project. The report will be in the form of a master's thesis. The
final report will be completed by February 2008. If you would like a copy of the full
report and/or the executive summary, you can obtain one by emailing the researcher at
umhemdi@cc.umanitoba.ca. The researcher expects the findings of this study to increase
awareness in Saudi society and Saudi government about disability organizatlons in Saudi
Arabia.

What are the risks of participating in this study?
The researcher does not anticipate that your participation in this research will cause you
any harm or put you at any potential risk. This study is not aimed at eliciting of
information that is deemed sensitive, emotional or personal.

Can l_stop participating in this study at any time during the study?
Yes. If you consent to participate in this study and then latèr you decide to stop
participating, you can simply let the researcher know that you want to withdraw from
participating completely, or you may refuse to answer a particular question. There will be
no penalty or prejudice associated with your withdrawal from the study.

What are the benefits of participating in this study?
Your participation in this study will help build the knowledge base about disability
organizations and their development in Saudi Arabia. The ñndings of this sfudy might
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lead to policy changes for people with disabilities in Saudi Arabia. This is because this

study *ìtt highlighisome ôf ttte issues that people with disabilities at these organizations

are iacing, üÉe tñe availability of services and the sufüciency of these services in meeting

their needs.

What steps will be taken to keep the information and my identity confìdential in this

study?
The iesearcher will take notes and use atape recorder during the interview- A-fter the

interview, the researcher will transcribe thã recorded interview. Your name will not be

included in the notes or the interview transcripts. Your name also will not be included in

any reports or presentations about the study. Any unique characteristic that might lead

ro*"onr to idéntify you will be removed from the transcripts. The researcher, the

researcher's advisoi br.Hansen and Dr.Badawi are the only people who will have access

to the gathered data. Quotes from the interview will be used in the final repo{. When

quoteJare presented, participants will be tabeled by numbers (for example, *Head

Vtunug"r rro. l"¡. Anyinformation in the quotes that cogld reveal your identity will be

r-.rnoi"d. It should bó noted that information obtained from the interview might be used

for publication purposes. If you do not feel comfortable with having the interview

recórded, please do not hesiiate to let the researcher know and extensive notes will be

taken insiËad of tape recording. Audiotapes and notes will be kept at the researcher' place

of residence in a lócked drawá and destroyed after the final report has been completed

on-or-before 30 August 2009.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction

the infoimation regarding participation in the research project and agreeto
participate as a sutject Io tto way does this waive your legal right¡ nor-release the

."r"""óh".r, ,ponrd"s, or involved institutions from their legal and profes-sional

responsibitities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any {-., and/or refrain
from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence'
your continueã participation should be as informed as your initial consent' so you

should feel free tb ask fôr ctarification or new information throughout your
participation.

If you have anv ouestionS or c,onçÆrnS ahort+ fha ctrrrly you Can cgntact /Jyaa Hemdi

You can also contact the

researcher's advisor, Dr. Hansen, at her otlice number.
" 

I _ __

The Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the University of Manitoba is connected to

the Governmentbf Canada's research ethics polices via the TriCouncil policies. For more

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the

University of Manitob". if yo,t havó any concerns or complaints about this project

information on this you can visit:



you may contact âny of the above-nâmed persons or the Human Ethics secretariatat204-474-7122, .."--'i::::" 
::: .

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records 
"rf :."r:1"""::Ttt

I have also obtained approval f¡om the vice-dean ofgraduate studies and scientifîcresearch at umm-Alqura university to conduct -y ñ-t;r"i;is under their observation.However, please note that nob.ody áxcept me the_principal researcher, my advisor Dr.Hansen and my Dr. Badawi will iave uä."., to däta coilected from the interviews.
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r give my permission for an audio-tape recorder to be used during the interview.Yes _ No _.

about and my signature bel,ow ----=- (print name) understand what the study is
indicates that I consent to participate in this stud'y.

Participant's Signatur e, Date

Researcher's Signature, Date
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Appendix D

Arabic Translations of Appendices { B and C
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d .rr.l ,rú^r-lr o¡=-* i åJLt , çr¡r dr-+ é+ ,rrr. b;i:,*t"fåîrîr#.#-, t-,"
+_ dr-=,l. ú,iJ ryl +- d f_r r,sr- u í.-b ,r' q$s dç # åltÈyt c.,L-t_.¡.r )¡,,:J- eE:
Cþ",, *+ tsÀ*ft+y,-tt¡.ll llÀ r.$I ¿-Jlr.ji.*UrãJ1-_¡ 3o ¿-¡^ d,.+ 

ÊJrÃ: J:ú,,+LJI4+_,rr¿U'.'! .-¡l ,:.li^ll uil+-lliElJ $J .', Ay.,,ff +*r¡' aOt-ii 46f.,ÈyL i¡:-lt crt^b^ll ,,,¡b drt isj*t ,, ,o,
rejJt dF fll+ élt all-J dil-Jl É ¡ t¡¡ ;¡Jt-,J '5s++ ç-l+Ã *þ l+-f¡- t a,j+{ ,,.lr!t &ls

An Arabic Translation of the Recruitment Letter (Appendix A)

;SJtå^ll Ë3cr t-IJ.i . iúJ^
q-r3-.,,11 4#-"jl ¡Sl*lt os å!t'Y-I, 4+il1 $l!t;rU .iUS-t,,',- lìt,-¡t-,Þ

ç' r dL"+ dr+ çL:L ' ãLLII
li rl¡L å.-L= ' ã'-lJl

2008lcL¿t/25

À14^L ã¡l-r*Jl år-. t.- / r-rrL-

(¡L¡lr å-h^Jt Ê-t )-.- dF (Élr Jl^it;j$t 
'a.lr _r ¡

.éiisi-lJl4*IH. ¡S:t :_r éË_¡ *J, ..c:ilãy éJS.,il¿t s3lLEi

.ø'¡;S uFJlå e^

LüJl ,F å-6lcyl+ ¡J¡'^ll 5lJ.¡l t*" ,',-,JiJ ,-," 
€ir él 4;i$lll ,-¡Lis:-l ¡o +-l*,¡rJl o¡À LJ. *-yÅl tt); ¿¡*"++¡lt idr¡,-llq oì+ cl_.¡ç.|.,l' <-t_l-r!t ,sjË3r ,rX¡' t\J c,"rlþ' ¿í¡', a1¡_¡n^.Í 4#!tq-s ,,r¡ll c,L-rill3 . åù,,1-yt t{il{êJ¡J . .rtÃi^!r ,rt" .J=r- .r jr*, å¡t yrr lrr,-rr ¡si¡r

.JÉr^,+tJlåJl-r-'¡ d é)'ll.i^ll"* ,s cJ-j,- r¡ q-lr¡lU ëjtI fùãf_,J .r,rl_ll

úJú¡^é¡J -aJù*^,il?-JtlSioJl,rr:¿qu& 4+i'-ll $lff . atï¡. o [¡. cl_¡r" ãs_ tÌl;rc.rll4-!s-. é.-.o5 $l
- é.tu .=fu ,rf årliJl ç$-É d-lr -¡¡l*. LIr 4l1-J d çtã+ u!.rÅr f.u. a*.- J*! c[t -p.r-

é¡"-'ltLr -¿i$¡ 60 ¿l 15 î ú*, (é+errY 
',^-¿È 

qr) þ ,s-* .* Jú'-.lr."r-.*o* .l å;.,:r ¡s.r¡;L¡ ú--.-"x kj-r-s¡ år-jÉl=jyr åillr.) åJ..rÅ"lr ,r*y ãrÅr,jl eru-r g- ;, ;rlÉ
,ric å-liliJlcl¡+,¡ ¿rJ*¡:.y elß l¡l Ll .Ld,.Es. É o^-r (1-s¡ o.r* ¿J¡*^f;t}tl¡ffi¿,ffi

.1t+-¡r¡.tr et-üiå.Lli^tta,.Es,-r. ¿,srf +¡ra1 
"¡-,+) 

jr, i*ii,æ_r, "¡ Á*Lr_l¡s:ls^¡s r-r¡
.åe.liJt¡¡i-l r: rât ,þ !Ìyl ,r ¿tr-}J aLKlt 4r!t éJ ;1 t.*r .srui.r!'.' .;; ,js^!,

_ :ilfl.¡t -å"¡i. çl i.t-l+: *., çl # iÉ.l ¿J e-l-¡rll oi¡ cr .-,. l-a^,,iyl éKl+¡
, ry| qu::r"{lerltéÉ ¡t€_rÉ ¡-T ufu yr dJ- ó.,r,¡-é- Lri^ttc,ujJr r.¡-r-,

t''., *!,,{4 e-l åltrJ f-, c.'UrlJl éth JJ .J¡-¡Jt ,l [r-UVr g^'¿_.¡sL,,gr ,',¡rr_¡!t orrssJrr
l¡JrÀ .)sl,¡4 L^ÄJ d^.J j--x élli ¿J¡¡,,¡-, d$l¡¡yAlæÉ LþLt,r'i,,,^t¡iJ^ éllj.È c;s Jl¿a* ¿t-

ii, ér i¡. ¿¡¡ d ** -, #ffi ,'Ë*'Ëi:YdiîË'Iä*ä1Ëfi
,-¡fi.ilr r* e .r,-*lr tur+i--yr €¡r,"!lc ¿)-tyr r-r-,¡-r!r ."?tåff Ë. j*l* ""str;i. :;

ct'¡JÂslytç+-u c,l' 2008 c!:lir.J.,- ,r*lJidp cllS¡ ,jr¿^ d,tarsl',

,¡¡is) r ç +¡ .+¡t æ çi¡r*J, 
¡, - J r Lrdiir .'rrl*, |? i -@¿. t"ffi
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çrr: tJL-+ C+ oL:lt
1.¡-É¡" L ã.'-1+ ./ Jiú*. lJlaù.t
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An Arabic Translation of the Response Sheet
art-s:-Yl 6i-r¡

L¡l-iSi-l " cf fl-l_,¡.r ç3 4SJt'Í^lL i"^ie t¡l¡ (¿-ti.ltf-t)_,¡
ili - lrl lrial lr :ir-\ñ.i: lt '¿r 1r I

1+ñ" ç+ dil-jYlujSJ ol.r¡l ¡

*,,*l=¡¡slyt +J+ll &Jt æ ,¡ cJL;Wrs, ¿l -r3l !
: ç,l3¡ßlYl +¡llOl¡-

ç^l
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An A¡abic Translation of the Interview Questions (Appendix B)

{iLÈYl jSl-.¡^ cl-.¡.r^ å-LtL åli-i 1^+J3

-* d,r,-ú ùttsilú ¡ års- L-alelCrf I s, .a.Lri.lt cJ)i ett¡^ll t*.{-t-, ét4l-$ pl-! l"Jô

3-*.^ttci¡l-Yt r," ctl e*'å-d JIA++$J¡l4!-Yl ¡lr*.rUrlJt cl^ +-l

.4^Li.ll"3o ,€, çutC.lrr. :rJ(J r, (ci.LJf ,--r-t¡o!l r ó ÉltCrl¡r^,,, . ël'ill) f,-¡1.,,;¡ c¡ d-rÉ! .1

.4^.Lj^lti* .¡t*tcJ_¡-¡ , (duYra¡-Jill . C15ôYl¡- ) .¡S-*lt t.ra 6-¡E ip $i,"iJÉl .2

cI; , cjj-sJl+,þ_.¡ll. 'J¡e Jt. årrLll. +-¡l,i )fdtÁtJl éLl,L t{+ri3 çllllll-rÅll¿lJ¡lqá,ò L .3

(.rå- t,.-Ilerlc¡Jl. U,Jh^ll e-b¡
séjS-*,,t' úi"'J sprllg''l-:"'lYlP ,¡ -4

f4¡-¡¡-^.Jl e4llos éjS-r 4+ eé ql;$l ç-'$Jil ¡erll9 L .5

rr +ñ f+ u"t-i ç1 &'4tUJ fkl fsfirr r¡¡^ú ç$14!tÈIl ç3t bi"+|.'-rl5ilt.raU -6

lcllr ¿¡Ã-i-lY uJrlltp ry¡ jSllçJ6r ú-i+

fé.É-* ¡i-r -r¡E Jtc.riél4r-t-!lr.J^lCl+r'i éisa dÀ .7

fê"¡+-Jlç¡ 4¡1ÊYlç-eil +gI.t "SjS-* 4¡^ni.r' U .8

.("-rrf ,-É!l ãi-,,1Ä,rÞ J$tstl )9é;É -t^ & Ê)-Yl ¡$i: ¡$i:.t + -vou .9

fé$-*tc-t-¡lt .:rt'Él ¡-lr:¡ t- .10

o¡ L '+sL:l(,rt¡lttt.till-y . olS¡il3 . ¿Ä'' llr . LrS-Jl)Lé;É¡ 
"*irll 

d4't o .11

d,ß ll Îqúljj^ll ,/.t'útr é¡ *".Jn feb ,5 f$^LL qii$ ø¡llL fé¡, ¡-LJlq¡¡.Jl4jilji^ll
fLiÉ"élillú - ê dttå ¡'4 +l-Yl

f(,'y-lll , ,$l/l r el-q. úiiLll-,¡1,úÅl . ¡+"+ll,:L¡.llçDéé-*t++l$.-¡t-Uf=t]ç* l^ .12
féJsJ^l 4JLi¡.*ll LL':-ll oq çf ¿3r ï-î l.L é

c!-'ir ,a ,é,ttdt'jÀ dÀ f4r.E^!r*rgsffråïäiJ]ïÉËi;% t'
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An Arabic Translation of the Supplementary Interview euestions

4! 'Jll ¿Itull 4^+,É

(tJ.'llos åü-lrcrrJÉrr . ãJÉårrdrrr¡- 3 dlirr) f,¡r,,,¿r iF cLir ¿r ¡¡i *L(js_*lt L¡tJÀt ,4¡-,Lyt 4i.,JÅlt ¡a:1îiÊt i år_;t ¡r1*r¡r _r, +i-_'*f+Se^Ur r5" . t;kit qtc¡lt. 1Ér*tt. 4+Ht6 4r^J,j ¡sia-Vr ;rí dJ é3;-.j-^ú_ 
'tL(qSut+rþ¡lt. u"Jtr^ll

rç,,r-,,rre.r+-rrLrår 4¡r-l 5J.s é5-* 
jf-"_;ffi*i"Ë{ fl.*-*+ orr¡¡ 4¡ r¡c 4iÂ élEÀ ù¡ éjS-* crL_ri ¿^ ¿¡ -u¡r, 

, il þ ,_ *l + *Uf Oi *
fé-É-* JJ-.á-..b-i!iÉ rÀJ¡=úcr *äl :"siitsåt .7gê.3.-lt,J ¿,!61¡-lt,;-ti*Vt Lo éS-*, ¿,S"J:¡,,S .g

9ç-)-yla:lt¡¡lt : é5-r, uS+. ir< .gréjs-*,ll !JSJ! cjLryt 4¡^l,¡, d+olt úS.r dÀ . I 0

("r,¡¡r,.Fr¡, ;+l :-Io *iH 3"i,nHjiËg'rJ r,fllç 
lå

cJ*-q t *¡ ,r* çt é¡bÀ drÀ få¡.tLltçr.6jjj út+.-¡:r ++.xi:l'"jJrt ,þ-Oíarr. ,-L .f ¡tcj. éN-lCJ 4i^i6u. er.lt * e.l .j!¡i5J^ ,J.t¡i

.1

.2

.J

.4

.5

.6
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An Arabic Translation of the Informed Consent Form (Appendix C)

Lt¡+t-,/ERSITy
al: L4ANil oR¡\

âllL !l 
'El| .{¿,

a;.r q-Jl4#¡ljlåSL^ll.,s 4it"yl -þT-, _l¡l¡,-¡l.iSi-l :,',rill¿J )^X^ UlJjc

6.u- el+lc' :4i'l-rll

4Å*¡j Ês'¡ ,fu] , å-¡* .a*,!-¡rJl ob cF 4sJlú¡,Jl ¡¡b 4¡¡lJ..Jl .!S*il g," cjs.i ¿p o¡þ Tl ¡¡u ¡l¡yl lb

r:js l¡l .ÉÐ6 +Jo ç3L:i,.t-3 .n-irt 4¡¡to ¿Ê oJs¡ Éu-l s¡J .¡.e ¡rJTr .É gr_rsltyyt tir cr

Cþ rt l¡¡¡¡ü tå tÀ ã¡¡rr ¿j, crt-^¡tr-' çi e¿i i¡ U cb. dJ.d.¡ill iF +J" sk, ,!',¿sjl fur3:

.q 4e¡llll crþ:¡tr-rjt #¡ qq _¡t-.¡e}t tb ã*t;Êt ,-.qJq .lit ct¿¡ .fsiltuí

få-lJJto!À LJ .f_*ll-*n L"

,J.lJ'll ç,o L¡ <¡r3r*..J14#-"ilåSl*ll,J åiL")ldi-.Lj^ ,31¡ -itÁ:-l 3o a-r|,,¡.rllo¡À o^ o..r_rJf LÈJtl

Al[;ll -Él_* _r:trj,É ù-yl -È,1ß 
4J*5 

's 
JJiiItg Ã-t_¡rlto.¡ ir JiVt .ÈJdt .J ùlt tjÀ Jt crl;t

a¡_¡Jl 4¡r-"jl ;Sl*ll çi
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få-tJJlos ¡.9-.¡¡; ¿¡

ã,-1+ os åÃtÞYl råLul-¡.r JÈlÉ. t e-U¡ cd tÉ"+U å4llt ,r', ¡9 ' ^- elJc l$lå! ¡3Ë5 
l-ir- e-l-¡':ll olr

Jr3a. t å^¡>ti .JS,i,rt" 4-.r.ii ¡l¡ -¡¡- '''-tll lia.¿¡+-l a+-,,s 4+$S ¡*l.,y' L'.-É$l- Ã.-L .L.J¡irf-

1r.y,i- L ã*l+ dr.rl.Vli -'¡¡ú*f-tlå+¡. -b d.^jlL:¡i ú.lL-É J.ú'j élJ

få-lJJl'* ,.f 4S;tþ cl*.lll o^

+¡r-¡n-,J|4¡i!låSlJl ,fe ãilß- A¡r,,",! 5l-* çU¡ t¡ et-3-.¡ +¡tl3 ã-'lJJtotÀ *s él¡1.Ír¡' t-r'"

f¡-,lJJl"¡n ,J åSJ1,3^!l o$l-r el..tcJ 'r-, q d;eJl"t ..-,th ' i-r'" ç-rlL

å.cL- Jl åi$¡ 45 r-l^ t+¡¡^ ¿sl-Fé- å!.ç" el r+þ å:=Ul ruti-å á-lJJl ')À ç! 4SJLLlt c,lc éËålJ l5J

¡- o ,ãiJl ¿,. liS^g é.¡¡éUl é+-¡;,iI' 4lli^ltos.+rs i 1ã 4Å$r cJt--l!i:- l-S .;r'1,

,¡¡-þ e éll5 d'! .SIS^J élJ¡o !i,iS Jl ,ár39 $ +lt uJ¡l e.LlLIt ¡ ,h ,91'-i¡à ': 'lL ,l 7, ..rUrlJt

trÀ ÃJ{j # ã.¡-. ¡^ \p dil..iYtol-¡L- ) .i;iiLl k$"1-- Ú--þ e ¡l*¡-¡ySlytt¡+r,-J'ãj=t+llåLlJ,"

.(ei¡Jt

rå-!,'till ¡l¡-l ¿i¡= ¡¡$ çJIl L

lC-r=,'1,1çFiljl4pt-Yl crËJ¡ll úp éli.l:' ä¡- Ã:-lJl ¿Lå å-l-¡'Jl'3n C åSJt'ii^lt,iJc é:iÄt, l¡i

¡is 3t cJl_:- re # cb_* ulüa ¿1S lil úÉ¡lJI î.ô él eLr=It3 å+J .iill l-eLlJ,.J L€+Jtir .Sl^lr,.

.il,l!^ll cJ)Å cjtiJlo-ô l3r.r-.¡Ë X gJ-Jto^ +-)^.Þ .J¡.-=it¿3r-e: ¡stO-¡¡i¡

få.Ll^i^llê ú¡- é-r ul

ú¡jl & ..i,J..Å ãL,ü^ll elJ+l d,úJ¡ ¡,-ill, Li .a ¿3I; úJlt 4¡tÊYl js¡ .^t' é+:s¡ ,t' ø-l+tu å$i^ll

c¡)¡1L!l cF ,.sl -rl éIl-ri ,¡ çl e cÈ¡1'+ Y d+-+ ''t ¡ll li¡ qi$-Ét L l.jl^'¡-, é elt 3 '-r'utill



li<-.', tfîrçÊÞ' $lP rro t¡r-ctry F fcñ tfl lñctl- f tf+1q"¡ iTr".rÌ K.r-îpo rnfl f rfçy

fÇ -'-tc# f oS" tFct-¡ r,r-ìa. qÐ 
"¡o n*g -f-1: 4 gyry.¡n ffir¡ -¡Ã.-fg¡ f:t'cq f ff'¡sr

n f frr rrglcsr fl oç" rFrt-E¡

vi1¡l ¡i .oc.e tf, ".rn Ç rsr I rr*lÇ "Q tl.'ct*t

çt¡¡? 4 T.1 iÉc 1¡r¡sv c1Ç tÃt'''çF-r a rtdy r11 !r c# lÃ,1f f trP "ìrËç 
6-Í? rfQ

¡J tçt :.c rts5J f t¡rylc1 f oç. tFctry t' fcl -.ç çllF r¡icgs-.' 4 tfgrcsf qñTç ;trn ¡f

"fr f-5Ð r¡fn 4 trr,lcst f nç. tFct'*E f, ¡i'r- !$:tá tFct*E¡

lrt'nç rf rçc *1-t lr qrn !r r'-ËÞ'

,(, lff rn=r lO s".r' ry1c5f f osr rÉ'.¡ 1i'={^c # +¡ lÇ oço tF'ct*r nfu rfl r¡''ÇrP a

n P'-f{ tl"gtcs¡ fl oç" l¡r''l-Ei

rÃng? f r¡*rx rrcr rI*rciÞ'

sff rn=r ¡Q fcå ii''P *o t¡r'ct-t ir" f.rcg rfrá fl r¡.e¡ q#cit ctf=f-r t¡#..r 4 "r11ç'

ec'eqoluelun'cc@tputaqurqf"f{ f¡yni fi"Sr# çfip .f t'Ç fcfp rñr tÞir6-f [i:Ef f

rW r'i{-f tç il inf rnrr .t'P {fc AOOZ'íst lc.El r¡dP f rt 4 tçtcr r51.p 
6-lt6-

if¡çO fW"'d-f iidt oSt ff"rr2 Ê'* rÃg}t, 4 o5o ttçct*E' .ffO oSt tB"fr qf fSt, l{f=

!d1-ytq' f qo n*g fû 4'rtrt:- tÃ-lEE 9á fffSy f¡f*¡ ll*fc¡"ìz'c*fñ d S:if t'f

nç. tt*f"n- -rr- inq tn=t f.' tprn t' ,ry r¡rr{ì 6-q1crq-' tf t.ç ty-t'r 'q-ñJ' S"l

n-'ÉJ t"";ctJ t¡-qfn.¡ ggf, frcf .Þrf, q" tFct--¡å

IÃ.fr ttBo *s- t<t'

VgETqerV rpn€S ur suorlez-rueb:O ,i+ltTqesTq
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t:L¡-lt-'¡st-É ú^ úbr6tJlt{-é+19 ç3IlL-Låill ,.:-¡,rJc e¡"-all Ll'¿, å-tJ¡ll ôrÀ úiéllr aJ:JB*Jl4#ll

ñ¡l-. l. 4#ll os c¡L¡=ll ou å-r-l.rS qg.r.¡

få-lJJl".n d é¡o qJ- .,Ic ÀliJl LÀ31ÅiléJ- élcrlqlJl.,.è L

é di .a$ili d9=,,ú fu.Esi ãI.E^ll .:a ãLl-Jle_¡tu_¡ , ãl1Lll .4 .åI'liJl d)Å dÞ.,ú åjl å.:-l4llarii,'Í r-!rs

Jl ç.-¡u úT ¿Á+ ;¡y å^ .ei åJt;l iJ- 1^S ¡-lJJl cr uå¡¡ll 3l -.¡¿-¡1$ll ,1. çl ,É os é-l El-¡rt

¿,J¡Å- -,l*Ilr åi-l+ll-tiÅ ¡a +-l_.¡rll éUþ Jl cj_:-_dl ÉS+ ,¡sllt u-tÅ-úVt .L-él LF ÉJÀ .Þ -¡-"ft

ÉJéJl L¡¡ qlL-jl .Þ. . 6JéJlr. . . .

ei¡ltjli+"Ä årþ. J,el ¿^ g*LfiYlf.ii L$c +'l YJçiklt -t¡Jãtll ,s:ù.ti^lt ,l^ úËtË^ tl,:-t, 'l éJ$

,=þ .el3:t+ ct-l;3!Ytç+ úéJ3.i-ll. å. 
-¡l ú:-_r.S.¡n gc . å.T(i ¿l ¿fu crt-lr3ÃYlélE 

ç,.å 
r:Lrl-

¿l ¿S+ åI.li^ll cr t+:L cL"-=ll é¡- élcrl-_¡lJt¿lJla_,¡t iYl ¡+i lX .1 ¡-¡ ¡.ll :diEll cjb!'

iJ- d.,J= åi=Ul lrJ=Éi ¿t aSSal il¡+..últåIt 4llLll 'ù+',,1os ùJÉ-ÉY éjS lil .-*¡lt crt¡Y ¡r'r'i"¡

Ail+lt LL6l úts^ ,,r. ,!li- 6_¡.r e, dijljJllåi: éJ ú¡- .Âlujt élh çi Alti^lt cÞÅ þ13s crLylJl ¿p-:j

.2OOg L*t "¿.i 30 gJj5,j+ _li,s,¡t+lt fJtllfuES U ela$Yl .ur c-i-rt¡Jlora 6^+,-¡Xl f+-J

églJi djl tás L,,l$¡l ob çÉ ¡sJt i*¡l ¡l¡tsll AeLñllJ ¡.¡3¡ ã¡íllJl ¿l¡l ¿l t*'À4JliÊyl l¡À 
'þ 

,'L;qi

crli$ 4jlUs ¡j3jl¡Jl ,¡t'qrî- ip éll$ & çt+ ûÊ¿rr-fy ll,ÉJl lb .,*,-jll li¡ .,å i¡lt L ðJs¡ irl (,Þ

eE ¡l/¡ r-¡ts...lJl é¡Jl t¡l LtiI f.^JÊll,l¡Jd.4Ji,6¡lle,€-1++lJ r¡n ¡¡l*3r ¡lþt=¡¡lr3.6.rJlJl¿H¡¡l+ll

3l etrl*ll +h çe .r.r¡Í Y úl ,:.lJ l3l í*,lJ'¡Jl d¡tilå¡l dtllr;r''l ü'¡¡él¡'frslt L .,)ly çl ¡¡þ ;{bïl

.CEs,¡LL gÞtÅ ãqÅ+ cùJe¡

------rJjt.'-[o 6' ,- rl+tr 
"þ 

dil-3yl,¡li(.re 4-lJÀllcJ¡i'crl-,¡l-ä-tJlåli-l!iélJ.l ú¡1S lr+902-

405-6266;utJÉJl .t' .¡¡¡SVl +-¡+lb ¡l umhemdi@cc.umanitoba.ca å.åJ^I^J dl-iYl 'sli( rJ LS
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6 JJ¡SJI ,',-rll... . l6 j1( o o.å + . ,¡_¡élyt +¡;!f ,È¡lhansenn@ms.umanitoba.ca

c.,l$ti! 4+$ílLrs*ll d#lé rs-, iH¡rr t r:-u I,.-f+L å,-l+,.f çrryr1¡lsl élJ¡,Ljr¿t=,!r ,-L,- ¿1

:i¡^ltËJtJj éß.J u--*Åll l-r4-r crL_rlJlu +,¡" Jc' ¿ffVf ¡.r*.¡l ll1 ...,-Jt

hllp-lu¡¡aliloba.calresearcl/ mI

c¡Jr<,å .gí étJJ iJls l¡É 6bJ+jt-r Ar"Ll cÉ çl.rYt llsl é¡Jú.i¡Jl ,it¡rjl u*!+- lúíl3ra ,,,-JJl llÀ (r.E¡ $J

Pil & rSbiïl c,taôsí ¡*¡¡+ 3t o)tci ic,¡¡É¡.I o¿ti*iyt e çi+ dt átjt ,¡r:< r t¡¡ó¡.il tb J¡¡

+204-474-7122 Çt$fl ùJËJl çþ sl margaret_bowman@umanitoba.s¿ ét¡¡j É rE3

.éEJ+-,,*¡ é! Ê+J* _¡t;ÉVt t3l ¿,Á b""jr

rl-,+) .sJilt el å.-l++ ,t'lJl .''-,tt, llÌ,ll crl-l;¡ll c¡Ht 4¡ls ,ls¡ ¡,irt-r^ *þ d..-.lr ¡ aii ,sud rx

,.sl'È ,i'Å'i ri+6- çl i'^ ¿)!J cltil ,''r-s ¿l +ilår-)- (u=. -uJ Ê¡--rl.Lb 
,'.-î,¡,--Jil¡+¡ ciLj.ltri)¡lLll

ãJJ¡sJlJ ú"'jtÀ ç-iu ËJé¡ll¿tis¡..Jtr.',-rll ãil|å-Jt.Lll f.r l,# e).r1Lllr.+ t*.-+ ¡+ d,t^.sl
ci),lËJt.3o dle - i é c.,L_rL- ,âl & dh-.¡^l¡Ä ¿SJ-.'r- ,sL,ñ!|.'uil_¡r!l

T 4l¡t¡^lldilÅ rÎ¿ì-óJta.tl ¡tS:-t ,þ ,yl¿l

,+í ,,J1l.¡:,å¡ otjrí +¡- ¡, i*,¡Sf ab þt ooí 1a_¡vLff ¡*f¡

.i*,¡ltob çÉ ås_¡r,i"lt ¿Þ AielJÅt ;bi

Ëi

^r rEIl él il.Lll 
^-'!.1, r t_.J
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Appendix E
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L)rrri. n or lìrsr-¡ric:H
SFHt rr.-¡:
Otil.¡ ,ri iilr r.-ir¿'Pr¿rirlcnt (Rr'çi'a:.:h I

Please be advised tha*.your above-referenced protoccl has receivec human ethics approvâi

by the Jointtaculty Research Ethícs Board, v¿hich is organrzed and operates according

tó the Tr¡-Council Policy Statement. This approval is valid for one year only'

Any significant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form shoulc be reported lo

tne numan Ethics Secretariat in advance of implementation of such changes.

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

22 A:prll 20AB

To: Alyaa Jamal Hemdi {Advis,cr.s Hansen,Alexandrin)
PrinciPal ln'¡estigaior I

FROM: Wayne TaYlor, Chair - ì
Joint-Faculiy Researchtthics Board {JFREB)

Re: Protocol #J2008:046
"An Exploration of the Development of Disability Organizations in

Saudi Arabia"

lirir¡rir¡.¡ Rc-cca rch to Lì-{t

Please note:

- if you have funds pending human ethic-s approval, the auditor réquires that you

rbmií a copy of this Approvtl Certificafe to Katirryn Ëefrmano!'ich. R€search Grânts

Contract óérv¡ces {fax-2614325), includinq the Sponsór name, before your account

be opened.

if you havi] received mult¡.year funding for th¡s research, responsibility lies vrith you

appiy for arrd obta¡n Renewãl Approval åt t¡e exp¡ry of the initlal one'year approva.l;

Th' R*.*.h EtJ.'"s Board requ8sls a flnal report for your study 1?,!aiiaþie ¿.'

tlËD ,r,'rìr,zn;tcba.celrÊse€rahic:'s.,erh:cs¡crs-Ahics-¡uman-RÉB-furns-3:jrCe!ines h-Jl:) in order to be
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Umm Àþura University
Faculty of å,ledjcíne

The Vic¿'.Dean

6¡.,..itt ¡i"t--uÞ
¡..Ltl: .ú<

.¡aúr !þ5t

,-., \ ,r \:

. 
", 

\'.-

^;¡r.rrt of Nova Scòt¡a

å'il?i$,;äU,ii

Alryra
The Mc+Dean:
Poeor mï. tr¡ddú*l . Sard rrðiã
fUcptrw (Oper@ +SS2-521)0û0

frdFrd).t021 ,4211 - (FaxErg.rtt0 r

¡r1áJ a-- J -{ír tr . L-Str <- -

=F¡¡- Þ
,Jrtút ¡.1t

:¡.34 .r*'
L1, .l 9)

"it 4l* 1 r¡<i.s¡yJt .i\Ãlt ú=lJl ;.fÐ

:.lr¡3 als¡gs alt Lrr, Éro ef.¡

.-.rhJtr úá,FSr ¿rjt''S¡ ¿¡l ¿Jí.J¡

d-.+ r:,+ "tjl- i L.ri,i- L i-utÂr .uú*+'Jl i-j¡tt cr_¡*_ ! .¡" t¡:! ¿l- V .r!: aSi:f- -¡;iSlJl r*s i-îÞYl __¡51¡. 
",;,.+ oj .:i-+Ill -.rX_-¡ :t-þ i&.i"ñ c.)tgJf *r"_.*U

É.lJ,-Ál f y1/É/1 ú-ã rÏll sr4il*Íull hjsû-a+"LJt t+jr-:)LfLi t_ill¡4 c,-:
aìJ.ijl .jÀJ3j' sle I LrLl .',;\ .ar. .,t¡v7t v *_l¡ ar. .,vf /ì o *þly't;i f yì/v/1
{iSIJr çr ir¿}¡ _rSt>. -tJ!ú,,* 4:Étj63-f i-lrÈ) t*5!_t l:--r^.Þ¡ kfl-,¡.Jo

.ii¡l cl.i .j û+ll t! oiçrlJt ,.,-.¡l ç_:n: ,_rLtf +r-.rrlr +-.-tf þr,r"fr j 9,

.L^.& 4:JJi L] 4;-9ijl, 4tr-?ìr Jbå31

...d JriÃi3 . -ebj dat|å tjÍ¡J

(,-l'll ¿sìl , LlJl d.Ll )rll i.Klt ¡ l5-j

4LþC!-- r-: ¡ú^lí _r
,l ^lr I

fhis is exhil¡it ' ll rnf¡rrrn¡t r,r ;n rra., ;

Afrir¡avir oí. 2L
Sworrr h*zfrrre n¡cthis ..1þ_ day ot i

- i jl'ft-+L 
, zocl t

--- ,"- -r I

A Barristcr of thê Supremu I
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l"-

Tnnsklin

ì¿ Umm Al€rrra Univercity
Facutty of Bicdicinc

fhe Vice-Dcan

Umm Al4ura Un¡versity
Faculty ol Èled¡c¡ne

The ViceÐean

l- .' ltl---r:,f-Ltrq---__ì

Saudl Güfttrrãl Atlactrè ill Canada May Grxi proteci hirn

May t¡c p€ace, tneÈy and blcssings of God be upon yos_

Wc ask (;(r(l to r¡tar¡l you assist"ncÉ. sucres:s, ílnd l¡ghteousncss-.

We hercby lnlorlrt yollr l:ìxceümrx thal wc hâvc no obilc;tion lh¿¡t ¡llaslc¡'s sltrrlcnl., Alyaô Jamal

I ãlâät He¡'ndi. of Man¡tobâ Ltnivcrsrly, ¡x¡ndur,t lntelvbws relãled lo her nÞsti:,r.s lhcsrs in ä
number of lile Krngdorn's <lisability orç¡anz;:hons undÊr our DlÌ:.ì(vvatíon. 'l I¡is wifl lakc flac,c
cltlrhg hcr researclt lrrp lronr Canadâ lo ttË Kingdom for a pÍriort treg¡nninf, orI O9/t4l14í¿g I t

{15/04P(ìOtl,Å-ll) ancJ t*trJrng on f'FllOTi14.ll)¡l ß2n7DOOB A.L}). We havr: rcv¡c¡r¡u¡l tt¡e letter
i¡om hc¡ lltesis arivlsor a¡td h€r lhesiç subjc<t ÌAn Fxplorali¡r Ûf fhe [lcvclofxnc+rf r¡l DisrtÌíEty
Orgarrizations in Saudi Arat iã". C,od wtlhrlg, iltis imprJrfânt subiect shall bcnclil our corrr¡ky and

cnflch scierìtific rc.searclt in this ficlH_

3¡¡sed on lhc' atxrvc picasc pruv¡rle us wì[ì ¿tly ft-'c(ìmm+nd€tolts yr.ru may hav{}

S¡r¡cerely,

Vic,:{}ean lol (ìr¿rlualc Slt¡dies ¡¡nd Scienlifrc Res;e;:rrJr

.lsrgned>

Ilr. 
^ìman 

Bin Mr¡hammad Sateh Moum¡nen

i/f +
i his rs r:xltil¡lr '/ J ìcirlrred to in iitr
AflirlaviL <r

Swom.belorc ¡rrc this(' ú/. daY Ðl
tNtL¿.4. 

- 
-,?oçl-

A tJan r-s¡e¡ t)r rlìÊ Ju¡,rÞ¡r,r;
('.ç¡rtr* rí l\iotra Scotia

r lLê.Tl-lt-lì Á. fvliìNtlLt
+ Nctðr/ laúHi: i¡ ¡¡t¡tl-!çr

'hi- ?rñ\,iær- rl N(ìr,¿ Scotiê

Umm Al{ur¿ Un¡versity
The Y¡ce-Ðean;
t'.O. Bor 7G07- À¡èkkal¡ Saudi Ael¡i¿
TeÞphæ (Otmln): +9û{i-2.527{nû0
1 eà. l:\a 4Ð?.1, 4211. (Fax Frd ) 4f l0

Úmm Al-{tura UniYes¡ty iThÉ\,.rcqÐ€ãn: I
r¡.O. fJsx -rff¡7. Ma9J($, Sâudi,,lrabia I

TeleÐtms(Clpcßlor).{S6-25UILB{¡3 !
Tùt ExL40zf .4¿1't-{Fa¡. Eú-i4rro I

pw-uqledus




